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~LUTI§!1 

CF..A.PTER 1 

Absolutism: NeJ''inon 

positi();n as regm"'ds the philosophical problem of tUi6 is to be i'0~d :t...:~ 
/. 

the scholiu.m follotdng the eighth definition in his Mathematical _ .. u.,. ... ;' 

Absolute, trJle~ __ and maths:rllatica.l timej) of .itself II and 
from its ot>m nature, flo"!~s equably "dthout relation to 
anything axternal~ and by another n~ is called dura~ 
tion; relative~ apparent~ and com."tl.on time~ is some 
sensible and external ('!:;heth0lr accurate or unequabla) 
measure' of duration, i<1hich is CO!!rll'lJ!.Only used inst.li'Jad of 
true time; such,as an hour, a day, a month, a year~ l~ 

In reference to this passage, it must not be ass~med that Ne&~e~. 

that it arises· in that section of the troo.tise which is. devoted to 

'definition. !et one is confronted with the obvious structural associati em, 

of the scholia~ in question and the series of explicit definitions that 

precedE~s it ... One seems to be caught in the problem of ascertaining just 

what it is that Nevrton is doing in this p:tn"ticular context .. It l'-Jould, indeeC.$ 

seem that he is either defir~ng the nature of'time, or that he is net 

definil:lg it~ .And there are legitimate structural considerations which serve 

1 
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to subst':::i1tiate or to justify either nOlI; but, on the othor hanaj) there

" are legitimste points to be fOUY.d 'Hhic:h serve to destroy either vieuQ T husjl

one is "i7i:..·tually obliged to admit that Ne~1ton is~ defining~ not

defining the internal character of tirrt8G

In order to escape this apparent paradaK D one need only distinguish

betwoen doflning a thing by providing its internal and essential characterj)

and specifying the theoretical or ontological" status acc~~dad to a thiugQ

Forjl although Nevrton overtly denies that he is providing~ or that he intends

to providej) a definition of the internal clw.racter of tiL'l€l, or of space, or
20

of motion-- these being, as he says, well kn~qn to all-=? yet, to be

theoretically consistent, 1".is machar.istic interpretation of the ....lm··kings

of the universe must presuppose a differentiation of absolute -time (sp"wo

lmd motion) and relative time (sp.\!ce" and. motion),. The definition F(;"O\ridod,

In support of this statement? the so-called axioms of his system--

iG 6" j) the la'Wls of. motion-co might be considered.. For example, the first 1a.,{<1

of m.otior.i.jl as everyone knows? states that

ave-:;:y body contirrues in its state of restj)orot J,mifol"nl
motion in a right linm, unless it is compelled to change
that _state by forces impressed upon it.. " JQ

If 9 as Ne~~on declaresj) &lY motion or any alteration of the motion of an

object can only be accoUnted. for by the fact that some force (or forces) Or

other were ,exe;,ted directly upon the object in qU6stion ll then any m.otion of

a specified object, or any alteration of such, that cannot be COlmeoted

ultimately with the exertion of SOYllS force cannot be referred to us a

" genuinetl mot~<?n; but is rfl.ther merely apparent~ Suppose, for instanCiSl'
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th.€: righ.t with velocit:l :-~\t 

said that the motion of __ the--ball is not a genuine motion <?t ;,>.ll~ 

merely ,e:-::::;':;:·'ent. The genUine motion is that of the t6:bl(7:. a::,d hence of 

above as flgenuine lf __ the motio::1, that is to 

th<e: result of a force (or forces) dj.t'p.ctJ.y impressed upon the objeoz:' in 

th'2 ·:-,1ot:i..on to l-lhich the appellatiop liappa,rent" h8.5 been applie·d m~:r:;;t.:~.'~:"-

fro:-n Hhich it is perceived, and upon the prevailing physical con:::itio~;::: 

::'~C~J. its relati-v6 c;ounterj,:Jart$ Such a distinc~tio~::1 in regard to ph::rsic.8.1 

::not::'t.cn mu.st involve a similar distinction in those factors in te2'ms 

1·r~.:.i('.b. .:?~~1j.Tsica.l'motion can be d·escribed, or its quantity or lnagr.dtude c£..l~--



of mechanics which Newton systa~atically propo~ds is a quantitative 

describe the physical universeo Towards this end~ it is necessary that 

physical motion~ and hence both ti.rne and space, should be ,acc'lll'ateJ;;::r 

m.2.,£s_'Jrabl§ .. Th:i.s n~c8ssity for the pr.ecise and UJr.:iversal quantitative 

aeter;;,linstio1'l o;Cmotion, made evident by the nature cf the science: of 

mechani(~Sll ind:;i.cates another, but related, rea.son for postulating the 

existence of an absolute time~ It may be: said that the theore:tical gens-

sis of .the notion of absolute (as opposed to relative) time in the New-

tonian theory is found to rest with the radical .. 1.nC§'-ps'.city of tha time 

of ordinnry axperience to provide a sufficient and objective ground fer 

measurement accurate enough to satisfy the interests t and ,to fulfil the 

requirements, of the physical sciences .. Indeed, the time that enters into 

ordinary experiencs sea'l\1s to be so bOWJl to a limited, and partial frame 

of reference, ~~d so dependent upon conditions prevailing within ~1is 

fr<me of reference, that natural ~ciencell as a dicipline which purports 

to be ~mpartial.and universal in scope, cannot but be cons~dered mar~festly 
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L _ -to
,I J;-,~;

...~ ...... -

and this, in tl4'u) gives ~ise to

certain prejudices~ for the rem.oving of \'Thich it lvill
b8 convenient to distinguish th~m into absolute and
relative, true and appal'en~~ mathematical and c·:;mmOl1. 5.

The Ilprejudices ll to Hhich NeVlton thus refers arise ultimately [icC,: the

u,'1Hdrranted and theoretically' unjustifiable adoption of pal'ticlll;ll....

material fl"arnes of reference: ~. 9 fr8.nleS of reference, or points

vie'.;, the adopti0l1 of "'hiah makes it possible:; in a physical Systf~:;; to

h8.Y0 a motion or an alteratio:;l of motion lrrthout .there bej.ng any ,;lc8.:,:'J.y

~::'sc0rt::'.inA.ble and directly impressed' force to produce it)) and to F'ovid~

do:finitiomi of spatial and temporal intervals that do not result iJ::l the

sh'ict quantitative unifornd.ty of such intervals and Hhich 13.1".8, for thts

reason~ insufficient for scientific purposes~ A solar day, for example,

defined astronomically as that period of time between ~vo immediately

successive dam1s at meridian x? is a variant quantity~ no matter how

sli.ght the variation may bS 0 The very fact that j_t~ yary is itself

s'lfficientgrounds for its scientific inacceptability.

~ their very nature, periodical luechanisms of the sort mentioned

abcv&j however they may be set up and defined~ depend upon the adoption of

a specific pl~sical or material fra~e of reference; and it cannot bB

ascertainoo 1I1hether the frame c; .:'derence considered is in the stat·;:) elf

absolute rest necessary for precise scientific mea.surement•. Newt 0:'1 impl:5.N
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as it is possible~ tr~\t in the X"omcte regions of the
:fb:.ed stars 9 or pcrh&ps fm.. bGYOl::U themj) ther0 m:3,y be
GC.iilO body a.bsol'ltitely art l~ost; E~~ ~-J12~:~~~}?J~£ !~-2 If::~f~~$J
fl~cm the pc.zition of bodies in our rog:1.or. vr:i.cthL2 iJ.::.y
of th®se do keep the s~me position to thi:<t rGrlOtc
body,A it follows that ab~9~~t9 rest o~nn~t bp ~otcr~

.. ~""""-'-'_~'_,"'J_;;,_.-'3<_"O' C':':~=~_-= ~~.r.:'''''.,;;,ooJ~ ~= .:..,..u:.<;4-~~

n,,4 ..-. .t:~...-] 7~r>m t h~ nO:Sli.:'~~1:L+-J ...'t .........." ~-.:.~ 1.... r-_~·1.:. ......~ .: ~\ (",,)':IY" .......6!7~ l!""',~.- '"'

~~~~ ~--;.±n:~~~~4"~ ~~l~..;; ~~ A.~~m:~~-=*

ThBre reay, OfCOUl'S6 9 be periodical mechanisms that can be desig~iJ.tcd as

better Or worse as regsrds the possible precision of measurement, or as

regards the theoretical provision of definitions of temporal intervals\)

instances of. uhich are res_pactively mol'S or lass uniform or regular in

extent~ In other words, the use of periodioal meohanisms in order to

define tempora.l intervals may well result in the designation of interva.ls

which are more or less uniform, or which vary in uniformity.. But, in the

interests of the precision l~equll"ed by scientific procedure and theory ~

the question in~vita.bly arises as to 't-lhether there can be a. defirdtion

of temporal- intel~vals such that its instances· are absolutely inva.riable..

Professor ~nsst Nagel suggests that it is just such a question as this

whioh is the basif3 for the Net>rtonian distinction between absolute and
70

r-elative timsoAnd Ns'tvtonj) as can be noted from the passa.gel cited at the

beginning of the_present chapter, is of the opinion that an absolute time--

is not just th~qr~ticallypossible, but nw~~essary~

To ~ppr.oach the matter froI11 yet's, slightly dii'fel"~'mt direction\?

the diffej,"ept:l,s,t,ipn of absolute and relative time, or of a1:?solute and

relative quantities in general» may b~ effected in the light of a.nother

passage from the first pages of Newton t os P1":tnciJi!&P.lJ to td.t:



R'.;;1~·.~··ti1r8 ~~.~;:,':~~l1t:!;..~,i0S are nC:iI:, tr~~ qUlIa11tities i~~Dlcl~7;s,;~11;tes, 

T,;:::':.30 r.',,:':::SI$ t .. nc{,,:" be'ar~ bnt ttL05G Se!'1~iblG rn.:·,:::~~"lD.~SS c-Z 
th':Jl (B:.the:;:' aCCnJl~ate or inaccurat:e) ~ 't-,ihich f~e 
cc::;::::::::':u.y used instead of this r.'J"easursd qu.£),ntitics the;;;"': 
sol"u"eso Be 

of a ,~~~£f ~&e§~~;;r~~. Se, on the lOne hand~ since relative time 

fellot-J's, of courSe, that there must be something wJklich is distinct from 

thing measm,"ed, lOr the thing quantitatively expressed" Or" if abselute 

7 

time is not a thing ·to be measuredj) but is rathrsr the st.a:r:.dard accc:'ding 

to W'~1.ich th·s l:il.easurement of something else is te be effected.? it :r.mst 

li.1..;:s\dse exist prior to the act of measuring, and hence be distinct bot.h 

. be said at thi::i stage~ in consideration of the foregoi1!g. passage:l) tn.at 

The existence, thenS/. cf absolute tilne Cal'l supposedly be Q0J::.on-

absolute motion can be proven experim.entall.v, it 'Would sea"l1 that the 

e:dst~3111.Ce of time as an absolute is' implicitly de."7l.onst?ated by that very 

ss.::.n.e ~"xperimental prQof" It is towards this end that Newton set forth his 

-" ~-
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9* 
bilC:~,:;,tQ It S0C1ms to have heen N (;,,;ton n s 

ms.d.e to tho existence of an absolute space and an absolute time in which 

the motion c~n be cOL'1sidere-d to occur Q At best9 of course, the eXPelri-

~~ntal proof provided for the a~istence of absolute space and &bsolute 

time is .1n4j>r~:c:::'~ but this f~ct involves little (if any) impediment to 

motion of the ~l'atcr in the bucket is an instanoe of absolute .notien:v it 

is a st!1l.ple: and legitimate matter t,,0l show that certain astronomical 

motions of a circular naturel> such as the mO"\7ement ef the pla.nets areund 

the sun, ar~ similalAly absolute; it is, furthermorel' legitimate. procedure 

to ShOll1 that the theoretical matter may be e1r.tended from circular and 

l"'ots:.timial m.otion to lJ'ngitudinal motion, and thereby to eomprehend the 

entire scope of physical dynamicsQ 

The bare existenc,e of absolute space and absolute time is ade~ 

quat<!Jly accotL.'¥1ted fer, it s6sms:ll by establishing the objective existence 

of absolute motion of any sort or species; but in establishing the 

object may move absolutely.!2. iJ?Jinit!\;'\'U, '!dthout being imp'ed.sd by 8.l"l"jT 

fO!"ce wJ'hatsoever \'I must theoretically be taken into acceunt,.. Since such 
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~~ ," 
, ~ ~.~~~.~ i ,- f· l:::l 1"-~h,:; S-;:J~C'{~ ~11'1d t!"! :j t:~. ~~~ ,I:: in ~~··b.j.(;}·\ :'L ,- ~~.";..;.:-:.~: ..... " .-. -- -""~ - - -

. -:t - :'".-': : ---

is esse::.tially cj,"IJ.::mtj.tative in character, the measurc;.bi1::1.ty of space a;,d 

-':':.\~ c:(c .. ct lTIO.r.8i..1..."rab,ili r::y of motion implies tb.8.t this 
-'''~.'m (..; '"', s""<'c'''- al~rl +-i m o ) J,.-S " T'J"''r'f'''lct. _. ~.J'\"..~,~ \~O .,t-J'I;" '-' '1..' .. U U-, ... d .. ,p~;;r ClI. .l.: ...... - _ -.... 

Sj-st3~n ~.r!d 2. ~;n.lre nJ,! ... tl'1ematj_cal time$ (0 0 . 10. 

Fl~'")th.e:.."'more, th.e theoretical dissociation of lTIOilSltrabilit2t C!.::ld . 

rel,: .. ti\Te~ but also to establish a strictly theoretical demonstra,tion for 

existence of ab::wlute space . an·a. is a fact of Olli~ 

3.1';6. :'he t:1.me for 'Hhich a thing~ 

j,",'·tion of the thing~ event, or process in question~ That 1iYe, do t!·~::::; 
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that which is measured; if there exist periodical mechanisms:; l,:::.ieh a::-e 

taken to be ,the p1rqsical standard measurements of time, th,sn tL"I16 itself 

must e?::ist independently of the measurement pro"rldsd ll as that c~l'.ich is 

In an· essay!) :r-eputed to have been iV'..ritten very ea.;,. ... ly in his 
ll .. 

career II Ne"~rt.on descZ"ibes space and time as a~dispositions of. beiltlg 9.:'0'3. 

being'O 0 t\i'ritin~ in this regard about space, he propounds l'J.s thesis in 

the follo'ieJing 'fr'lay: 

Space is. a disposition of being ~ beingQ No beil'llg 
exists ~ can exist waich is not related. to spaoe in 
s<c~e . "!l1'ayo God is everYHhere, created minds ar-e SOJ1!le~ 
l'Yh<s:;.~ef) and body is in the space that it occupies; and 
~'lhate~lTe~ is naither enrerywhere nor a~o1helr'e does not 
exist" Ju::d hence it f0110'(.o1S that space is an effect 
arising fro~'l the first exist,enoe of baing, beeause 
,<Jhen any being is postulated, space. is postulated" 12~ 

The saille may~ of course~ be affirmed of ti.'1le or duration~ ·~dth appropriate 

alterations of 'j:.erminology~ 

for certainly both (time and space) are dispositions 
of being or attll.~ibutes according to wrdch toJ6 denomi
nate quantitatively the pres~nce and duration of any 
existing individual thing" 13. 
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-..::: time 

beings. is fu,"ldementa11y dependent upon their l"'elation to, lOr e:rlstexlC\!I 

in, space and time", It is evident also that the reverse is not, and cannot 

beS) the ca.se~. ~<> 9 that space and. time are inhei"ently not dependent upon 

lev~l$ For if the relation of a thing or being to space and time is the 

fm~drune:n:tal cri:t.e,rion for the ~istence of the thing or being in question, 

it l.Jould appear that the postulatiOl'1l of such a being would involve the 

Inso!.ar as the nature of time is qUite independent of the data 

ooserv,zd in c.:r~p0.~:ience, and even in CO!filllOn experience, and insoft:.r as it 

this ~vil9ry independence .. Absolute time~ in the NOi'n:.Ol'ri.a7:1SCneme, can 

thus he referrc::d to as onlS of the ~~indepelr.lden:t variablcsH,. upon 'Hl'1ich 

tI-!.rtually all' scientific procooures and all scientific la}lS ult:i:m:2.t-::ly 

dopmncll" And insofar as absolute .t:L.'tIO~· as ~!ell as absolute spaco aJ).<0 t;'10 

inclcpel:ldent variables upon 1-1hio11. scientific investigations ulti.1Ill2..ttlly 



.1,', t~~ .... ;~ :,-. '7 (:.- "., -;:- .:'~f ____ 1: __ 

1:Jorld Q 

nevert11elc~ s 

spc.cc tim·s 

To attempt such a derivation, 

" ...... .-.:."'.::; .. -: 

ancl if ,it is to be 

:::.~~ :::,,~~_-,,~.~c ::·1~tl1C)'D.t =2.Yr;1 ~'J.cb. ~c.hGo!J(;.ticc.l diss~cia.tio:n 0::'''" J;.:'~2.C.1.:.: -:-:G,l d~~;cr-
1,~J~~ 

r'G2.lit:r~ absolute time ar:.d absollrte spz.ce c:or.tain't-nthin thomselv;":;3 

12 
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be 

...-:=--_. 
ment of t,ime~ ens is obliged to refello

' to nothing othel'" than time itSellf 

uni~ue metric), then the similarity between such a conoeption of t~~e 

and a l1l1athem;;;.:tical series of numbers might seem~ on various basos~ 

seem to hold good.' on. several poil'J.ts or issues" First of ail,. both 

neither~ in and of itself51 is considered to have limits or boundaries" 

This is obvious in the case of number, and from a consideration of the 

very ir;lotion of m1."1i'l,sr; but' in the case of space and of tiline it is lflot 

quite so evident" That these last' are infinite in stent is t · as has, 

already been noted, established indirectly or ~J inf~ence? as an in-

evitable C01'1Sequence of the nature of absolute motion: ~",. specificallYIl 

as a consequence of the nature of an absolute motion of a body movll~g 

longitudinallY$:l upon whi'ch l"W ilnpeding forces are i..1'!I.presse:d" Yet the 

eY~3tence of such an m1tei'~anated or unaltered physical,motion is, at 

be:sts) doubtful" It is theoretically poss~ble, of course, but it is 

p:.~actically w'1.determine:d~, and perhaps even indeterminable o If the 

infinituds'o:lf,' space and time in themselves depends upon the veracity of 

such a pl~sical motion, then it may weil be doubted that space and time 
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it r.:ust, therefore, be established by pur·2'l~r theoretical, rather tl:an "":::;y 

, . 
~C:l1ne 

of r eas OXl ,. a::1d· not by experiment. "(1 .. 0 th.is 

in all direct,ions. For ",6 
any' limit an;>'YJhere ,ri thout 
tha.t there is space beyond 

at the sarne 
it. 

er.l.d~ 

TrK simil:."'Crily bet,rElan i:;.bsol1lte space and absolute tir1ie~ ;:);;! the 

t.h:,:;::::·etical fact that both are independent o.f things in the physic.al 
, 

U1·~1.V'G·rse~ ':;;:1::1 ar·e:;;. on th:ts basis~ tra,nscendental or m.etaphysical 

oonsiderations. For n1.l."T!ber itself is radi1cally distinct in char8.cto:':4 

fl'c.:c: the ·:;l:il'!.gs that are quantified or enUlllerat,ed, just as space 2.nd t::i:.:ie 

;;'1'0: by r'.:.2.t:,lj.::"e to 'be dissociated from the things that occupy spacf,' G,r;::::: 

e:.d\.L'e, and that are susceptj,.ble to b€ling measur·ed. by '\virtue of thi::: fG:ct. 

~--' 
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Insofar as space and time ars 9 in 

themselvBs\) ~uD.ntit.ative independent variables, they may be construed 

to part<::.ke of this characteristic of llumbell." .. 

The tr,aditilOnal Euclidean vie"t~, 10.1' mathematical qualrltity OJ." l'ltz!.ber 

is that the range of its values constitutes an infinite .series~ arLc. it 

nothing other t'h;.;o.n tJr>..is Vel~y infinite series: 1, 21' 3, ~ . " 
ge;;:.el",al absolu·~e cO'r!cspt of nu.rnber is, by natUl"e~ susceptible to division 

more or less itlh'.itively obrlous" The same may be afiirl1:lro of' Ne,·rtonian 

ti,ne; for" absolute t1mel' in the Newtonian theory, is di'\r2sible, and 

thus aam.its of' genl-,Ul1.e parts", Sjndlarly, it i~ maintained. that absolute 

space is also di~~sible~ and admits of genuine parts which ara 

su'asequently referred to as !!absolut'8 places ll
• Xndeed\il Newton ste.tes~ 

in this l"ega..rd ll that "there are given ~ucces~ive parts in dura.tion (and) 
17~ 

p;ye:::;.~§]t~:[l\t .E2.::."'ts, ~J..n spacell 
0 Furth0rmore" Newton declares. that 

In 8.11 directions, space can be distinguished :].n:/:'q 
parts ~.j'hose carr,anon limits l,::6 usually call surfaces; 
and these surfaces can be distinguished in all dil"ections 
into parts 'l-yhose cormnon llidts we usuall-j" call lines; 

, . and agaiL<i. these. lines can be disting'.nshed in a.ll 
,directions into parts 'toilhich 111e call points" 18 .. 
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~:-:::: • ..i.061.'CS "i:..th 3. l:l..n.::;~j li' and ~dl0 proceeded to give an atomist:tc inte:. ... = 

190 
p:::'~;t,S'l.tion of SUCi1 r,:ag2:it1:.'Cles~ and ill'll one sense~ Ne,..;tonSs o'!-m ;?Z'CJ.':lO'UT.iCe-

me::1.ts on the topic hm~dly suggest that he significantly deparV:x! from 

the earlier view of his teacher~ 
, 

Hann:; 't.hus established the fact that mathG..'1.latic,S),l ti"lllG a:r .. d 

psrtinent to irl'7..1Jire into the e!Xtent olf; the divisibility in question, 

end h~9nce to ::!.nqtP.re into the quantitative nature Sl Oli." the quantitatiY6 

then the pa.:rts into l,yhich they are capable of being eli vide.d are 

issue thus tob~ d~cided b.Y such an inqui~ concsrns the, possible 

16 

continuity or th~ possible discontinuity of both space and ,time, and the 

of p~rsical motion and its mathematical descriptiono The r6$oluticn cf 

thl$ p:rcbla."'l1 :'ll.-sy be found in encapsulated form ldthin the ,conteJct of the 

space is ::;J..T;.~.I.~ ~11:d e~.J'61~ !nd.#Lns.y?J.! lIl1.OO1=ent of duration is £.:\:';~'.:::; 
20 .. 

\.yl'i.':;r.e!n testifios t,Q his belief that time (if not space) is divisible ,? ... ~ Tr,..·=~_ . 
21 .. 

only ;~ ~ lir.rl.t.e.;q ~;te:Elt~ lOr is composed cf f~cnitei:-:t1dj...!!~}hle!?" 
- . 

HC~leVl$r". to regard ,t-ime ,&!ld space as composed of finits indivisibles 
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pz .. rtim.:.late o:.~ ",tcmic in their internal character lJ and since they ;s,!'e. 

of thei!" ilnmobility~ they are q.uantitatively the ssme E£ £111"o~.!'?2E.=-\l 

vu.riables ll 
j) they may be rega.:rrded~ on this basis,' not enly as irJ.t1:ependent 

o Q·"as regelrds time~ if material has eodsted during any 
p-eriooS) it has equally heen in existence during aJ:'l.y 
portion ef that period" In ether 1!'Il'ords, di "riding the 
time does not ai "Ilide the materialo (But) <> U in respect 
to space~ di'iYiding the volume does divide the material 
o,,~The division of time functiens, in respect to 
material, quite differently frem the divisien of 
space.. 23" 

Somewhat the same considerations could serve tc distinguish space and 

time within the Nei,Jt.Olr.ian context .. 

Both space and time are systems used for ascertaining or deter= 

mi~i~g the order and the extent cf t~~ngs in the physical universse Tc 
·24. 

tlr>...is· €!:r..rl9 they are t..Q9Jj>., Insofar as this is the ·case, and insofar also 

as they are cOl1lposed of vj.rtually indivisible parts, they must thel'Uselves 

be essentially charaoterized as the u.'I'li\lJ);ue orders of their parts. It is, 
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p::;,::'ts of ti:.'J.G ::;'12;:>~ be distil'lguished from that of the parts of space. For 

the pa:rts of: specs and tiri1<S~ hi the:mselves~ are purely and simply quanti-

tiz,s, ,8.?lG in th"~t respect thE0' are theoretically akin one to the other 9 

Thus ~ :if spf.ce and time are to be dissociated, they must be so by virtue 

is deslC!"ibed by Net-Ftan as the i.JrI>Ji111utable cr unalterable order of its parts 

(~., instants); ""lhiles- on the other hand, space is described in sirrdlar 

fashion as the ilmnutable order of its parts c.;]-~ e~, points or places)., 

Horeover, it is on pain of contradiction that the orders of. space and 

time rure llm~utable or unalterabls~ for~ if we 
-

.. "",suppose th'ose parts to be moved out of theil~ placesjI 
" • "they will be moved out of thems eh1"iEls Q For ti.."118S and 
spaces are~ as it were, the places as well of them-
selves as of other thingsQ 25G 

The assumption that lies behilld the Ne ... rtonian do~tl"ine of space and of 

time as absolute beings~ then 9 is not only t~~t space and time must be 

i~tel"preted as an aggregate of indivisible and impenetrable particles, 

but th~~t the very essl!lnce of the pal~ts of both space and time are 

for exm:il:ple, time is to be r.agardoo. as the aggregation ,or. the order of 

its pru~ts (~o~ in?tants)-- tl~ tz, t3~QGtn--~ then the'~O:E! quan

tit8.ti,re ;:;hara.c:ter of any of these instants is derived from .. its position 

in the ll(~utable constitutional order of timeo The same may~ of course, 
26 .. 

be said in a necessarily more complicated way of space arid its pal"tse 



... Q ¢ ti.::ll,,:'S ~~l~d SI)8~CG's S~~2;:'.l :~s it ~~'ore~ "'che places as 
,,~·z.ll oZ t:'~e::'lsi)lves as cf all other things .. All t:rJ,.ngs 
(:l.;:;.,::~l,.':.:i.ir.;:;~ it S,Gc:ns $ tha parts cf ti.ii'J.e) are placc~ 
i11 tl:t~~e S,S t1::J1 ol"de~ of su.ccession; and all thir!gs 
(i:-1cl'C,::U:1g thIS parts of sp<lce) are placed in space 
Co::; to {,r"d0r of 3itl.l1Z.tion" It is from. their essence 
or l:,,;.tv.:::',;::' that t.hrCly are places, and that the 
priIi'l1';~" pla(;;;:s IOf things should be moveable is 
absm"Qc 27" 
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The distinctive characters of space and time, in consideration of the 

fOl"ogoing, lies not specifically in 'the inherent chE'.racter of that w1"o.i(::h 

is ordrsred, fo:: the parts of both space and time are~ by nat.ure, simply 

m.athem.atical or numerical quantities; it lie,s~ rather~ in the respoctive 

't'18,ys ilt1 which they are ordered" As Ne'rrtbn suggests, the parts of tiro18 

are orderoo dynamically, 'ilJherrsas those of space are ordered statically. 

Time? then t differs ,from space primarily in the fact that it is 

vnth a vi~~ to the perpetual succession of its partse Under the 

il"'.£luemce of Barrow, Newton sought to make the notions of continuous 

motion l, and of an equally continuous ti''1l.e, fundeJl1sntal in his system .. 

B-J.t Ne~rton attemp~ed to g-.round the continuity of time upon the relentless 

evennes.s9 or the un1forlTdty, or the uninterrupted ChalNlcter, of its flc"W, 

and thus ~ up~n ~ts essentially quantitative character (~~, upon 

the natUl~e of number), ~ upon its inherent and primordial d;rLlamiSrn. .. 

2!?-~t.~,n,q~ and the co.~t.intti~x' of motion are assUmed in the context of 

Ne~"c.onlis w"1.iversal science of mechanics, as being (I suppose) intuitively 
. 28. 

certain .. Indeed, it is evident from the preface to the first editio~'l of 

the MathE~m:atical Prir~ciE!es that, for Ne'il'l-rton~ ,natural philosophy' as a 
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'i:-1:'om 

~ ~\ ~ ~ 1 .. ~.... ..(10 r",.. ~-.'. ,- ,,~L .. .-:J oJ,! •• '-:,' -•• ','- - ~.;.,-•• -.~ '~'.!''''~'''''''·,!1'C:'', 0. -r J.-+,T'~ .• '" ,.:,.) .. \,.1 ..... ,::. .1... ... ', . .,..:. • ..,;.j. ... !,}',.:'....i. ~ _ .. t..:' y- __ 'I- "~~ .. ~.::~ ,..0,. :.,. ..... 

0: :,,:,:::.t:ure J; 

29. 

JO 

To p::,'o'cGed from tl:,s, supposed~ or ,assumed, continuity 'Of rr;ot:::.n 

of tirne from the fact that mo.tionexists. Indo?ed, to say th;::"t 8, CC1'tl?i:1 

Ch2.racter pertains to the one is to say that it pertains 

the ot.hsr, i:r.sofar as d;ynamism is part of the very esse·ne·:::; of time. In 

co:r..sicl.erat:'on of nUIllbol" ~ for time can be construed as fundamental1:~r 

quantitative in natl11'e~ it may be said that Ne'lvton Has of the opin5.o;: 

tha.t n11J"!:be::..'" is llless a collection of units than an abstra~(;t X":'.tio of anJT 
32$ 

qtl~::~ti t~T to another". As a result of his belief in this regard, the 

particula~.·, is to that 0xt'snt assimilated to .gE'omi:yt .. 1~j':,:;'.1 consid·;;;rations 
33. 

in the classicl.1.1 Euclid.9an sense. Horsover, both me,::h.!i:.nical and 

ceoY,1etrical :mag~litudes are· interpreted as having been gene::-e."':,:J2. by thB 

motion of un indivisible mathem.s.tical or physical particle. This vP.lry 

generation testifies to ths supposed continuity of the magnitude under 

consideration. In brief, it HaS to describe the generation of such 

qua:ltities. or magnitudes ~ .. ~.) the motion of physical bedias, or 

geometrical figure~ that Nei.rr.on developed his theol'Y of fluxions" 

kJl1.at can be affirmed of geometrical entities can likevdse be 
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s~id of virtually any mathematical entitY9 since all mathem~tical enti

ties arc given geometrical interpretation~ For example, a circle as a 

gccm.etrica,l figure can be described or defined in tv10 ways: (!:) as tb.;~t 

fii;'1J!re in which each point on the circumference is equidistant from the 

center", and, in~lightly different fashion, <.:e) as the path traced by a 

p::::;.int ... p,s.rticle moving Ullder the influence lof certain specifiable and 

mcchanic~lly d~scribable forces G The first of these possible definitions 

is essentially ~ati~ in'character, and refers to the complete or 

finished magp~tude~ the second is fundamentally synamic , and refers to 

the process of the generation of the geometrical ~uantity ~~der con

siderationG The one p moreover~ ~s susceptible to description as an 

agglomeration of ~scontinuous parts, whether these are considered to 

be fiir>.ite or inf'ini~simal in extent; but the other~ inasmuch as it is 

e:.:pressecl dynamically, and inasmuch as motion itself is regarded as 

continuous~ can be regarded as a continuity. It seems, in this lightj 

that there are two legitimate ways of describing or defining'mathematical 

entities: the one being-i1e;rt.itativegg
, and the other "dynamicalv, .. 

The same considerations app~ to arithmetical problemso For, since 

nmnber was regarded by Newton as a r~tio of what amount to geometrical 

magnitudes, then the notion of number itself can be inter.pr.sted in 

fu.'1.ciamentally the same way as geometrical qoontity • Again, and more 

generally l) the re.'narks made above m~ be applied in any l$tudy or 

investigation of ,.illation, whether physical or otherwise .. 

Just, then, as a geometrical fi~ure may be considered dynamically 

as a ma~tude generated by the motion of a geometrical indivisible 
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(L ''3" II a point) ~ so time may likewise be considered as a magnitude 

generated by the absolute and e~uable motion of an indi1~s1ble (~o, en 
34-~ 

inst.ant). Indeedf> it may well be that the descriptive phrase "ger.e:r,·:<~,(,d 

magnitudell applies more ob .... "iously to time than it does to geometrical 

quantities or figures~ in vie'li of the fact that. Newton e.;cplicitly affirms 

t;;'e equable flo"1 of timec In short, time, as Net..1:.on describes it, is the 

dynamical continuum E.ar <aXc,sllence .. · And, as much as any geometrical 

quantity, Newtonian time may be described ~ as the fixed or determinate 

order of its homcgeneous parts, ~ as a continuous prccess~ To adapt the 

phraseolcgy o{ Professor MeK~ Mun1tz, Newtonian time can be considered 
350 . 

as a IIsingle lin!3 Pl'ogresstl~Such a description involv@z::both of the 
/ 

aforementioneq aspects: !i!e, the determinate order or series cf instants 

that is takell to constitute the "lilrLefl , and the u."liform, progressive, 

longitudinal motion of the flline~lo Somewhat the same dichotomous inter ... 

pretation is presented by several other writers, one of these being Isaac 

Barrow? 'l<.i1o reportedly maintained that magAutudes such as time and lines 

can be considered as constituted either from the continuous flow of one 
36G 

instant or point, !!!. as an aggregation of im~tants or points ... And there 

is E.A. Burtt, whose formulation of the matter is that 

QQQthe idea of time thrust upon the world by modern 
science is a mixture of two peculiar conceptions.. On 
the . one hand, time is conceived as a ll2.l1l9$eneous 
mathematical continuum~ extending from the infinite. 
past"to the infInite future .. Being one and entire, its 
whole extent is somehow present at once; it is . 
necessari~ bound together~ and all subject to know~ . 
ledgsu .. (On the other hand-II it) is a ~cess.ion 2.! 
discrete Eart~, or m~ments, no two of which are 
present simultaneously, and hence nothing exists or 
is present e.."'Ccapt the moment .!l2!!.. Hence from this 
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limit· b2tm"(~~1 the past:md the future. 37. 

reC·0.rd fa::' -the basic concepts of the theory of flu.xions (ec.le'l11':';;;) th::.t 

this reco;:,ciliation can, at least to a certain d0greo, ::)0 accomplished .. 

Insofar as ti.me is, in at least one sensG~ to t'3. considE:r"t'd. as 

an r::.'del's it is to that extent significantly r(';ltlt:iong in its character. 

This same general characterization applies equally iwll to t.bsolut.e time 

itself) as it does to relative time (i,e. ~ the m(;asurement 

of time, or cmI,)irical ti.\'11e) in regard to Nei;·Ttonian theory. The distin,~tion, 

then, of ab301ute and relative time~ that Ne't-rton wants theoretically to 

maintain, lS to be effected not by having regard to the inherent 

cha,racter of the relation itself, but rather by having regard to the 

ontologic8,1 status, or for the character, of the things related. Thus, 

if it is considered as relative, time is found to be dependent upon the 

qualitative modifications of things or of the· experience of thir,gs~ and 

is th'J.s to be regarded as a.'rl order 21 q'l1.c.lities '\.Jith respect to before 

and after. Noreover, the reference on this score is to heterog;eneol:s 

considers..t:.1.o:.1s~ ",'hether they are considered to be absolutely just G.S 

they are experienced, or whether they are, in the end, reduced to some-
38. 

thing else, perhaps to configurations of matter. But absolute time, as 

has been said above, is purely quantitative and therefore homogeneous 

in character, and thereby bears no 'reference whatsoever either to 
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390 
qualitative concerns or to those of spatial position .. In no l'ray can time 

be found to imply the existence of a~ concrete change or motion as its 

content, or even the necessari~ temporal existence of a~ concrete 
, L.I{) .. 

physical reality.. The'implication in this regard is strictly uyd~ 

dil'ectional; .it proceeds solely from the factual existence of the :mctiOl'l 

of at physical bodY9 or perhaps from the ver,y .existence of a physical body, 

to the time in which it axists, and which is the logical ~~ound of :its 

existence .. Time, then, exists m.etaphysically as the logical presupp1osition 

of concrete:l) factual~ phySical existence, and would by nature continue 

to do so even if there w~e no temporal beings, even if it had no 
4l~ 42 .. 

contents.. To paraphrase Bertrand Russell, there is a radical diffo;re~'l!ct8 

b0tween.ha~J2g a quantity or magnitude and bein$ a quantity or magnitude~ 

between .b~'\'ling an or4er allld beillg an order .. There is no doubt, on the 

empirical level~ that ~cpsrienced qualities have magnitude, and. are to 

this extent quantitative; there is lik~vise no doubt that the.y·are 

ordered in a certa.in way <> BUt serious theorletical difficulties are t,o be 

encountered if it is said that sxperienced qualities ~ mag~itudes or 

quantities, or that by their very nature they constitute a cel~tail(l~ 

specific, and ess~nttal order$ \ " 

On the: other sidell since time is also to be considex'oo as a 

continuous process, absolute and. relative time are to be diSsociated on 

the basis of the ur.iformity (equability) or the continuity ascribed 

thereto~ Physical change is fund&~entally either qualitative or 

positional, and as such it involves the conjunction of qualitative 
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sta.tes or of positions, both of which are essentially immovable~ for a 

qualitative stat.e is simply 'What it is and nothing more and New"ton him

self testifies. to the ir(~ovability of space (and hence of position or 

physical motion 9 and this motion~ in turn, depends upon the qualitative 
) 

modification~ or the change of the place, of phYsical things$ But that a 

thing moves or changes qualitatively in no way affects its .e~senti§J: 

are therefore accidental properties of the thing or body in question~ In 

this regard, there is a wide theoretical gap between having motion, or 
- ~ 

being in a state qf change, and being motion, or being change~ For in 

the one case,the ppysical motion of a body can, at least in pr~nciple~ 

be accelerated or retarded. by virtue of the fact that the physical motion 

of a body is an,~csidental property of such a body, but Newton .declares 

that the flowing of time~ insofar as it pertains to the very e;ss€I.nc.e of 
43. 

time, is not liable to any changeo 

. That absolute and relative times differ in the afor~entioned 

ways stands as ~~stimo~ to a differentiation on a more generallevel& 

Indeed, in Newt9n~ Iii prefac~ __ to the first edition of the Matham~j..c&l 
.----

Principles, what is called geometrical is~ in accordance with classical 

theory t to be distinguished from the so-called l.1lechanical: 

The ancients considered mechanics in a two-fold respect; 
as rational which proceeds accurately qy demonstration, 
and~al~ To practical mechanics all the manu~l 
arts belong, from which mechanics took its namso But as 
artificers do ~ot work with perfect accuracy, it comes 
to pass that mechanics is so distinguished from geometry 
that what is perfectlY accUrate is called geometrical; 
what is less so is called mechanical:. 44. .. 
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In accordanc~ with the classical theories of antiquity, more theoretical 

weight is to be attached to the rational than is ,to be placed upon the 

practical or "mechanicalil , for the rational is interpreted as the ground 

upon which the reliability of practice, or of mechanics, depends~ In 

view of v1hat has been affirmed heretofore with respect to Newtonian 

theory, it might be suggested that the same consideration applies also 

to this cont~{t~ Ne~~onts aim, for instance, was to provide a ~~versal 

science of mecha~Gs" to show~ in short, that the motions of physical 

bodies are universally determinable qy strictly.mechanical means and 

are mathematically describableQ The universality of the mechanistic 

determination o~ physical motion~ and the accuraqy of th~ mathematical 

description of it, depend upon the assumption of geometrical principles 

and modes of procedure~ It is therefore hardly surprising that the 

universality. and the accuracy of his mechanical disquisitions ultimately 

involve the assumption of rational, rather than practical, standards, 

and that, at least in the more momentous and philosophical~ sig~ficant 

problems to. be90ns:].dered, Nelno.n should proceed primarily 1?Y the way of 

rational demo.nstratio.n and o~ seco.ndarily, if at all, ~ practical 

~perimentation,,\fuen Newton says that,'.' 

Absolute time, in astronomy, is distinguished from 
relative, by the,equation or correction of the apparent 
time. For the natural days are truly unequal, though 
they are comt'll.only considered as eq,ual, and used for 
the measure of time; astronomers must correct this 
in,equality thai:-_they may measure the celestial motions 
by' a more aCCUrate t:L"i1e~ 45 •. 

he must be interpreted either as affirming, or' as ',tending to't-l'al!-ds;l the 
, . 

rational, rather than the practical, or phYsical, character of ti~e 



IIcorrectioni1 
Q The ultim,s.tely rational nature and implications of the 

correction have, of 'course, their practical or physical consequences, 

but this is not to be ,taken to detract significantly from tn-eir 
46 .. 

connection · .. Yith. rationalitYQ Thus, the time of so-called "rational·, 

demonstrationll-- k£ .. , absolute time-- may be indicated as differing 
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from the physical time of the mechanical sciences, or that of experience, 

both in degree and in kind .. 

Indeed, Newtonls interpretation of time as an absloute seems to 

have somewhat the same character and status as a ~ or l£!! in the 

theory of Plato, of which Form or Idea any particular physical or 

empirical·manifestation is a more or less imperfect copy or translation~ 
, 

In th~s way arises the essential contrast between mathematical or 

rational considerations, in reference to which one is fundamentally 

concerned with ideals!E2 ~heir purely logical associations, and the 

practical instances ,or measures that approximate to the ideal without 

ever attaining itQ> W1thin the confines of a strict, axiomatized system 

of geomet~, suc~ as that of Euclid, a parallel with respect to o~ 
47,. 

present concern~ m1ght very well be suggested.. For the triangles~. circles, 

and other geometrical: figures t which ar,e described by essent;i.a.lly 

mechanical means, on,a blackboard' or on ~ piece of paper can be shown to 

satisfy only approximately the axioms, rules, and definitions of Euclido 

The ideal and perfect tri~ngles, and circles, of pure geametry.c~pletely 

satisfy a definition or set of definitions, and ther·eby possess an 

absolute degree of perfection ~ the~ ver,y nature, to which degree 

their sensible or pbysical~ described co~terparts can assuredly only 

.. 
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approach, b';lt never achieve. Only that portion of l>rhat we call the science 

of geometry which. concerns itself exclusively y,dth ide,al and logical 

properties or perfections would be designated at all $eomatri~a1 by 

'Nel.rton; that wh~ch is not primarily so concernoo, but nevertheless 

involves geometrical implications, Newton would call mechanical, insofar 

as it is dependent upon the sensible appreciation or the physical trans-
48. 

lation of purely ideal geometrical perfections a ,To the extent, then,' 

that it is possible for physical representations to approximate to 

theoretical or rational ideals p the two might be treated as different ~ 

respect ~ degres* But the fact that the physioal representation, though 

quite capable of !ppToaching, can never actually achieve,the'inherent 
/ 

perfection of the ideal suggests, on the, other hand, that the two differ 

.ill point .2!'. kind .. 
49 .. 

According to some writers, it is the strongly logical character 

of the Newtonian theory that marks it as a novelty and as a milestone 

in the history of scientific thought, and that distinguishes ,it from its 
, , 

historical antec~ents. In brief, Newton seems to exercise'much the same 

influence, and to ~ave much the same effect, upon the physical sciences 

as Euclid seems to, have exerCised, and ,to have had, upon' geome~ry .. 

Specifically, the axiomatic and demonstrative character of the Mathematical 

Principles, for"example, can be found to parallel, and to be ,roughly the 

equivalent in power of, that of Euclidis Elements .. And what is said of 

the nature of geometrical figure in the context of the latter can be 

said with, ~..rtually equal legitimacy of Newtonian time. Thus, the 

mathematical or logical nature of time may be considered as a perfection 

. ' 
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of which scientific or mechanical measurements of whatever sort,. or of 

whatever degree of potential refinement and accuracy, must be more or 

less perfect and accurate representations; for all such measuros must of 
, -

.D.€>cessit:y be viewed as relative !2 ~ Eb;vsically ~.fiab12 fr~ 2f 
.50 0 , 

r.eference, and to employ a me"tr.i£ ~ ~ associate.£! ~ .:!::h2 l?1ysical 

motion 21. !!. periodical m~)ch;:.a.nisll1. It 'is not time itself that is measured 

in t~ds way, nor is it motion which is thus measured b,y time. In such 

cases, rather, the measurement is that ~~ motion £Z ~ motion. It is, 

moreover, relative to, or dependent upon, both the point of view from -, 
~lhich the measured. motion is apprehended, .!ll9. the character of the ,motion 

that, is adopted as the'standard of measurement. Time itself essentially 

eScapes such a measurement, for it can only be said that 

absolute snace and absolute timso ... are. ,not the most 
perfect me~sures one could conceive, but rather 'the 
theoretical ideals to which all relative measures 
~ less good appr~tions. .51. 

It is theoretically inconceivable that an ideal, or non-physical:~ being 

of a~ sort should be measurable, or otherwise describable, in~~~~cal 

term~, or that an absolute should admi~ either of measurement or of 

interpretation!B ter~s~!h2 relat~ve; for the absolute is the ground 

of the very being~ Or of the possibility, of the relative. 

Tru~, time,is, for Newton, a pre-condition ~ phYSical .existence. 

HencEI, there ca.~ _he no natural frame of reference-that can be employed 

in order to idelQ.~y. the Newtonian absolutes, upon which they can be 

interpretively based, and b.1 refereno~ to which the.r are susceptible to 

significant physica.l measurement. For, in orde~ to be designated as 

. ' 

-- .--::--
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trm,ttU"ulU in the first place, a. physical frame of referenco must be 

Pl"e:sUnlsd really or actually to exist. In this respect, such frames of 

reference are essentially no different from material things or :;:h:}TsicD.l 

events. The one requirement for rea.l or actual ~xistence--wheth81' of 

tr.ings, or of events, or of frames of reference--is that that Hbich is 

said really or actually to exist must exist in space and in time: i.e., 

must be spatia-temporal in oharacter. Thus, whatever is read into the 

Ne1-rtonian conception of absolutes 

it is always tru<en to be denying the same thing: 
namely, that time, space, place, and motion can, 
fundamentally; be referred to any IDnterial frame of 
reference. 52. r' 

As has already been intimated, then, space and time are not to be viewed 

as physical, but rather as metaph,ysical, both in their character and in their 

theoretica~ status. 

This inherently metaphysical nature of· time raises peculiar 

problems of its own: m,. '. those centering on the question as to whether 

it is to be affirmed as real, either in a substantial or in some other ---
sense, or; on the either h,:nd, whether it.is to be affirmed as strictly 

ideal; and if it can be clearly ascertained as real, or as ideal, in what 

way is it to be c,onsidered so. That both designations enter into meta-
., 

physical disquisitions should be manifestly evident from a study of 
. 53. 

philosophical theory in general. In specific regard~ however, to the 

theory of time, an c11ffirmation of the metaphysical reality~ or of the 

metaphysical ideality, of time depends upon the interpretation given to 

temporal' entities, or to physical existence~ .. and also upon the theoretical 
\l, 
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54. 
yc.:c!:age point adopted. Dcs~:j::;l'ct~lminns SlJ.:':i::,""sticn the.t Ne:-rt.or.ia,n time 

corr,ect, might be mi::leading 1 ;'Jc·-tJton must be interpreted as' advoca.tir..g as 

H,ell the cb4~ctii;r$ .::-::!"t<litCi: of ;"oth space and time. Indeed, the;y 8.re first 

2::--e fundamer.·;:'ally ,;.c,r;>:,>1 i,=.; to affirm that they are in so,ne uay d~p~~0ent 

~ QU8.1it,.::.tiY8 occ'urr,~r;c€s in ~~, whereas Nelirtonvs position is 

that they are, in themselves, absolutely independent of such matters. 

They are, as we have said, pre-conditions of the very existence of t!1ings. 

And, if they are pre-conditions of things, and if things themselves are 

objectively real (as Newton assumed that they are), or exist quite 

independer:t.l;,! of any ,apprehension or knowledge of them~ then it is 

ob;<5.ous ths.t time itself is similarly 

The question, then: rema,ins as to the mode in which .the re!41ity 

of .space and time in N e • .;tonian theory is to be affirmed. In Oth6!:' 'ioJol'(is, 

the question of ho,·j ~ or ir: ~ ,.,ray, spa,!e and time a.r.e to be considered 

rea.l ine-v"i,tably ariB2~. Tbere are, it seems ~ two responses that. can be 

to this question, and the bl'O may be regarded as ex:riaustinc .l' 
~ne 

pcssibiJ.ities in this regard. Either space and tilT.W f,re s1J.bsta,nc<"s 

'existing necessarily in, and of themselves (i:.£., by virtue of their own 

in~~erent natures), cr they <:re properties of some other substance., the 

existence of ilihich is necessary, and is, furthermore, guarant(:ec by 

~ts o~m internal nature~ 

The metaphysical substantiality of space ana tj,IU> i .. ;:" t. 



le;:;,ds to cont,r8.dicti:m~ 

-~ :;). 
p::::::-adoxGs of Zeno th0 Elo;"tic. In vi.Oi-r of such S0;':3.0-:.:.:: tbsornt:'cal 

SllO"~1 that thoy exist necessarily, by virtue of the prope}:'ti~[. t'·.;;.t can 'ee 

ascribed thereto, is quite a different matter. 'T" .ne 

space and time is guaranteed by the nature of physical ,zxistGnc:e, and 

of 

it may be shc",-,m by inference from the latter that spaCE:' a::d ·cut.': are its 

pre-conditions. 11 ... nd although it is sa.id that theye::dzt nec8ss11.':':ily fre;m 

the vantE·.ge point of the physical universe, and that th'3Y e:i~~i.st :Ln 

absolute il'!dependence of their contents, yet these poiL'c,s ea:1:not be de:'; on-

strated internally, with reference to the il"JlOrent Cht.J.r1.ctprist: ,,~;::; of 

space and. time alone. If it cannot be established on tl:'E' basj.s of 

strictly internal criteria and by strictly internal arg'W."Uent, t::-:~;'l~ 50:":--

thing other than time and space themselves must be invok;e,d in C"c'd':::;l~ t~ 

account for their absolute necessity. Space and time~ th{m~ must. '~-:,e 
; 

interpreted as a prop~rty of some ultimate metaphysical beinG> ":he, existence 

of 1,o1hic11 is necessary, and the necessary a'Cisttmce of 'Hhi':h j.S .'iCt:aranteE:d 

by strictly internal considerations. 

In the' "General Scholiurnll of his Mathematical Pr~.':'·;:\-::::l.c,;: .::.r .... : :'.:::: 
-~--~ 

the: Opt; cks (1704), Newton indeed speaks in theological terms C':: ,~),:)d, '.', , 
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the ultimate, and inherent~ or absolutely necessary, being. And the 

inherent or intrinsic necessity of God1s existence is given as the ground . .., , 

for the absolute independence, the universality, and the continuity of 

both space and time. Space and time, in terminology used by Newton, 
576 

constitute the uboundless uniform sensorium" of God, the organ in or 

through which He is immediately aware: of, or is present. to, what is 

theoretically other than Himself. To affirm that space and time are 

aspects of the divine sensorium is, therefore, to make the inquiry into 

the natures of space and time a fundamentally theological inquiry; for 

they are attributes within the nature of God, and cannot be treatro 

without, at the same time, considering the characteristics genera~ 
,'-

of divine being. The way, then, in which the ·things that constitut~ the 

universe truly exist or are present, objective~, is the way they are"for, 

are present to, or are known by, God. But the way they exist for particular 

fi~te beings is the way the~ appear from a particular physical point of 

view, since, for example, the data that exist within the sensoria of human 

beings, unlike those that exist within the divine sensorium, are dependent 

upon, Qr. are received b.1 means of, organs of sensation which are, and 

can onlY be, phvsical in character. Because of His 'essential~ non-physical 
58. 

nature. and His absolute independence of physical e7~stence, 'God is to 

be viewe4 as omnipresent; whereas a man is physically limi tad by virtue 

of the fact"that the sensorium in this case is depe~dent upon the operation 

of physical organs of sense •. \. 

Of the nature of God~ Newton says that 



He is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and omniscient; 
that is, his duration reaches from eternity to 
eternity, his presence from infinity to infinity .... He 
is not eternity and infinity, but eternal and infinite; 
he is not duration or space, but he endures and is 
present. 59. 

It is the divine sensorium that is space and time. It is, furth'ermore, 

by virtue of the fact that space and time are involved in the very 

nature of God that they can be design~ted as most truly absolute. But, 

granted that GOOfS sensorium is space and time, what does it mean to 

say that He is infinite and eternal? Or, in other wards, what does it 

mean to say that He is omnipresent with respect both to space and to 

ttme? In response, it may be said that God is eternal in the intensive 

sense tha.t .li.2.!:i essentially beyond~, and infinite also in the 

intensive sense that li!~ essentiallx beyond space: ~., that ~ 

34 

essential character ~ unconditioned either spatially ~ temporally. The 

same may, to a certain limited extent, be said of human nature, for 

although ybat 2& thought arrives in the human or finite sensorium 

through physical sense organs, yet.:!::h2. way.!a which thinking proceeds, 

and th~ principles b.1 which mental procedure is governed, are not so 

determ~ed. It is in this light that 

There are given successive parts in duration~ coexist
ent parts in space, but neither the one nor the other 
in .. the person of a man or his thinking principle; and 
3uch less can they be found in the thinking substance 
-of God. 60. 

The divine sensorium is space and time, but it cannot be said that this 

sensorium is equivalent 12~. It is but one of His constituent 

attributes •• In . slightly different terminology, then, God is infinite 

and eternal~ extent, because the divin~ sensorium is one of the 
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I constituents of His nature. If extensive infinitude and extensive 

eternity imnli.es ~ existence .2!.! being ~ ill pla.ces ~ ~ all times 

.r£.spect.iye;,1y; and if the divine sensorium is inseparable from the di"lrine 

nature, as a whole, L~ the sense that it inheres in the latter) then 

God can be considered to be extensively infinite vuth respect to spa.ce, 

and axtensive~v eternal in time. In addition, it may be indicated that 

extensive; nfj.nity and extensivEI eternity are derived from their 
. 

intensive counterparts. 

It should be clear that Newton interpreted, and inde$d justified, 

his ab~olute interpretation of space and time in theological terms, and 

that, if it is to be understood that there is a frame of refere:tl(;6 
t' 

according to which space and time ~ absolutes can be recognized and 

fully appreciated, the adoption of such would be tantawmmt, to ma.i.::ing 

. oneself absolute~ transcendent with respect to the physical universe~ 

and thereb,y coincident ~~th God. This, however, is impossible. and so 

because the parts of·space cannot be seen, or dis~in
g~shed from one another qy our senses, therefore in 
their stead we use sensible measures of them. For from 
the positions and distances of things from any body 
considered &s immovable, we define all places; and 
then with respect to such places, we estimate all 
motions, considering bodies as transferred from some 
of these places into others. And so, instead of 
~bsolute places and motions, we use relative ones; 
and that luthout any inconvenience in common 
affairs... 61. 

It is impossible that finite and physical~-dependent beings should be 

capable ofa significant id~ntity with God. Hence, it is impossible 

that such beings should fully and adequately comprehend the internal 

nature of space and time in themselves (1:..2., as. absolutes). Yat~ 



Newton says that 

In philo·sophical disquisitions, we ought to abstract 
from our senses, and consi~er things themselves, 
distinct from what are only sensible measures of 
them.,.. 62. 

Presw~ably~ only in this ~ay can the absolute universality of the laws 

of mechanical science, and of the principles of philosophy, even be 

approached; and there is that.within the nature of man-- ~., his 

thinking principle-- which makes at all possible such an approach or 

approximation, though not its attainment. 

Inso~ar as he functions as an experimental and positivistic 

scientist, a~d inasmuch as the mathematical principles and the physical 

laws that he propounds are fUndamentally desoriptive, Newton may well 

be classified as an empiricist,·despite the fact that he is concerned 

not with the. qualitative, but rather with the quantitative, properties 
63. 

of the subject matter. For him, scientific procedure consists in the 

formulation of mathematical laws that describe the behavior of the 

things ;n the physical universe, and which are inferred from, and verified 

or verifiable by, observation. Indeed, Newton's thought may be said to 

tend towards the purgation of metaphysical consider.ations from the domain 

of the phy~ical sciences. It is to this end that Newton.describes, or 

rather, prescribes, his method towards the en~ of the Opticks: 

.As in mathematics, so in natural philosophy, the 
investigation of difficult things b.1 the method of 
ana~sis ought ever to precede the method of compo
sition. This analysis consists in making experiments, 
and in drawing general conclusions from them b.Y 
induction, and admitting of no objections against 
the conclusions, but such as are takea from 
experiments, or other certain truths. 64. 

. ' 

~ 
_ . 
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The lai-Js of N evJtor:.! s universal mechanics can be reduced, then, -I~ ,: 

C;€lneralizations based, by virtue of _experiment, upon obs('::-":"~ti.::;.n. This 

cha;,~act€,riZ2,tion i-7ould apply to scientific la'V1s regardl:ess 2f +.hc-ir 

c!.",:,r;ree of 'seneralj,ty. In ~he Hathematical Principles, for a."Ca.'T!pl,,,s> i';;. 

w':'111d be appropriate not only to :the specifi~ and particular 1&,1,.;1 

discussed in the various propositions, but just as well to the very 

axioms of the system (~., to the so-called !l1aws of motionl1). Further

more, he eschews speculative or metaphysical hYPotheses as explanatory 
65. ' ' 

powers. To this extent, the Newtonian doctrine is mark~· empiricist. 

Yet~ as we have noted, Nffi~on does not, and cannot, totally 
;' 

ignore meta.physical or speculative conceptions. Several of them, indeed, 

find a necessary place within his system: for example, that of the 

lIether", and especially those of space and time. And in this regard, ... 

there is legitimate ground for his being categorized as a metaphysician. 

In, defence of his empiricism, however, it must be said that the meta-

physica~ beings of space and time do not axp1ain, or exercise influence 
66. 

upon, anything in the physical universe" whether bodies or motions. They 

are simply the metaphysical or transcendental media in which physical 

things exist and move, ahd by relation with which the things of the 

physical universe derive their'quantitative character. 

Not only are space and time interpreted as quantitative 

magnitudes, but the nature of material substance, and that of physical 

motion, are likewise quantitative. And if, by virtue of their pu:::'e:ly 

quantitative character, space and time are to be considered ~ abso1ut,es~ 



r-md as theo:::-'et.icc:,lly indepE..::J ent of any spat.io-tempora.l, or. r-hysical1 

beings ~ ar:d' as the metaphysical basis of physical quanti tif:03 ~ D:) als.) 

mt!st materif'.l substar~C0 (i. e., extended things) and phy.s:c<Ll "r,ct,:,on 

(:' .. e'., tha mot.ion 01.' extended things) be interpreted in 20mfl $(.":~,:"8 

:,,)l!sistm·,cy. Tb:ts ~ material substances and physical moti (Jr,s~:ci'. absol'vte 

:~:; the seD::ie of hailing existence independently of any spe~ifi.. "'''.',);,:an 

e:x:perienee cr h;owledge~ and in the sense also of being effectJ.."' "~y 

tb.0 material pre-conditions of any such experience or knm-iledgew ".'he 

ontological differentiation of space and time on the one side~ a:nd 
,-

material substance and physical motion on the other side, need invob"e 

no significant objection to this point, and does not significantly 

affect the status of the physical universe, as an absolute in its Oim 

Y·ight. That the absolute existence of the physical universe is the 

material pre-condition of hlli~an experience and knowledge, and that Sp~Ce 

and time are the formal pre-conditions. of the physical universe, sugge;.,ts 

merely that there is a hierarchy of absolutes. 

In seeking to establish a universal and inherently q'J.antitativ~ 
( 
() 

science of mechanics, the existence of the physical things with which:i.. t 

deals must be' assumed, or taken for granted. Indeed, it vrould be mani-

festly impossible and absurd if, in developing such a science, the ver.y 

~(istence of itp subject matter had to be proven. It is necessary) 

therefore, that a science presuppose the existence of what it describes. 

ThE' theoretical situa.tion~ here, is basically the same as is that at the 
67. 

~(;;;inniYlg of Aristotle's Physics. 

:' 
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Further, the establishment of an inherently universal mechanical 

science involves the assumption of the absolute existence of the physical 

universe. For otherwiSe there 'could be no assurance whatsoever that the 

science in question is, or is even capable of being, a universal oneD In 

other words, if the science is to be truly universal, both in the scope 

of its descriptive pOlITer and in that of its applicability, then the 

objectivity or the independence of the material things described, ~., of 

the things which ultimate~ provide the material or the content of the 

scien~e . ~n question, must be taken for granted at the very outset. Experi

ments'such as that of·the rotating bucket do not purport to prove the 

existence of motio~J.nor real~ to demonstrate the existence of absolute 

motion; what they do is mere~~ndicate a specific context in considera-

tion of which absolute motion may be distinguished from relative. 

Moreover, the assumption of the existence of the physical universe 

immediately implies the existence of space and time. The mere existence 

of space and time, and even the absolute physical existence ~f space and 

time, requires no more proof than does the (absolut~ physical) existen~e 

of the universe. In short, it is the absolute existence of space and tL~e 

~ metaphysical beings that has to be demonstrated. 
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R ET..JATIVISlVi 

Formal theoretical opposition of the Ne.,-tonian doctrine of 

absolutes comes from tv-IO different directions ~ the one significantly 

metaphysical, and the other empirical~ in character. The susceptibility 

of Nei~-tonian theory to' attack from both of these directions arises from 

peculiaL features inherent in the theory itself. On ~ ~ hand, insofar 

as the Newtonian theory is aV01.Jedly scientific or positivistic, both in 
(' 

intent and in form~ and insofar as it is.based upon the axperimental 

method, 1.,,-hich depends in its turn upon the nature of observation, 

criticism may, on this score, be positivistic and elemental. As such, 

the criticism would be directed either against the interpretation of the 

facts advanced as supposed evidence for the conclusions that are set 

forth~ ~ against the stringency of the logical co~~edtion between factual 

evidencea.nd the conclustion. They iiould be significantly factual criticisms, 

or methodological criticisms. As such~ they a.re directed towards shovnng 

that the argument against which they are brought is inconclusive, that 

the language in vlhich it is expressed is tl.nclear or imprecise, and that 

the doctrine against ~.J'hich they are brought' is h;ypothetical. ~ the other 

Side, it has been noted in th~ preceding chapter that Newton's absolutist 

theory of space and time is metaphysical in character, since they are 

quite independent of~ and indifferent to, physical existence; furthermore 

40 
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they are 5~ven an u1t~~ately theolo~lcal interpretation, insofar as 

they, and thereb<J all physical COi1;;;.iderations~ are referred finally to 

the dh"ine sensorium., or!> in general, to the inherent nature of Godo For 

this r6ason, a ~.tz,p,hysical critique of the Newtonian theory would seem 

to be appropriatsGSuch a critique~ unlike that which arises out of the 

empiricist tradition, takes the form of a reduct:io ~ absurdu..'Ill~ and is 

directed towards the .cleriv..!!:.tion.2f '!'JSelicit contradic.t1ons within ~ 

significantly metaph,vs!cal ,!spect . .2! ~ lier!'rto,!rl.an theqry~ 

Despite the· fact that the-j" are obviously negative with rGispect to 

the Newtonian theorY"of absolutes" it must not s of course~ be supposed 

that the theories, which thus atteL11pt to destroy the Ne"i.Jtonian inter

pretation are thamselve~ negative in their essential charact~r, or that 

they are to be viewed as having their origin as theor.ies primarily in the 

negation of the aforementioned thesis~ They are themselvesinherent~ 

,gositi've thes",s t.ha.t. arise, historically, about the same time as Newton's 

mffio They are theses, the internal principles of which mark' them as 

OpPOH0;.t.S 'Of ~i:le l\lewton:ian" In other words!) they are theses' which are 

extern~llyantagor~stic to that of Ne~~on, the antagonism being virtually 

necessitated'b,y the nature of their'own internal principles: and inherent 

presuppositions~ 

The opposition bGtween, or the radical differentiation of, 

philosophical theories,,~hichis grounded upon the very assumptions or 

axioms of the confl:tcting systems,' is bound _to' have fal"",reaching effects; 

and, at some point or other in any theory whatsoever, ass~~ptions have 

to be made, and. axioms have to be established or' formulated. A radical 
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diffe::::'ence in the interpretation of space and time 'Kill inevitably be 

:;.~eflec-:,ed in the adoption rOf antagonistic theories of material or physical 

existence; and this~ in tt1rn, "Jill be reflected in the adoption of 

conflicting theories of mind. Or~ the adoption by bra philosophical 

thsories of conflicting interpretati,ons of physical existence 1~-ill have 

the effect of producing an essential conflict in interpretations of space 

and time, as well as in interpretations of mind~ This appears to be a 

theoretical and methodological truism~ and would remain good or true 

regardless of similarities either on specific points or in consideration 

of certain general attitudes. 
r 

The metaphysical opposition to the Newtonian interpretation of 

space and time as absolut,es is to be noted in regard to the philosophical 

theory of Leibniz; and the criticism established on the basis of 

empiricist principles is to be found in the theory of Gflorge Berkeley_ 

These theories, though i-ridely divergent in many respects ~ are alike 

insofar as they both involve interpretations of space and of time §& 

bein,qs \)rhich ~ fundamentally derivative and relative, both in 

character and in theoretical status. The meaning to be attached to these 

terms: 11rel ative" and ftderivativeH , will become apparent in the discussion 

of the two theories indicated above~ which occupy~ and are the subject-

matter of, the following tHO chapters. 



CKIlJ>TER. 2 

It is not on the basis of strictly phy.sical considerations that 

the Leib~izian theory is to be dissociat~ from that of Newtono The two 

tend to agree, to a large extent, about the facts, and tend to accept the 

same factual matters~ Rather, the area in wbich they begin to conflict is 

on the level of the. ultimate a~l&nation of such factsG In this light~ 
(0 

their most sigtdficantconflict is to be noted as !!letaphys!E:.!1~ instead 

of physical, in character~ It is indeed no accident that the only direct 

co~1rontation of the Nelftonian and the Leibnizian theories-- ~Q' the 

Leibniz=Cll!!..rke CO~JS.e§'"Qo;~an£§l (1715- 1716)- is preeminently theological 

in its tone and import, and that the text of the CorresRondanc~ bears 

primarily upon the relationship of space and time with the. supposoo. omni ... 

presence cf Godo As.~~s been noted in the preceding chapter, Newtcnian 

physics must ultimately ... be ref®1C'red to metaphysicsjl and all cf his 

pronouncements in the .. ~onta.xt of the physical sciences have theological. 

overtones because cf. the fact that space and time ~ !:!.·~bs,ol'-\te Ers- . 

,condi,ticm.s,2!. .th! EhXs.i~al ~ivers~, are taken to constitute the div:1ne 

senso.riu.m. It is to this applicaticn lOr attribution of space and time to 

the very internal nature cf God that L~ibniz objects sc strenuously. lL~d 

it is, indeed~ in this theological lOr metaphysical cont~ct that Leib~~z 

attempts to show the various inconsistencies in the Newtonian theoryo 
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The er!\:'irs pb-i losopby of Leibr.iz is based upon bl'O fund&L'1Emtal 

logical pl"inciplss or a,. .. dcms: m":i) the principle of £2ptred~ctil)A or of 
68 Q 

i~, ar.cl. the principle of ~ ::~~2n~ The ~ of these is 

Ob1riOUS enough in regard to its I1!eaning~ it affirms\? in effect, that 
69~ 

~A is AS , or that ~AB is Ati~ and cannot in either case be'not-AWo The 

sec~~d of the aforementioned logical principles states that nothing can 

either sxist or have certain attributes without there being a reason 

sufficient to explain ~~y the thing in question should be thus rather than 
70Q 

otherwise, or w~ it should ~ist rather than not existo 

Since these principles are the basis of the Leibni~ian doctrine 

~ ~ whole, they may also be expected to be the basis, as well, of his 
, r 

criticism of the Newtonian thesis, insofar 8S this criticism is conducted 

frcm the point cf view cf his ~q,n doctrine as a positive who+e, and thus 

involves all the assumptions and axioms that are to be found in regard 

to the latter. 

In referencs,t,(';t,the Newtonian interpretation of space, and time, 

it was noted that th.ese, ,beings are absolutely independent of, and 

indifferent tOil thIS,. sps:l:;.io=temp0l"al physical uni vlSrse~ The, srune holds 

true whether space and time are considered to be beings which exist in and 

by themselves, lOr whe~er they are ccnsidered tc refer ultimate~ to 

God, as constituti~~ ,the divine sensoriumG In either of these c8.$es, in 

which space and time,~e to be designated as 'absolute beings, th~re weuld 

arise at least lOne notion, lOr lOne matter, fer which nc sufficient reason 

can be ascertained: m,,', why physical things are in space and time 

precisely the lway they ,are in space and time .. In Leibnizus werds: 



• ~. fitis i..lUpossible threlQrtD should be a re,aSOl'll ll'l'1jT God;> 
pres.:~rving the S8Jl1e situations of bodies among them
selves, should have placed th'~m in space after one 
particular manner and. lillQrt, other"&dse; why everything 
was not placed the quite contrary way, for instance, 
by changing e~st into ~lest~ 0" Their difference 
therefore is only to be found in cur dU.l'!lerical 
supposition of the :;:08,ality of space in itself~ But 
in truth the one would be the s.sw:lle thing as the other Sl 

.~hey being absolutely indiscernible, and consei1l:uently 
there is (no) reason for the preference of the one to 
the other .. 

The case is the same with respect to t~~e0 Supposing 
anyone should ask ti'h::l God did not cre;eLte everything 
a year sooner, and the sa~1!le person should. infelr from 
thence that C~1 has dQne som.ething concerning which 
e tis not possible ther~3 should be a re,ason wJ:">.y he 
did it so and not otherw"iseo "" (It) ~.yould be il.'i1possible 
there should be a reason lV'hy thi!ngs should b'a applied 
to such particular i~$tants rather than to others, 
their succession continuing th® Sa."!!.8.. 710 (' 

It is thus imp OS sible jon Leibniz~s principles~ either that there 

should be something for which no sufficient reason can be as·certained, 

or that God should exercise His will quite arbitrarily, without doing so 

in accordance with some sufficient reasono 

From~the principle of sufficient reason in general, several 

subsidiary principle(S .. may be derived .. One of these subordinate principles 

is that of the identit,y E! indiscel"nible:s; and it may be suggested that 

to base an argument upon this particular principle is tantamOUl'lt to 

arguing on the basis of ,the axiom of suffic~ent reason itself~ It is 

evident in the foregping cited passage~ that the subsidiary principle is, 

to same axtent, invok~d in an argument that is based upon the general 

axiom; but the critici$m directly and significant~ grounded upon the 

subordinate principle of the identity of indiscernibles has a slight~ 

different flavoU!'o According to the formulation of this principle, it is 
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impossible that tl",';, ngs should ~dst sap$,rately 1!-3hich differ solely in 
72 .. 

respect of numbe:r ~ JL., 0 .. ~ in all ot.her ways but numerically to be idanticale 

In this light~ 

to suppose two things indiscernible is to suppose the 
sa.l11e tr-Aing under ttiO n;1>.mes 0 And thl9refore to suppose 
that the ~~iverse could have had at first another 
position of time ~~d plaes than that which it actually 
had~, and yet that all· the parts of the 'lll."'liverse could 
have had the same situation &!il.ong themselves as that 
which they actually had-... such a su.pposition, I say, 
is an impossible fiction..' 73& 

FUl"thermore, it was said in the foregoing chapter that absolute time and 

absolute space admit. of division into parts; to say that absolute space 

and absolute time are . divisible into parts is to say that i;.hese parts are 
,/ 

germine, and tha.t~ .. in, .. ~ome sense~ they constitute the nature of space and 

time, as finite spaces,(or places) and finite times (or in~tants) to 

comprise infinite space and infinite timso But these parts~ whether 

interpreted as particles or as minimal fluxions~ may be considered as 

identical in all respects but nuraerically, and t~is is manifest~ 

impossibls~ given Leib~iz~s axiomatic principle of sufficient r.eaSQn and 

the derived. princ;i..ple:. of: the identity 'Of indiscernibles~ The. ,assumed 

homogeneity of the",pa~ts of bot..lJ. ;:.)&ce and time implies, on the Nelottonian 

tiew j) that the il'lh~1';,~li}t., character of any one part ( fOil' example, t 1, as a 

Dart of time) is .Eo~h~.$n*litativelJr .!!!! ~uantitati\:rely ~actJ"y ~ any 

Ef ~ others (tz,& ~'w' ~ '" u t n) '" It is thus il'l.h.erently, Oil" in "I.dew of 

its essence, .9.llite i,.rBj.s*guishable ~ ~ others ... But yet .. tl is 

considered, on the Net~onian interpretation, to be somehow n~~ericallY 

different from. the,!,.pth~rs$l and is t..hought to derive its ~que or, 
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the absolute order to '«ihien it belongs", It is against the notion that 

or status~ by num~ical considerations alone~ since th~ can be construed 

to differ in no othe~. way, .that an arg~~ent pased. ~oon'the principle of 

the identity of indiscernibles is appropriate~ and seemingly conclusive. 

Indeed, as Leibniz. sayss 

If two individuals were perfectly alike and equaJ,.~ 
and, in a word, indistinguishable in themselves, 
there,would be no principle of individuation; and I 
would venture to assert that there \-lould be no . 
indi~~dual di5~inction or different individuals Q~der 
this condition", 74Q 

Thus the view that£;ipace and time are absolute metaphysical beings\! and 

~uite independent of. the qualitative determin~tions of the pr~sical 

u.1'liveI'se, and furthsrmore,·,that 1i'Eliadmit~ of genuine parts!, is a funC!a= 

mentally meaningless view; and the theo~ in which t~is view is maintained 

can therefore be designated as !lchimerical~', as contrary to basic logical 

principles, and as constitutiona~ unreasonable" And no less Meaningless 

and unreasonable, according to Leibniz, is the view that space and time, 

as absolute and i~~inite~ do not consist of parts, and do not admit of 

division; for,in this case, finite spaces and finite. times would not be 
75" 

coherent with thei:r:intinite counterparts" Yet~ one or the other must be 

a~~itted~ and no matter which of the alter~Atives is accepted, the result 

of such an acceptance, on the basis of the absolutist 'View, is the same'" 

Moreover, to refer to absolute space and absolute tL~e as 

constituting the divine s,ensoriurn, or as being a property of God, leads 
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tc explicit contradictions in reg~"'c. to the nature of God 0 If sps..ce and 

Newtonian absolutes" they constitut.e the di'1ine sensor-iUlu. (1e"fl-; "'h .;; n Tn"~,,,,, ;JJ' , .. -...'\,,00 ... ~ .J... ..... ...,~ ol. .. ,. 

is part of God:s il~1erent nature), then it would follow that there are 

parts in the nature .. of Goo. frllt t1:-.d.s conclusion is. inconsisterlt "l'it..'11 the 

notion of divine perfection, which is traditionally designated as nerfect 
7

/' . . --.....~ 

b. . . 

w~~tXQ Multiplicity is the c?ntrary of perfect unity" and to predicate 

them both of one and the s~me being is a logical aosurdityQ Thus t ~~th~ 

the notion that' God.. is a E$"fect m1!tY, .2t the interpretation of space 

must be rejected" In the opinion of Leihniz$l it is the uttter which is 

to be abandoned .. 

To say that God can act without any sufficient reason either for 

His action, or for.~cting as He does, is equally inconsistent ",nth the 

perfection of the di\~na nature: ~~, perfect wisdom~ God cannot act, 

in shortj in an irrational way~ since,: as the most perfectly w"ise being Sl 

He is supremely rati9~al; and one of the primary canons of rationality 

is the principle of_~uf~icient reasonc Even God~ therefore, cannot 

~_npaDt_ur=-eQ Nor can He distinguish between indiscernibles; nor can He 

act to produce a c~~~e that is based upon.indiscernibles, and is~ on 

this basis, no change, at alL Q It is fundamentally incorAsistent ~iith the 

perfection ,of God that His nature should be interJ(>..ally contra.dictory~ 

for free~am from contradiction is a ~istant~ but nevertheless'necessrur~~ 

requirement for' perfection~ Moreover~ it is inconsistent ~dth the perfection 



of d.ivine nE.tu.re that God. should produce a contradictory situlltic,:.'l.? yet 

theor:5t : 

To say that God can cause the whole universe to move 
fo~ward in a right iine or in any other line~ ~dthout 
making other~-l:i.se 8l1'1Y alteration in it~ is another 
chimerical supposition" For two states indiscer:nible 
from each other are the same .state~ and consequently 
g tis a change ~d thout a change"" Q God. does nothing 
without a reason, and ~tis impossible there should be 
any here.. 77 ~ 

Since Ne~~onian space and time are absolutely ~~iform, no distinction, 

and no choice, among its parts can be justified ~ any reason~ whether 

external or internale .... That the distinction thereof!l all1l.d su~equently a 

choice between alternatives, is capable of being made iy{~egard to the 

Newtonian 'theory is,inco~sistent both in consideration of divine wisdom 
. 78 .. 

and in itself.. -

The fact t~~t :W,consistencies or c'ontradictions re~\llt. from the 

adoption of any .thsory, ... or the fact that, L, the adherence.to a theo ... 

retical system, bas~G.logical axioms are transgressed, is quite adequate 

groUf:ds for the rejecti9n of the theory in question.. That the Newtonian 

theory of absolute space· and absolute time ,tr,ansgr,esS<:!Sacceptoo .t .. ogioal 

J2.l"'incipl~, andjl as ... a result~ leads'to ~radictoir::z !'-lfirma,t,i2:ll!" is 

therefore' considered.by.1eibniz to be sufficient reason for.abandoning 

the vi~ that space and time are absolutes in the Newtonian, or indeed 

in any other; sensee The contradictions to be fcund in Ne~~onian theory 
.' . 

may, with slight ~hanges of fOlrmulation, be fou.1lldl to apply .. in any other 

absolut.ist theory" An~, for .this !'eas~n,l Leibniz considers his critique 
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to be cc.~1clusiv$ in this regard" In c,rdt:!!:!" to 'remain consistent, a.ccorcing 

to Leibniz., Nm,rton 1j.,cmld be obliged to delilW the principIa of su:fficier..t 

reason; but to dsr~ this principle is itself a mar~fest absurdity, and 

leads to a host of accompar~ing contradictions on the metapl~sical and 
79~ 

the theological lev'slsQ Thus:~ no matt elL" which way the absolutist turns, 

Ldbniz can supposedly bring a req;l.i.ct;.,t~ ad absurdum against him,. .And since 

As a positive aoctril'le ll and not just as, a 'criticism of Ne,rtoman 

theory,. Leibniz! s system is thoroughly domifnatoo by his ~ogical 

considerations$ In this l"egard~ the' 'basic logical axioms or principles 

mentioned above-- viz,., the principle of identity, and the principle of --
. sufficient reason=-:are of the first importance~ and Significantly 

permeate every -other .. theQretical problem" Indeed, Leibniz goes SOl far 

as to say that the prime i.iiJ.pOl"tance 1<-Jhich he attaches to the hitherto 

~~a~~nowledged principle. of suffioient reason and its corollaries 

significantly alters .. the. entire character of metaphysics I' and that meta-
. . 

physios becomes a real, and logically demOi"lstrable, science by adhering 
80 .. 

to these principles. Indeed, metaphysical problems become logically 

solvable by resorting to the ;pri~'lcipl~ of ide11t't:,i~, '!t!l"hich is ~ lcgica l 

~o~dition £t det~rm~nant 2f possib~lity, and to the princiule ££ 

sufficient reasl?P-, which i~ at once a p±:,OC<8<lU!C'.!.l: .2t 9;:rnamica.l; .;..B_ ... "1{,;;;;i ... qm_ ~ 
81. 

~ logical .c'~<'?1dition 2!. deterli!~na.l'lt 2i ac,iuaLlityo 

It would appear~ then, that there are twc ways cf' approac~~ng a 
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stu::':y of metaphysical subjects .. 1£ 1~ firJli pla.ce!? on'12I ':oney consid'er the 

, concepts 

be evident that the procedUl~e in this case is governed bJ the principle 

of contradiction or of identity alol."F~q, But ,es'condlYIl ons may treat the 

concepts of metapr~sical subjects, not specifical~ as they are in and by 

themselves, but iu ..!:\g,nificant rela:t:,ion .&2 other subjects which are 

factual or physical in nature., Such an investigation of metaphysical matters 

must proceed in dj.,rec-t:, accordance nth the principle of sufficient reason~ 

and in indirect accQ:r:g~!fc,e lath the principle of identityc 

Logic,' then" ~s to be noted as the basic dicipline.-i;.'Il rega.rd. to 

Leibnizian theorYq,-Now, one of the fundamental ingredients in the study 

of Leibniz!s ~6gic i~ the investigation into the nature and the conditions 

truths of any oth~ dicipline l~hatsoever m,ay be appropriated!p ascertainoo, 

and certified~ But an,~nvestigatiori into the general field of logic reveals 

that there are bro cUff'e:c-ent kinds of ,truth" to "be' dealt" with: the one 
~ r-o _ ~ • 01 --=--= 

beil"!g neoe~a1fY truths 2l.. re,assm~, ana the other being contingen,.!. t)l"uths 

.2!~" l'{Q.cessa.IT truth ,is a purely !>n.alyti~ matter, depending upon 

nothing other than 'a mere. analysis of concepts aloneo Its determination, 

that is to say $ is an entirely in:~ern~ consideration~ and, a.ssuch, is 

subject'to the :grinc:lt.Ple .2! £ont1"a~ctiop. (or identity) alcl9;ec Thus 9 

formulated truths 'of reaS01'l, or necessary "propositions Il are those 'whose 

opposites involve a contradiction ar!d are, on this baSis, i~possibleo 
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g0nt tr~th of propositions~ Ol~ tho truth cf contingent propo.siticns, is 

the corr-sspondence het'lieen the cont<Eint of the propositions in question 

a.nd the reality to wh;ich the propcsitio:n refers~ fOl' to affirzIl that a 

contingent proposition is inte'lf:rlally consistont has no !i2:-rect bearing upon 
82m 

its factual truthQ 

Insofar as there are two distinct sorts of truth to be noted in __ Ie _~ 

consideration of logi~al theory: h!.", truths of reason and. truths of 
". 

fact, it follows th\il.t there are likewisl!li ~ '!)2.pal'"lt'.lntly distinct ... s .... p_'B .... c ... i_® ..... s 

.2! kno~l,~dje: 'vj.zQ, intellectual kno~'11ooga and sense knowledge, respectively" 

The kinds' of truthl)t;.o l'Jhich we have referrad, seem not to di;ffer simply 

~ virtue cf their gene~is~ but rather in their very natures c Truths ~ 

re.?,.SOl1Sl which are !t~}?-e~sarily' ,tx~!> and which ccmprise ill'rt~lJectU&l 
8)" 

19le't<1Iedge, are sign~fic~l!tly a.r:\,~yti.c prcpositionso As examples Qf t:b..is 

kind 'Of truth and knC't>!'leidge, lOne might merely indicate the virtual formal 

truth,:' and the fcrmal.criterion of all other necessary truths" is the 

logical law of contradiction or cf identitYG And it may, on t~..is basis, 

be said that truthsofr~ason are absolutely neoessary, beoause the 

criterion for their .. F\lth. is absolutely intsrnal" On the other hand, 

truths 2! faot, which ar~ oontingentl!~, and w~..ich c~~priss sense 
84" 

kno~ilr.;e'::;~gell are ~yntp~.i~& propositions" In this sphers, that which is first 

and ultimately true is e~peri€n~~~ and hence the first truths of fact are 

just as numerous as onets immediate peroeptions., Thus, considered forma.lly, 
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r.lO!'0li1 "tr:'0}" i..l1pli~itly afi:'irm~ Jrj.ot only :E1uch a l"el&tion bett'li'6·£;l'l. pC2"'c,eptions, 

8;" 
but theE-:c\£t,~n~ of their oDjc:<ctso And it is by referring to thlS,ir objects 

it is by going beyond the propositions or ideas themselves, and ~1 

ascertaining the correspcmden.ce of ideas or propositions and reality, 

that contingent propositions may be affirmed as true o 

Truths of f~cts in tr~::ir O1&-m proper sphere lOr context, are ,just 

as certain as are truths of re2.scH11) fer although there are different ki1:')\12 

of truth, there are. no different de6~ees of truthe Similarly~ sense 

knowledge is just st13 c(,;rta.in as intellectual kl'~awlrogeo It :!l1ust nevertheless 

ne'cess~~ tr\lths £1£ .... rea:son, in the sense that e:Y.istential $tatements, if 

they are to be stet~l1ents at all~' must conform to the fW1damental criteria 

of rationality itself .. ·. Both fo:rmally and matarially~ statements of 

contingent fact.depend upon something other' than tha~selves~ Thus 9 despite 

the fact that ona~s omll existence has to be 'presuppossd in consideration 

of bis perceptiQns, the logical postulation or affirmation of 

Oi.ll" own existence is not" G ,,1:1Ln ulti!tlate a!lld funda."11sntal 
premiss fer all truths. Ny own existence is era e.xiolllQ .... 
in tha sense of being inde&10nstrabls ll not in the Sense 
of baing necessar.yQ 86. 

Contingent truths of fa,ct a:re~therefore, not to be confused with 

necessary or analytic prepositions~ the criterion for the truth of w~ich 

is ulti..'1llately internal.;.,.Quita t.o the contrary, they are radically !2£!!-~or 

unnecessa:r:;y:, since the affirmation of their opposites does not terminate 

in a contradiction, and since the criterion invoked in this regard has 

/' 



external uplicatic.ns .. 

The distinctio:r,; pet"':oan the contingent truths of ;;':'J.ct that ccr,lp::"ise 

sc:r.Sa kno-;;.ledge and the necessary truths of reason wp..ich comprise 

consideration that truths of r((!I~~SOn dir<e,ctly involve~ or refer to~the ___ ~ JiI JiI 

have' as content, that vrhich is presum6d 12 e::sk--::! .. But, in addition to 

aff$cting! distin~tion between necessary and contingent truths, tP~ fore

going explains ~ ~ n~U!!' .. ~ .2!: ~ !.~!;ti911;S""i1ip' 12..at~Ee~n ~ ~o For 

cannot be, to affirm .. the' a'l\:is~ence or the actualJ:.il of X" If, on the other 

hand, the factual existence of X is ascertained~ it cannot ~~thout contra-

pr:L"'Il~.ry logical .!2i(ili},g:],:p}.e 21. .2.,o.rrt:!;!ci1ction 2!. 2! id~nt'til" Before it is 

ascertained as an actual facts it is~ at least in principle, equa~ 

possible intsrna1J.y.for a tb..ing to exist oli.~ not to aocist-- to be mare 

possibility, and hence to conform solely to the principIa of identity; and, 

in regard to its ~sta~ce, a sufficient reason as to whY it should ~{ist, 

rather than otherwiSai"-.l?as to be given~ at least implicitly .. Indeed, avery-

thing which can be ascertained as e:isting or as actual must have a 

sufficient reason for such existence or actuality; and if no sufficient 

reason can be ~scertained, then the e.-.'l\:istance, or the actuality, of the 
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arc~~d the notion of truth~ it yet must be noted that truth as such is an 
870 . 

attribute of propositionso Ind<aoo, the hwestigation il't.O the nature of 

the proposition of which truth is to be e.ttributed is another, and 

probably the more metaphysical~ significant, aspect of Leibnizian logic~ 

It must be said, in this regard~ that Leibnizls interpretation of 

the natwre of the proposition is II for the most part, an ilCrL?~'Q.sioi:l;;::1.~~ rather 

than" an !i''j{~~r~· .PJ:lS", That is to say, v..rhile maintaining that all 

propositions are ej"th~r explicitly of the Aristotelian su~ject",predicate 

ferm lOr are at" least· reducible thereto~ he isfolli1d to maintain that the 

concept of the predicate term is contained within the concept of the 
88" 

subject" For exa.mple~ if the proposition !lThe apple is green" is both true 

'and interpreted. intensionally ~ the particular predicate-concept II green" is 

contained l>ritJ:'!..in the partioular subject=concept !la.ppleu ; 'al'10 this, trans-

lated into object~language, is to say that the lIlj.u.ality referred to 'bJ th~ 

term ilgreenil i!:J.lel'~S in the specific thing' cailoo. an apple.. The e.xtensional 

approach··to such a proposition, in Leibniz!s opinion, is, to a certain E: 

extent, deficient, because (a)$althou~n one is quite capable of dealing 

~dth generalities qy means of ax tensional logic, it is difficult~ at best, 

to deal adequately ~th individual substances-~ such as Julius Caesar, 
890 

Socrates~ or this spe~if1c apple=- by ~tensional means; and because (b) 

it orrdts an accou:~lt of what it is for a prooicate, lOr property, ,to be 

attributed to a subjecto The intentional view is regarded, by Leibniz, and 
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lA]3.S int,(~:lded by Leil::H1iz to be p trie ~eme'dy for such dcf·ici~~r;.~~ies\t 

It falls ~~thi~ th8,n~ture that they 

are the only possible subj.,,::=;t ol-emonts of' any proposition .. In this ~ Lc5.brJ.z 
910 

is in agreement 1...-ith the logical pronou.noements of AristotleG Qu;8.1itati~a, 

affections~ or attributes, of substanoes .. .As such~ qualitativ13:;, quantitati:ve, 

and relations~ considerations are not~ in any legitL~ate sense~ to be 

interpreted as being,t~emselve:s substantial", For, "just as the affections 

of a natural body are not themselves bodies~ so the affections of being are 
920 

not ·the.'1'l.selv;es beings I,' " As logical subjects:p substAnces are to be treated 

as logical "units , or as atomic individuals~ and therefore as essentially 
/ 

analysis cf these parts~ in t~.u"'n~ shows that they rur'e divisible ,into more 

infinitll!1!.G 1'he new th8.t substance can be essentially desc:dbed as mateTie.l~ 
'. 

a.nd therefore 2e:J:.~~:l' involves the vie!>]' that it is .aJ'!"!a~ ~ 

material entity, insofar as it is characteristical~ extended, can,be 

divided into mutually external parts ~ i11l:t¥;).t~.J!!h since (a.) the divisible 

whole, insofar as it 'is a material be~ng~ occ~pies space~ lOr is an 

extended magnitude, (p) the products of the division cannot but partake 

of the essential nat1lre of the whole t'~ich is divided, and'must therefore 

themselves occupy sp,ace, or be extended~ and (c) since extension or space 
93" 

is regarded as an infinitely div:i.sible quantityo In brief, the ultimate 
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for the reasons indicated abov~l. A:r.d~ if substances cannot be material, 

it f"Ollow~ that they must be fundamentally it!lmit!j;"e.ti~!l> in character. 

The ~rect bearing of logical considerations upon Leibnizss 

metaphysics is eviderat both in considlll'.!"ation of these two diciplines by 

th.®!llselves ~ and in reference to the testimony of various corrillH.mtators and 
94. 

historians. For if it can be truly affirm,9d of a logical subject that 

it is an essential simp1i~ity or a~ity, and that it necessarily and 

effectively contains its predicatss; and if a logical subject may be 

viewe-::i as a concei~"ed.,substance~ thel'l it e&n be said of substance that it 

is ultimatsly simple§ and that it effectively contains its attributes or 

prcpertieso The ca,rrespondance of the ways in which logical su.bjacts and 

substances are treated suggests that there is a flli~damental correspond~nce 

of logic and metaphysics in general~ in regard to the Leibnizian theorYQ 

with the nature of substance oer S9 iSe of 
"'--'- - ~ 

950 
course9 the peculiar function of metapQysicsG What is of especial interest 



S::3"i~lPl(~~ s11.;;bs·t,',;:'-1c{';r i,s that 'Ii.hich has no pa.rts~ CC'mpom'ld 
Substar~c;~'r;ac;:)ll'l!Jctior.! of simple substan.:c>esQ": 
Compo1L"l.ds or bodies;!:; are plural]_-:;'ies, and simple :sub
stances--- lives, souls~ a;;:,nd spirits<>=>- &Jr'6 U:'lities~ 
There must of necessity ha simple substances eV1!iry
-"l"here" for 'rlthout simple substs.nces there T.JrOuld be 
no compo~~dso 96~ 
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That there are compoa~d substances is a matter of empirical fact, and the 

very existe~ce of compounds testifies, as Leibniz says~ to the legitimacy 

of the notion that there aresimplesc Fer, if there Were no sli~ples, 

there could be no compounds, since these last must ~ c~~osad 2K 

substances can or.ly, be" immaterial, the Sru.l1e view is to be tal>i;en of 

composit.es, for the ,n~tm'e of composite substances must ~ in this regard ll 

be the same as that' of the sirllple substances out. of which they are 

composed, and in terms "of which they are finally to be explained" 

These truly simple substances are referred to in various Leibni~ian 
97 .. 

contexts as mP~adso and~ since substance is defined~ at the beginning of 

the ,uPri:'~;;iples of NatUTe 
. 98" 

cap.3.ble of t:l;ction, ~o.nads 
99 .. 

of force;:as Leibniz ?sys, 

must be ~'l\oted tc be essentially active, or centers 

I believe that our thought of substance is perfeot~ 
satisfied in the oonoeption of foroe and not in that 
of extension~ Besides~ there should be no need to se&~ 

'a"fl.y other explanation for the oonoeption of paller or 



fClr(:!tZ then tl1tlt. it, is t,h4~2' e..ttrit~~te flAc;n liih.i"C;:l:. chang0 
f(~llo~\JS 2nd its stlbjcct .. :i.s ~'tlbst\an,c~j itlselfo 1.00Q 
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past, present j and future" so also l'llUBt the indiwidual substance itself 

belong to it, every action that it ever nas 9 or ever w~ll, perform, and 

every relation into which it has ever l) or 'Idll e~,er, enter ~ in the Ell:ltire 

of the theoretical priority of quru1titative over qualitative considera~ 

tions e Despite the fact that the monad is described as a p~feat mets-

physical ~~t, its indi,~sibility testifies to the view that it is 

described as a unit at all, then the term must be interpreted in a not 

E,Qnads ~ 7_,¢:''-C .~~L$ic!-nt1Y...2! J;a<!.J,-J.Y gi"\?isible,. The monad, then, is 
( 
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since an 

external !'elation depends upon th,s qus.:n,titative d1f'f'erentiatior,: '0f the 

spiritu&l~ beings~ mo~.:ads are obviously without distinguishable p~rts in 

spaCSa It must be stressed~ however, that this is ~ to say that there 

is a~solut81y nothing,within its essential nature that can be regarded 

essentially silt1ple l"!s:t'lU"!=iOf the monadj) it ·is to be noted that its very 

sirfl.plicity ,is a i'Ul"l.d!,;wrlIt&-l !5:].1l1nJ!cit,;,l 2f !~i:'-2r, &"'ld that the monad admits 
102" 

n,eces~ily of change. a.nOi .. of diversity" It is fer this reason that the 

nature of such an elementary being significantly does not ad.'11it of 

methodical quantitative analysi~. The multiplicity of the propertiesoi' 

the mor~d is a multipli.c~ty of qualities; yet it is comprehended within 

an essentially siropl~ qUfility of action~ just a:s a plw."ality of particular 

actions are contained within a single larg~ actionc Moreover~ the qualities 

internally related to the s~bstancre to which they belong: this in 

accordance with the principle of s~1fficient reason~ For the particular 
103 .. 

actions of the monad are ~eooe;nc*,es, andjl as such, must be ,"ie~-wed as comp-



slllf"icitZ1n;t rer.sol'1:.7 tha:t UestcrJl thing or pi!~t of th.e wU,rers® mU.st point 
104 .. 

to all the rastll
9 and ~:r!8.t~ in rega!'d to the particular actions lOr 

perceptiens of the monad~ 

They are the present thoughts from 1fhich future 
theughts al"G' bOI'n~ and lOne can say that in the soul~ 
as indeed everY'ioFhere~ the present is gl'eat wti.th "i.he 
future" l05~ 

In ord~r te avoid the theo1"'etical proible1s inWtOllved in the att~l!.pt_ to 

accoun~ theoretically for change~ change must supposeCLly be tru{sn as 

tain: that it is not f~.l.,'ry.da:m6nt>ally explicable or desoribable by referring 

to its parts~ but rath~r quite the reverseQ It is also to allow that 

the-parts are internally. related to .the whole, and to each ether; and 

this, in turn_~ is to ?-lJ..o"!'-r,that change or activity or tendency, _in 

consideration of itself alone,_ admits of qualitative, 8.nd not of quan-

titative, determination~_ 

The fact that qua.1l1titative concl6'rns are, fer Leibniz, 

theoretically subordinate to qllil.litative considerations on the mets.p1"~sical' 

level testifies to the vie"t-y that que.ntities~ like specific diff-eX"entiateo 

qualities~ ar·e derived from a r$ality _whi ch is purely qu.alitative and 

purely simple Q In short~ it ~ust be noted that the attribution of a 

plurality of specific qualities, actions, or relations, to the monad=-

hle jj- the quantitative or !,lumerical description of the mon.ad-- is a. 
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partictuar representation~ or appearance~ of the sj~ple qualitative wholev 
106. 

and is~ at least ir. some sense~ a perceptual abstraction from the -;·;hole Q 

Indeed t Leibniz, d.e.fiYl6S pe:::'"ception as tr@. :::epres~tion .£.t .§lx1.Jl"ess:}$l 
107" 

of T,;ultin1icitv in 8. unit,y. Both the concept of numerical unit-y and that _ ______ .-.;..;.lio,. -. _ ... 

of n1J.J.11e:::-ical multinlicity ,,'1::'9 deri'\red or abstracted f::--t'lm __ i"e. ~ are J. __ ... __ _ ._,,,, __ .... ~ ~_ _ 

quantitative representations of-- met,aphysica1 9 and essentially 

qualitative, bemg; for p as Leibniz says: 

The concept of m1ity is abstracted from the concept of 
one being~ and the whole itself~ abstracted from 
unities~ or the totalityp is called number" Quantity 
is therefore the number of parts 0 108 $ 

'I1he analysis'~ or the pe~ception~ of a motion consists, 1.1'1 an abstraction 

from the whole ~ ,andultil'l1ately LYl the external relation, and the 

enumeration~ of its abstract parts" And since number can be divided ad. 
'109. 

bfinitu.l'l1p such a quantitatively represented motion is a mathematical 

continuum e I:'1deed~ Leibniz declares~ in this regard~ tha.t "motion is 
110 0 

continuous or not interrupted by little L~tervals of restj~; for the contrary 

is a subversion of the prL~ciple of sufficient reason Q The abstract9 or 

quantitative representation of motion 9 as composed of a multiplicity of 

mutually external parts& leads directly to the Leibnizian .t.heory of cO,lliolexions 

~ .9.1 .!h!':. infinitisin1.~ calc,ulu.~" The axiomatic pri.Ylciple of sufficient 

reason makes it necessary, in the mathematical representation of motion w 

to assume that between any two of its termini there must be ~ ~ite 

~t of pthers~ And thus~ the principle 'of continuity is to be regarded 
lll~ 

as a legitimate derivation from the aforementioned axiomQ Yet there is a 

vast diffe:~el').ce betHeen the notions of mathernatical .continuity~ which 



CO:rlsists in the irlfirite di~risibility i~pli'ed bjr the r!atmloi& elf l:;c·~C,.:~ptiDl".i~ 
11.2,~ 

mere, mathematical continuity is to be interpreted as d0ri~Jeclj;l 03.'" 

abstracted, frem metapbysie&l iContinui ty Sl by vlrtu<E.~ of the fnct th:?t 

~ha active and entirely qualitative being cf the Mo~do 

, 
subordinate to qualit$l.tiv~,conceZ"ns~ and since all reality/~s ultil'll8.tely 

might be aroused regarcii11.g the reality IOf material substance, ,of physical 

pri:.'1lac:y ef qu.antitatiye, ~V$!' qU2:"l.litative distinctions leads, finally to the 

vie~1)' that neither m;ati:;,erlll,.,JQor physical ~1otior!.1l nor space ar.d time ll have 
113. 

any objactive reality", . ,Material subst&n·ee, then, is phi\ilnomct'i~'lal~ in the 

sense that it, is derived fre!i1jl lOr conte,ined in, perception; ,it is~ in ether 

i-yords, tha.t wIr-l iCh app~~:?", or that 'lI<yhich is the appearance of .SQIllething 
114. 

substantial" Because th~y ,he1.ve no il'l.dh"isibla parts ~ mater:ial bodies 

cannot be interpreted, as .~, but rather as sometlr.ing ideiil.L It is ~ indeed, 

the vary fact that materi~1 bodies are characterized by (<<tensien=- the 

faot that they are perceptually di'~3ible into a multiplicity of parts, 



sitt?atio.ns: of bodiGs .. And" siL"!.eo physical motion is thl8 motic·n of m:ltte;z."ial 
115· 

bodies~it is like~dse nheno:nenal or ide~l in ch<l'iJ("acter~ Ultir(lai~clI7. 
CI:I._~ .... ~ __ ~_~-....",.. _ ,."J' 

metaphysical action or force is more real tha!'l both physical motion arl.d 

tlf6 -e.."Ct:ended material body to which such motion pertains; and thus physical 

motion must be regarded, !lot as the rca,USt"!", b.1t rather as t.he ,effectl) of . 116
0 

' ~-~ ,., ~9"T _C"~~~._ 

fOll:"~e~ In short, force :i.$ a raal blfld,!'l!g~ and both m9;'c,t.er and motion are, in 

theoretical approach t9. the notion of material substance~ and to the motion 

of such substance~ in~~t~b~ has its effect upon the interpretation given 

tc space and timeo In",tl1~~.regru:'d~ and in reference to Leibnizian theory~ 
, .~ . '. ~, 

we are not to be disapRoi~~ed~ for in several contexts Leibniz makes the 

analogy bebifeen material body and physical motion cn the one side!.' and 
117Q 

spac~ and time cn the other. 

'l'hat space and time are UJjvceal iS$ therefore, implicitly e·rident 

from I what has been ncted. heretofore" For whatever is to be considered real 



quantitative~ continuous;, 

There is no minimum in sp:3\ce or in a body ~ that is 11 no 
part of which the magnitude would be zero; folr" ~uch a 
thing CSJll10t have any p()sition~ since t'l1'hat0v0r hs,s a 
position CSln bo in cc·ntact at the') same timr!;i "«nth 
sev"er&l things 1I-lhich do nrc·t touch eacp oth·tllr"c c. Nor can 
a mir:.:Yw."'l'!.u.m be <!l.::;:slJ:msd without it follc1<.v:ing that there 
ars as many mirD.."1).a in the t11hole as in th<a part, which 
implies a contradictiono 118 0 

/' 

Since the reality of space and time, on Leibrazss principles, would have 

either indivisibilit-y", or a reduction to indivisibles, and since neither 

of.these conditions ~~~ be. satisfied~ it.follows that space and time 

car-... 'l'J.ot ~egitil11ately be interprete~ as ~G Furthermore, both space and 

t"ime ~e generall;), regsrded as qual1"!titative in character" But it was noted 

to be ascertained. or int~'preted as rsalities~ then they must be indivi-

dual substances 0 But t}.1~ §. is: a ~1B.!!-,i!.8~j:. ~'.u·di tz; for it '\>J'ould be to 
119. 

r,afer 12 ~ !;bstra.c1- &·tt:.l:,ik~lt.§:. 2£ .! .§..¥b§.t.a.l"~ce ~ j..'y?l$lf f}. substan~~ 

Yet again~ the purely logical investigs.tion lOr analysis of the concept of 

.\nd since Leibrdz 0s l06~cal doctrine and his metaphysic of substance 

correspond to a lal"ge extent, it can only be said that substance, and 
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f~st 

substanc6 be qualitati'Ie; but space and time are not qualities .. Horeover, 

substaiil'ce is .1"1801.1 9 ~u'1d it follows from this that the direct cr i."Ill.me<iiate 

attributes cf substance. must be real; but it has already been ~stablished 

that space and time are, ~~eal .. 

l-lhat has been" said thus far about space SL1I1d ti.."?ae is obviously 

I 

becaUse various theoretic&.J. possihilitilss as regards the cha.ractl8l' of :space 

in. the attempt to det~l!l1i."'1e the character and the ontological status of 

the L~:ality of space ,~d.ti,me effl8Jctively el~in.ates the first and the thil'd 

selves qualities, and i~~smuch as th~J are UL~eal~ the second of the 

foregoing alterlr.2.ti"es cal'). be elilll'JinateiL, Thus, by process of eli'l1ination~ 

relations-- remains uncontestedo 
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of ,~;:.l]~ PICls.sj .. b~ Evo~7:~~ ... ~-r;..\~11~~ ££.2' in 810 mors specialized. logical sense, .sr. 

of 

TJlm'~ is t..~1~ O!Jro,t:r 01:[ ~,lr n~,n={C:IVJrrt,,~·~:?]1O~~.~t!r!·~~,:OllS t~hil'i,~so 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ....... ~ ~~ c:::p-..-c:::;u.",r,;;=,.l;:=-.=.!>:.<~,~~.-.. ~-:.;j~ 

It is tllUS' tl1e~ ~11=:~~1;:?'! o!~der. o1t Cb.~~t1gG ~1,.n wh.icl'l we 
ignc1iTt'0 tIle s?,ecifilC 11:ia:,ds of (c~~lz~n::g'al tt~&\.t h.e.ve 
occu~~1~~<c10 m~~~ iE 1E~ 2l~!;~n:~!kl: 2£ !~~~ If the 
qUklntity of timiD i,iS cO::l.tinuously and 't)lJriiforznly 
d:L"l1inishod ~ the timlS p,Ztsses into an .b11J!'~!-."'-0G..t 1fIi'hich has 

120" 

One might say that time is the order of things which~ in vie'lf of thee 

If So plm'Solity of st&tl0'S of things is a,ssu'ill',B>a to 6Jdst 
~~l:"l..i~h involve no 09:?,osition to E,,2c,~;h otherI'; tl-'.lIi:iY are 
s~dd t~ ~{ist simult<l;;"'Hll,,;';;'.l;:;ly Q 0 ,JI/e d<1:iinJ1 th~t "dlat 
occm.rred l,f:l.st ye,s'll.' and, this Y'~e.:J:' s.:re s1mult&r~eOUsll fer 
they involve inco.:mp:J!.tibl~ st·9.tes of the SeJ:m,~ thing" 
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::P.l..o::::8ssion~ in &:ccc.:,.."'dance ll'lth t1:.'81 principle of sufficirent rrSascn~ and to 
-:22~ 

the view that 'the s'u'cc,sssiv:SJ states aroO to be regali."'ded as infil"utesimal. 

For othert,yi,s~l' the tl,ro states in question l'Y(Hud be quite d.iscrete, 8.!ld the 
1230 

relation, of them opposed to the afo]."l$l!1lent:i.o}l1ce:d principl®~ 

delr'hl'ed, froMS! it" To" q;!lucidata ll part of an apt analogy usoo 'by RoL. Sai" 

cight '!'nth e.dvant-sge, be cited. If we imagin,e ourselves at a symphony 

the violins g.re :som(~tiru1es play1.ng~ and sometit"1es at resto 
jj~A~ is pla;y-1in.gH is incompatible ~l'ith "nAB is 11!ot 
playingH~ but only if t-.:e <!l.dd I~at the sa.vne tli"h$i!" Now in 
order to ,md':e'rst8;nd 1eib1i~ ~ we :m:"U3t ~..llld~J.·stalld th'fllt Igat 
the SSl'll'e time" does not really mean l'li'hat it appea:e.'s to 
mean~ but that it is o"..U" 'lill!,y cf 0J~p:re:ssing the fact that 
fiAB has incompatible attributese @A V5!l pla3l'ing and U'Aff gil 

hzd_"'l.g G.t rest .rul."G ll"'elat'Sd:; but not b<-,/ w,ay ©f succession" 
They are l"elateri aCi~OE"di..ll1g to Aij S O'lW'.r.l !lin."1ler pll.':b'Jvc:ipl<a 
of c:hang~:;In... 124¢ 

time, it is net to be intel1"preted~ in sl1;Y sellls~, .as an abselute t:une above 

L~d beyond the phenomenal" For it is against the very notion ef an 



This unfolding or tendency is, on 

already been noted~ It has been sho~n that the principle in regard to the 

In derilonstrat:'.on I use t't;'iO pJr'inciplas s of '5oh"i©h one 
is that llb..at ir1plies a contradiction is fals®$ (~fhile) 
the oths~ is that a reason oan be given for every 
truth (~ihich is not identical or immediate), that is ~ 



t.11J~.I~ "t'~:;,'~$ :2'::/z..:to)J:J of t,::,:) ?~"';:';:~"\C:'.t~f~ :ts ;e,lr .. ;:a;;Fs cC:"lt&.i:n,od.~ 
e;:l)J._i~:'.:~J::;7' (.J:';' :~.:'~:pl.i c:::,~;~.:~.~.~·:) :.!'2 t::~ '::: :~~o~:;.j~,~:·.'1 o:f tl~ ~ 
s1:..1:; j~,~::t? +'iI .... "'"I 4 

~~, ... ~.~.~ 
+1",,,,;>....- .:1._ 

"'~-::.: .. '~~,;~ ;.~,.:,;;,. ~'" ~":\ ~~"'r jl .~; ;:~ ~'t,. :,' 
•• _" . ....: .. ~"::>;r:;::::..l:::=-::.. ... 1I:> 

:fll,£~r~ J :~~ :~~::~s: 

abstractions constitu:i:..a extehsitYe k'1id just as appearances 8.jr;'e de1l:'iv~ 
./ 

that the origi;.1. snd the justification of €;."'{t'ensity C:3.:n be providedG So 

70 

although ti.'lU6 (as well as ma teria:i, substance, physical motion~ arlO. space) 

From what h&~. been said. thus far , it is evident that substance is 

ultil'llately to be interpreted o.rganicallYli or as activity~ rather than 

materially, or as char.actsl!'istically i@tter.!ded. SubstMce is, therefore, to 
1270 

be vie~,;ed Eet8;Bb.Y.~~.97-~"ly' ~ a1:'1a. ill 'y.!~eiQlr~=cftl ~'S§~,e~tiQn ~ m¥::,t~~ Indeed~ 

material body is a perceptu.al apps<li.lt'ance of, or a perceptual abstl"action 

essentially metaphysic<:l s..'ld logical bsing~ In ·short, e.."Ctenclea. 

or material body is an ~.bstract appe&1i"'ance, or a pluralistic .and a:::tlrinsic 
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of tl::G 

level. These are re-:':lections of thQ~ gene!'::?l thl010retical dissociatiol: of 

the intelligible world wlhich cOZl1prises truths of reason and the sensible 
128., 

world ccm.p:rising t!C'\:iths of fact:.; 

,grc9;'.U'lS.~ ~ the forme.::<Jr II ~ 1! ~j) JW'4 c.~mJ:'"j9..t ~~ Q;iS9r~t~.c!;.4Jy PS}{;-
/ 

the real and ultL~~t6 

to say. that Socrat,ss ~ the chadr on 'ltl'hich I am sitting, the piece of paper 

CO,Tlposed of the basic Jrllstaphysic.:.1.l and org:l.l"1ic sutstllmCt;lS ths.t are 

l~efe:rrsci to as mOl""'l...aQs~ It is iri consideration of th l6 attribt1.tes that can 

be abstracted from the interl'.z..l natm'e of the monad in question~ or that 

they enter into l"€lal· composite substanc6S~ Indel!!)d.~ that monads: cohere in 

.such real composite substa..·'H::es as Socrates.~ the chair ll the paper, is dete:."'= 

tenden~JG Thus, if two monads a~ist~ or oohere, togeth®r in the real 



chah-; and from. that of eB~ that it ,nIl also enter into the real 

cCSilposition of the chair" Indeedjl it ... Jill be evident that BAn ... Jill be 

harmonious "nth those of ~ BG" In this regard\} it m~.y be said t1'1<11:;;' the 

only possible il"!.flucnce of lOne elem ent,ary , real being upon a..'1other can 
129 .. 
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is to be interpret.ed as the reflection of, and es reflecting~ the entire 
130~' 

u."'1liVi$:!.~se0 

Horeover ~ . the nature of the real su.bstances that are thus com= 

posed of mon~ds is effectively determilned 'by the inte1"l'lal nature of th!sse 

fu..'1damental bell!lgso Andthes6 monads maYIl on this acoount, be designated 
1310 

II substa."'l.tial f\:n,"nlS" " 
1320 

It is a notion cor@~on to several philosophical systems that 

there a:\."e various g"£'ades o,f beingl) and that the diffm"entiation of these 

g'!'a"des of being ;is effected by having .regrur-d for t1c.~l various degr·ees of 

ratione..li ty.. Leibllliz n s theory can be cou,,"rc,ed among this number, for he 

says that 

I am l'Jilling that the glS1l'1 i9ral nrune of monads: or ante
lechies shall su£fice for those simple substances 
i>lhich ha~;e' only perception~ 0 0 ~ and, that those sub~' 
stances only zha.ll be called s.:.Q"L~s. 1?lhose perception 
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It, is t~"'"F."'-'n5 
" -

sensation~ and (e) the l:.~;};:,i/~p!'?-J.~ ","Jhieh involves 8. eh&ract.reri:stic 
13-4'0 

capability for abstract thought, '~Jh2:ther confUSl5Q or clea'l:"o Aga:lr.~ t;[~e 

""\, . ...,..", 

/' J..))o 

gJNlciatiol1 of the proportionl) actii7ity~ passivityI')' or acti:ng~ suffe:r·ing. 

the same general vie't'l' holds good. in his theol"Y. And its effe\:;;t upon the 

theory of ti!ne must be notedQ 

the present state of a simple substance is natU!~ally 
the eCH1seQUence of its precedillg state.,,,,,,(and in a 
silnila.r '!,-!ay) its pl""esent is big '£oJith the futllZ'e" 1.360 

~Uthough every real being is perceptiv6~ there is a significant variatiOi1. 

Qf the cl&.r-i.!-x Qf perception., The leest &'llount of pel'captive cla!i:"ity belongs 

to those monads that constitute real body. ind,sed, there is no clear 

perception at all in sO.acalled !lbodyH mQnads~ They are aware in the mQst 

of perc.epti-,;e clarity, it cannot be i'nl1y and adequateJ.y SHGl:?'e even of its 

present state; lack~"1g the faculty of l:',1e..'1l0ry~ it cam'1ot be aHara of the 



s,er~S'~7 t.h.l:." ... t 
137" 

It is 

bec:euse of this p:z.sshrity that it is considered inappropri,at'0 ll in ViSl<7 of 

d,sgrees of perceptive clarity~ and trac,ss OIl' l:l161nol"'Y; al'1d~ as Leib::~iz s::;:.:rs~ 

138" 
IImemory furJr.ashes souls torith a cons~3cutivenl8ss ~l!0..ich L"l1itates 1"e3.S01'"U G 

memory takes in the .flnimal ll'l'orld" And. the past== though not the fu.t1l1.!'e~ 
/ 

becomes something .mcr~ th .... 21 the mel'a implicit c(mdition of the present; it 
139" 

ooco!11,es, in var;r..ng (i.egrees $l an e1~plici t f.act" 

Graded higher still, the hum~n soul is a ~~ and has the 

nro major consequences aris1e from this. 

first1:£'!1 'rational beings CU"e ,enabled to @l1"ise tc specific acts of reflection, 

'bJ 'W'nich they become. conspicuously aliV'are of the IlP' or II ego" -= hla, they 

that the hu~an mind can 

affirm that eachp~esent state of affairs is the ins'W"it8.bl,Si consequence 

of that -&rhich precedes itj) Gilld are, in addition, enabled to 'tram;;ce.ld the 

present st.51te .and the G..'"'Cplicit re':7logJr.ition that it is determined by the 
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past in order to specula-t,e a.bout t11e f"Llture~ J11sofar as rational' beings ca.:r .. 

cor;.pr.::heild~ to va:~ying degrees, the vJ":1ole scope of time: past~ preser,t~ ar:.c 

fU.J.~tl::~8 $I t}:-... e~r are like"toJise a'ble to trarlscend cO~lsiderations of time al toget.~~er 

and concern themselves with eternal and a.temporal truths. It must be afi'irmea, 

hOTAe'ver t tha.t it is the character of the small minority of their actions 

which can truly be said to differentiate men from the lovier animals: for ~ 

as Leibil.iz declares, men act like ~~brutes~:1 in the great majority of their 
140.. 

actions. 

The hUl'l2an soul is the pinnacle of ~11 created beings. But it is 

inescapably lL~ited and finite~ because of the very fact that it is a created 
/ 

being. As such, it cannot but. retain a certain degree of passivity~ and the 

rational activity attributable thereto cannot, in prll~ciple~ be complete 

'or perfect~ Even on this level~ then~ which is the highest and most perfect 

manifestation of finiterationality~ the knmdedge of the internal and 

essential nature of time g and of its causes and its implicationsp is not, 

and cannot be perfect. Such a perfect awareness or knovlledge of time involves 

atemporal and eternal considerations~ and~ if anyone~ it is God alene who 

is capable of possessing a complete and perfect knowledge of the connections 

betl-vsen eternity (or atemporality) and ti.me~ .4.nd thus it would be God alone 

who is· most capable of completely compreh~nding the real and true signification 

of wp~t appears to be time. 

It has been L~timated already tha~ reality and appearance are theore-

tic ally distinct orders of being: the one being intensive and qualitative in 

character, the other being fu~darnentally quantitative and extensive w involving 
-'" 

as it does (a) the external' relation of mutually discrete perceptual elements~ 
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14l. 
and (b) t.ne th80retical dist,inction or pe:A c6::i.Ve:l:" and perceived. It l5" of· 

cO'J.rse)~ t.r.Le case th£it the forrner pl~ovides ~the reason for .. the very bei:c.g cf 

the lattel~i) and. trJ.at th.e la.tter is quitei:m.possible without the forr.1Gr~~ -vir_ic:b ... 

is its basis. To saY9 then, that God comprehends the true and real slgnl-

fication of what appears to be time l5 to say that He understands sub specie 

aetenli ta t:1.5 and essentially that reality which is the metaphysice:.l basis 

for the ::a.spectu.a.l phenom.ena that occur -sub· speci~ tempqrts to finit.e~ 

contingent~ or created mi.Ylds o In other words~ it might be said that God under-

stands reality .~ i1.i~ .~ it~. in 1.)'hich case the k71o'Vlledge in question 

is indepen~ent of perspective; whereas created or contingent beings are 

apiJea,r~, (Le .. ~ with :eh~'1o~r;eBE:. insofar as they have their grou..'1d L"1. reality) ~ 

1."I'l vihieh case the kno'VJledge 1."I'l question is conditioned by "the point of vie,. 

that has necessarily been adopted~ and limited by virtue of the ~ecessity of 

such an adoption. One need only affirm that the distinction thus effected is 

The very being of space and time is bound essentially to the adoption 

of a particular finite point of view~ sL~ce space and ti~e are orders of 

perception and hence phenomenal in character. It would there:t'ore seem that~ 

if God can be said to know reality ~ s.uec;ie aeternitatis~ or as it is in 
I 

and by itself~ then it cannot~ strictly speak~1g~ be said that God knows timeg 

insofar as God knows ~~ity~ and time is not re~l L~ the sense that it is 

not a substa.ntial being. It may be declared that what God ~ ~'9 1."I'l this 

regard. is reality itself. n1sofar as this is the atemporal (~~p eternal) 

metaphysical gro~Dd of time e 
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There are two points especially to be noted in regard to 'l>Jr.a t has 

j1.::st been saidb 1]:1 the first place, it is evident that~ ~ 

101" 

Newton. tha problem of time is based ultimately upon theological cdnside:rz.tions. 

Fo~', in tr.e final analysis. it is the existence, the nature~ aYld the action 

of God that ass"c:.J:'"es the being of time. To have made the :foregoing point is not 

necessarily to say that God is a temporal entity~ or that time is inti~tely 

or essentially to be associated' with the divi..'1e nature. It is merely to affirm 

that~ in the strict and teci:1..nical meaning of the terms in Leibnizian theory~ 

if there exists any time,at all~ then God must exist as its ultimate grc~1d 

or explanation~ and that if God does not exist~ then time cannot exist. It is 

thus to be concluged that there must be a logically i..'1dissoluable bond bet1veen 

the real and substantial being of God and the phenomenal being of ti..'1!,e • 

. Secondlyw once it is established. ,that there is such a bond beh-leen 

God and time, it is necessary to ascertain the general nature of this bond, 

for the results of such an investigation has its inescapable. effect upon the 

possibility or the i!npcssi'O'ility of comparing Leibniz and Newton on the 

theological aspects of the problem of time. To this end~ it was noted in the 

initial paragraphs of the present chapter that Leibniz attacked the Newtonian 

view of time as being directly contained within the divi~e natureo and as 
. 142. 

being an absolute i~ the sense of being a :form of Godis perception. The 

argument i.:.-": that context will not~ and (I hope) need not~ be reiterated. It 

is sufficient to declare here that the bond between God and tL'1!e cannot~ i..'1 

view of Leibniz's critique of the New'tonian position~ be at all direct,@ It can~ 

therefore~ only be i~dire'?.tQ'. 

The nature of this logical and metaphysical bond between God and tllne 
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mc:.y 1110:.:'e thorcugh2.y be specified by rBfer::.~ing once again to t.he 

sci'ficient reason$ this principle boeing ~ as has been indicated~ the fU:0.da-

r.1ental assurllption of the Leib:q.izian system. It states ~ as has been !nentioned 

earliej:'~ that 

••• no fact 9an be real or existent~ no statement true~ 
1L'11ess there be a sufficient reason 'VJhy it is so and not. 
other"rise •• 0 143. 

The fact that anything exists or is real is taken to be adequate testixTlony, 
144. 

in Leibniz's view, to the ultimate fact that God exists. In sho:t't~ it is 

£f any .element i-iha:csoever of t~e sy.st~ £f. monads. Ihdeed~ this system may 
" 

be regarded as complete and coherent if~ and only if.~ it Can certainly be 

granted that any elementary finite part of the system exists~ since anyone 

substantial atom within the system isinesca~ably bound up with all the 

But it is evident that~ from Leibniz ~ s point of viel.v g no finite part of 

system contair.s within itself the sufficient reason for its existenc6r. or for 
lL~5. 

its being thus rather than othervlise. Thus~ the sufficient reason for the 

existence or the.character of any fTI1ite entity is provided by a being which 

is theoreticallz{ external.i9., Or' other than~ ~be,in€i 1£ question. Nor can 

it be the case that the being in question has its sufficient reason in any 

other finite or contingent being 9 for the same question may justifiably be 

repeated ad infinitum; in Leibnizls terms, since such a procedure 

,eo.onlY involves other ccntingenis~ anterior and 
more detailed, each one of which needs a like analysis 
for its explanation g we w2ke nc advance. 146. 

I 

\{hat is sough~ in this regard is not ~erely an efficient, but rather an 

absolutely sufficient Ol~ fina1 9 cause; and for the reason indicated in the 



passage (;:i.ted L~!llledj.a tely abovo~ it, In1..:.ST .. be said that 

the s::ffici6nt or i'oina.l ~-'iea.soll m:U3t be outsj.d.e of 
the seq 1.:el~lCe or series of this det,ail of cont::n
gGr~c:.f;S~ hC1\~e\;-et" ini"inita it r:-tay baoro l:r:d ·chus it 
is that trle fi:~al :.~ec.son of'" ti-lil1.gS m,ust .. be faurld 
j..rl a rJE'~C(3SsaJ~y Sllc.s..!.c.anc6 1P i11 which t.1: .. 8 dG~(,t:..::'.l of 
changes exists only eminently. as in their s;'urce; 
and this is liJnc.. t 'It!e call God. 147. 

God~ tnen~ is the final and absolutely smficient cause of all being: 

79 

that being '\vhich~ at once~ is the ultimate explanation of all contingent 

being, and the smiie.ient reason for its ovm being. 

This fact that God is considered to be "'c..he fi"al and ultimate 

o1"i terion fo 1" tn:3 

attribution of. necessity to God. As the sufficient reason for. and the 

fil'l.al cause or explanation of. all .£2,ntlngent bei.x:.g ~ God must be construed 
148 0 

as theoretically other than~ or external to~ such being. By thus referrL.'1g 

to God as the reason for all contingent being 9 we possess cosm9logical 
149. 

grotmds for asserting his existence; but the necess,ary existence of God 

cannot be sufficiently established by this means o insofar as it provides 

for a mere relative necessity~ and not the absolute necessity~ of the 

divine nature. It is, however~ by itirtue of the fact that Q2.£ is ~ 

suffic:1.ent reascn ~ his ~ existence that absolute necessity must be 

considered as one of his attributes o On this basis~ the existence of God is 

primarily to be established by ontologicai~ as opposed to cosmological 5 

means. Indeed, it may be said thats if God is aQmitted as a be~'1g which is 

at all :eossible-- ,io,!3o 9 if the con~ept of such a supreme substanc'e involves 

no contradic-cion-- ~ then it must bts ach"l'l.owledged tha. t he is an absolutely 

necessary being~ and that he exists through the necessity of his ow'T). 



150. 
i~h8rent nature~ 

To co~ceive of G:~~; th·l1s as the [tbsolu-cely necessar:y'" be:L1'1g ~as it,s 

re"pu~cussions for the theor-y of tim.e. Fo:.~ no matter how his nature may 
151" 

oth'2;l""vnSe be interpreted~ one matt()1~ must~ on the basis of the divine 

-.J • ..... "'"' .... i . b' .,,'l...!L.' .. ~.. .. .... .... " necesslcy JUs LJ all rmea~ e nomons vral..,ea: ~"o ~ ~ q1.nt,e l:r·re.!..ev€n·c~ 

.!l?-ture of Q.2£ lE.. .E~tcylal>· Since God is the absolutely necessary being ~ 

it would seem to be the case that he cannot be perceptive~ inasmuch as this 

involves a certaL~ degree of passiv~ty and~ therefore 9 of dependence~ and 

the attribution of dependence mitigates against any affirrr~tian of 

necessity~ Furthermore~ if God is the absolutely sufficient reason for all 

being w'tl.atsoever~ and to this extent comprehends all beings 'oITithin himself 9 

then it follows that he must be independent of any particular or lL~ited 

point of vie':J'. And si.i'1ce time qua phenomenal is inescapably bound up with 

qualitative) 9 rather tha.n the ex:t,ensi.ye (or. quantitative) .~ense of ~ 
l52Q v -,-

term G The definition of ti.."1l8 as lithe order of non-contemporaneous 

perception i ' and the characterization of God as the one absolutely necessary 

real beL~g are .themselves adequate gro~~ds for suggesting that time is 

irrelevent in regard to Leibnizian theology. 

It is therefore evident that the theses of Newton and Leibniz 

are to be di.ssociated, at least on the metaph3Tsical or theological level~ 

It will be remembered. thatD for Newton~ the doctrine of absolutes' im~·lies , . 

that absolute -time is a form of God! So perceptioh~ oro more specificallys 

that it is an aspect of the divine sensoriQm. As such~it is directly 
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tim0 is :.1ot l, e..nd ca.::-mot be~ directly involved in the div'....ne na.tUl~e~ ar;.c. 

that, at best~ the metaphysical connection bebreen God and ti..>n6 is. 

indirect. And thus the expectations ~nplied at the beg~1ning of the 

present chapter are realized o 



has been indicated that Lcib:r~z e s criticism of Ne:"Jt,on ~s 

Ns:oJ'to!!ia."1 interpretst.ion of space and time as absolutes is co~::t?',Z:.C:ictc::,·;;r 

is not to be characterized~ at least p;:'im'!!U"ily~ in this , .. :s.y" 0::1. tr_;~ 
/' 

through the analysis cf the ltl1eani!:'l.g of terms in co:rr.mon US~tge (.:;,nd <:l.S 

used u,i Ne'&>rton) "end ,ther 8.xa."'I1.ination of the sO"rt of logical entailment 

involved in the Netcrtoraa.n al"gw:l1ents" It might, indeed, be said that 

Bz;::::kele;:rlls criticisms are !i'l.2,tters of thrs interpretatien cf the "'lery 

mear!ing cf facts, themselves, al'1:d to this El."'{tent formal; 'r>7hereas Leibniz Ss 

p::etation!) 

82 

Thus~ BcrkolleySs c~t;I:Lticisrr:s sC;~~:J. 
153,c 
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. ~ 
."-,.:.~ 

,I' , ',. ~ 
:..I·.,I~ ~ 

inlplic:.;:t.ions 

(' 

2G Some thi!~gs are to be perc$ived. by the l.\'1·sdiation 
of other-50 1550' 

3Q No thir"g 'l..rhicn is not itself p,sl,>ce·ived can be the 
means of pel'ceiving anoth,er", 156 .. 

Theri8!f!:;}J!"I,;j~ distance (Dr extension) 
··=em····=;c"'cs= .. -'I>o<oe:-

me .. ans of some oth·:er idese 
is perceived by 

15'1J 

On the basis of this syllogism, it is supposedly ShOt\'!l that the existence 

follows that, if it is neither sensed nor sensible, it cannot have any-

direct physical Lmpact9 

In Ordel\.i'o:p- ·it to be significant at all~ there al"'e t"i-J"O possible 

That is to say, it Must be ~ ~n.s1;F~l.'~ 

in vie1<l of the foregoing 



..,.. .-' ..... ...;. 

,. . 
~::~~ 

or (b) that. the :hltellect is 

unextended be,ings,=- hl., ideas==~ and absolut.e ",pac,a is essentizlly an 
158~ 

e-.-..:tended being. Tj:J.~~, the bm criteria £'"1'" the factual sigl'1ificance of 

therefore, is thgt the notion that. space as 8.n absolute is .f::c!'t:l£};):;l 

absolute space :l..S l(lo(::..bing at ,all: 

From absolute space~ "'., let us take a.:'tJay nO;'j the \1Qrds 
of the n~!e, and nothing i-J'ill :rt'e;n~"d!l il:-. senseI') i..'1!agi= 
nation~ or intellect~ Nothing else then is denoted by 
those 1-l'ords than pure privation or- negation~ ~. 

me:\.~e nothing., 159. ... 

A precisely analogo~, argument can be advanced against the ,rie~,y that J,t;,26 
160", 

li E ~,JE~lute~ a."1Q either the srune gcns::."al form of argmnisnt-" or a 

derivG.tive argument::, can be established agai:nst an absolute interpretation 

of motion. 

It cal"l:o.ot bv..t 'be admitted that absolute space and, absolute time 

are :"lot perceptibl~. b?ings $ and hence are not directly involved in any of 

science is, for the most part, \!:~ssent:ta.D~v 
",...,"=.$==,.,: .... ,.. ;aro.. • 

for 11; s physical irlquiries depend UPOl'l 



...... ,r.,' 
""'J 

- . . 
c.'.:>c~~r::L?:'.;e of t;1:J.z·,~>:~'[.rtj.c:?,J..J.:~?' ~~ ~ .. i"'"'''''~'C''' -, .. "; ''''",-I',..~~,,-: 

Q>"""~-~-~-",---~_"",~", ~~~~~i...:~:'".;~~>L.~.:~:.::~'~::::"'::';) 

c ~; ~:~, ~~I ':) D.:::c:,;; 

l6io. 
~~h!s obsc~~ity a~nd tb.'~l c\ii~fi.cult:T of .. the i:.t.irbCl1~Y JLirl ~:;h.ich. they OCCt:l"'~ 

Solely lon "l72e", of Occamss Razor~ Nm·;t,on may be '0riticized. Clarity" :;;recision~ 

and economy are~ for Berkeley~ the three cardinal criteria of theoretical 

absolute" In this light;> Berkeley declares that 

To th:rm.r li~ht on nat.iJJ:<e~ it is idle to addut:,\S'I tb.i::1gs 
1'1"1:.1(;11 are n's:tther evide~"1t to th~3 senses, nor intel-
ligible to reason" 162.> 

Tb, theo::.'etical qist1nction bet.'!oreen con.cr'ete and abstract considerations s 

star:as as test:Lmony to~ and is da'1lonstrated lJ'JI; the fact that the one 

caT'~ot be d(~rj""'tW"I~.d :f;ro~n the Otl1.S1-t. SJ o;:~ that t·ht& Ol1Le C,2.T'.Jo"'10t;1 be ass'Um.'ed ~s tb.,D 
Oo",g'II.·g'·'1<O:~·IIt'~~ 

logicc..ll;:l d,erived from an il:,?strac:tion; no. mOlre Cal'l the ind.ependent existe3n~e 

163" 
of <;.n abstrE..ction be derived from the concrete. The bJO differ Jte.dically, 

illegitimate and el"roneous derivation, for d~3riving non-des:criptive~ or 



conclusive? 

The philosophical ~:mpiricis!ll1 of George Berkeley may bEl represe:nt8d 

it :may be classified as an 

be 

u0~'" CI?::.:~l·?5 it car~iot itself be 
~-~..:. 

The full, or th'30l'e,tically comp16te~ fornl1ila tha,t can b~ suppos<sd to 

reprBs'~mt the Berkeleian epist"s,,'tlologicul position is thus 



8'1 

of the !11ind z a.r~d. (c) ide'Ias 

165" 

16L~/(/. 
of rri·era.o~y a:r.id of i;!?:.a.g:'n8.";~::'c:1.Q 

.As is also the: case '!ldth John Lccke~ Btsrkeley 

fund.run~ntal ideas of sense~ To translate into LockEian terminology" it may 

perceptionsH , are 

as opposed to the theoretical approach 

that, in this regard-:; 

t:r~erefore. axtended~. substance~ despite the beliefs cf such theorists as 
. 166 . ., 

Descartes and Lockch It may be urged that Berkeley! s vi's'!>l on this poir.t lS 

B'ut l.n fact Berkeley argtres that lithe ve:"'Y notion of Khat is called ~9r 
167" 

be u$'ed to establish the fact that the hypothes:ts of a ~{;orld of :t'lSal 

material SuDstaltl.C8::; E~S the substrat"ill'll. is 

contradi·ctory·" Tn t.l~j .. 9 f:1.rst n]L..?&.~il se!:l1.sible qualiti.esl} St'!.t'!h as colour, 
I ;;:;.L. ____ c'''' -- """--

figtu'C'6:p motion~ and so fcrth, are not.hing other than ideas pe.rceived 

tr.::.:'<)ugh the senses, or combinatiol!1s cf such idsas .. If the Berkeldan 

te::et that the haing of a sensible thil'lg consists in its being perceived, 



as 

'~'7~1j :;.:,],,, 5~~·;.:3(:'~:,:-~,<!:~ ~".';' 
~~_'",~"'1<_ ........ <Ir~"'~.,.""' •• ~ ... = ..... ..1.,~,."'O::-_ .. 

'I\:~. :,:,::'.;1r3 Gl11 idle..:? .. is 8.11. C',('"";:'8 [~S tC.\l PC);">I)cG:i 1.r(;~; th·2.t. J 

t.~:':i,::·:::"·;:,;to:r'o, 't'rl:c:~0jJn c~lo\}::."', ~fi.f;uJre~ a11d trlC: l:ike 
Iq1lz;.liti~s·s CJt:ist must l):E:.. ... c,oi'i'J"v th.C::.1G 169~ 

of qual:' i.:.ies 

If 'VJi8! l()lIc~k b1.!t e:ver so lit~~tlo irtt!:,o om~ t1t.lOllghtS;;l ~ie 

s11all fir~d it, ii~,poss:tble t~) concei"t~re ~a lli;:er~;zss 

except. onJ.~;t' bet·~r~1~'n ~o)'rr :1.dc~.so _~1gaini> I 8lSk wheths'!? 
th.f) SUppOE ad cr:l~gin;'lls vl~ (!?..:~terrkz:.l thir..gs $ olf t\£'h.ich. 
Cfw.'" ideas a!~e t·l'l.,g pict\.u~:j!'JS or l.~~~Pl~~;:lsfe,}tlt.G~.tic~r .. s 5'1 be t11emc= 
sel":~f"s's pa:-uc~(:."~V8tble OJ:') rJo? If .!~h€;y aro, th.sn thej'" a.re 
ideas ~ ~!i.d t~y~ r.:.a:~t6 gf(l,ined clm~ pOi~'2t; but if JtOU s£~y 

thcjt 8~-e r!ot~ I s.PlOe}~l tc, s..ii;:Y~O!1e ~Fh.etller :i.t be sO!'t.se 
to r~Sfj ,~\rt a cc·lcru-r is llI{ ',0 5~r},r~lcrt.hj ... ng 1~7hich. is 
i11visib:le; 
i11.teng:1.ble~ 

hard or soft9 1~1<i:() scmethir.g l"rri.ch 
arid so of th.0 r~est.,o l,?O~ 

"cns notion 

is 

possibility of inconsistency:;. it . 1.5 



is that 

7'0 c:.".J' :;;;,G::'i.:::r:":_~;:1 (;/1.."" t:J16 t,~rut'~i c,::"10 t.his,) -C.:1(~:'4C' is 1t'lGt,21ir~g 
else 2"·,,:::;::u.Gito but .. a b·a:-',Sl ob~'JC:i')'f~'·cvt;y::.O!l cf o~ .. ~~ id(;,2.s OI 

F C~1<) 5J: .. r:,·~'2: -t,!lCJt ~~~l"lCl ,~;'';le1L~~y r.~2J .. ~t~ ir)! tb.·c~r: C'.:J:is.t cnl.y ~.n 

tl1.,D: l1:J...Y~~~ ~ it f {)llo"[,{s tl:'J~t t.blC;S::t'C is ~10tb_:tl"lg i~1. ttl';::::': b~ut 
1;·Y!1at is percre,lived; bllt, wjib.o~v6·r sh.~~.ll C1~tt,s:::,r~d to r.!is 
is :9·8:.S $) 1·Yr~6ther of SC11S:0 (I,r of l"'cfle(:tlic;r~, ~~Jill ;l'!ot. 
1)erc0Ji'\~}·e iTl thcll1 &lllY loarbJe~~ O,lt' 2.ct?ivity; th.e:r"e is:> 
ther'efcl"'c, no such th5!.flg c:o)(Jltzd .. :nlOd in thei:::lo 1720 

or 

philosophy is dir~ct~d 8l,gainst thlS1 theo];"y of abstr,;:.ct 

It is in 

€'r.'"ti 2."'1 e 
173.¢ 

But this is not to. say that he th.is~ it IT.Ust 

the case; doss do is 

a n~}!:r.jJr;,IjJ.j r:;tic - .... =" ..... _'¢:;-M~oJ.:~ 

CSS01'1CeS is!) in this con.te.""'{t~ ::le:;:"ely to 2-ffirm that any so-ce.llc-d gen.'Z\ral 

ideas, or essencc.:;~ are found to be based upon that ~,yhich is psrtirculrur 



.... ~ .. ,- .... 
'~'- ... '~'"",:, . .... ~, .... 

........... ......:: .......... " 

... :.'':; 

.· .... 1 _ .... 

C}lE .. l-'\l2tCt~·!:·:',stj.~.':;S: it r{~8:~r be acu:t~o~al'1:R~l~:d~ ~la~te sides thr.1.t rfl~SJas·trr'>e t.t·70 ir,:':.:.:.t~~S _ 'eo ~ , = "........, _ iii 

17}.;;,0 
in length, 2.11 

figu:2'lefj ,2~nd mot.ioTl, abstract,red f;~om all otJle~ qttBl.lit:i.cs, e..:~e il1.COnlc:ei';;j~=» 

175., 
able~$! 



s~,r,td. <i'j (:'l:::~ E ~i ~:~ t "'C;-};\ f~ \~,~ }:', D;'~~i I.":~g 
be'e~(~ o"t\;:::::,c~.:~\r~.',d t(l, go t,c~g',stt,t':'(~"i'"9 r.~r'o:5 

~~,l"i~$ }!:~Ul~f~ i'~ ;lp'lJ,JLr;Jf~; ~tt,}l:G:~ 

col1~3ctir.J.o:13 cf t:~J.t(·; ~ st(r-r.l8~ a t~::?e, rC\ 

bO~i.)1c~ 3L:~':j tbc:' 1~Ji:'8 sr6kk.:s,ib'l:~ .lc:bd .. ;~g:.s~, ~ a; 176
0 

qualitlE;S is itself Th'l.lSD ES,f:)1S6 
• N 

:U5 

insoi'al!.' as all of its 

grasped, 

a.n ap?le~ or of a.n-oIGs) -- do not diffe!' sign .. i.ficantl.y ~ 

the' pz-imitive ideas out of ~..Jhich th~w are cO::'Qposea~ but. o!11y externally~ 

insofar as they are collectic:ris or co.::71posites" and not simples., To push 

of objects-- ~~ coll·actions of oollect.ions of primitive ideas or qua,liti0s=-~ 

as the iaea of th,a physical ,(;3"orld; and even such highly complroc 
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..... iO<OI~~ =_ ....... 'IQ !;;,=-•• __ ,u ..... ~ 
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2'7:;t~:...:,">.:.:.>1~'" cl:tStj.J:i.~jt :~·~~:v~':;L~~ ··'W~,"·' '::'';'''7~~) ~:!~",;.~X·~~';2.:1 ,.1c.1:>C:;}1' I;;·:.::::~:~t:, ('.:~'Q!; 

"'\.":~'d..\i:~'1 i::: t.n :'~: ~: ':~,::;lO tf115.,:n.; ~~ t,~~~,~y ,:5:!"',.:,~ l]<:;':~(~(::::~;'- ~':::.--" 

::C::: .. t·1:'~1 t~x:.st·:;·~~;·rj~~ of' ;...~:11 :~{~'.~~~ ~',)11.sis-r;:;.s il'1 itws O·:2::~6 

sidsration" 

refers to the mind as eXercising Ildiv'ISl:'S opere.tions$ as ";·r.ill:i.ng jj :i.r.H"gi::ci.:r:::;:; 
179;, 

b-j" the hu..''1lan mir~d", It is a fact of that one not -
D0rc~:~~:t~~·s Q thus it seems that cannot 
c;:..;.,""-'!In::;r"''''''''''~ 

":' ( .... ~ r.~ ,~~·t 1l' cs 
~':"~ ... ~-

place. The 

181., 
Thus~ ::" .. $ to 

, 
De considel--'Gd a.s 
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SSJ .. u th.at J..S 

In t1:'13 pag£~s of hj~s ~W2~~;B:!;~!:2~,;:~~ ~ye cal~ see hL'n (1:~¢ ~ 
B:B~l;:ele:):~-) .fig!lti,rlg hi.s 1·n;::c::r i:~01':;Y~~Jc'ds fT~JJ 1 self ~L(x'lcz.71e,:c1gc~ 
ttl'a 8:.a.?:-lile!.~ ontl~i~L3!s spe:,ed,: of t.l1B !Ji~t;td $.5 pS5sive~ ~rl:Cl 

idis~"lt.ical., or 11·thsr13' sOs 1:,~1.w!Gh its cont~c!rct~; hi(; cs.:'{l .!cci(e 
Htt~~1e ~ s V'ie1\~)cdt.:lt 8.1'lQ call ~th.8 :r.nil':.Q & H CO;tlg(~·r~ics of 
parcepi:lio11sH; b\.~·t :tr~ i~h.{~ e:~::,cl he 1~~~a~~b.cc1 t,he positj ... c:1 
o Q Gin 1tyhicr}. rnind is acti ~~re, .cll.rJd is distil'1guis!1~e'd frorn 
its COf!ter(Gs .as s11arl'1~l" as acti'le frOIJ1 pJ3~ssive$ 18341 

., -f 

-:' .. .......... ,,,,-""-
~""""'-~';-

an 

Altho·J.gh there are various Ciffic:c..lties 'I-.1ith Luce~ s stateraznts in this 

2~~gardc=_ difficulties 1~rhich.~ it migh.t be added, e~ise in di:tect refetrez:ce 
lSi.},,, 

ei the:r' to thIs content of BerkeleJy& is thesis or to its tone-"" ~ it might 

be regarded as established thereby that the :r!a.t:u.re of tn:e mind does 

il1.dacd invol va act.i vi ty • 

is it Ion. thin the mind j) 

does not Cl~eate fo:~ its·e:lf,~ nor 
185$ 

its p61~ceptiol1~ It is, 



'..., .. : -:; ::l.t;::; 

Just 

in. its 

is erJ::.i:r-ely in operations of 

st~nding~ ,-rl.lling, and so forthll "C' ,~,~(" c '~r~t.i ox:. ~ 
~OQ!'o;"""'" 

the e:l1piricist tradition in gener,tl'.l~ Hould have it) ~ th<621 perceptions l'l~'G.st 

origin i:rl ,9. source "i-l"hich is 
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S0:::s:~_ble t11in,gs c1el :!CeflJ..J..y" e}:istal 
If t:he;)i r~~'!?.lJ.~}" (',~:?~ist~ tb.'2:T a.~["Ie: necessarily 

E~t::ist~ ot:~~)rT~rl.se "th~"n :111 a ~linc1 {~r SP!.i(~:,:t":II T 
co!~,:;l;.1d.c::?~ !~~,.,ic. t.ll~·t t~:l(D:r t:df~17:J: rJH~ l~t~.:sll €c~ist .. (:.:n'.';!o:} b'Lla:' 
t..}l,::(t~ s~~'~~in3 tll(3~:r ,d.I·1::1,)'0r:~d 1rl~51tl G~1 111:;-- t,hC1Jg11~t~ .Ei~n~:t htt\"1'~ 

8.21 exist8~1~.~e d.isti.nc/c fJt\'o:m b(;.'lrlg }J5\r~ce~i~r€d b:y'" rnc~ 
.t:h£;~.£ !i;,§ 2'" s~ ~th2= !;;;tx]d .Eh:;::s:2~,r: .t~ JI:!.:\2.!~" As 
s":.!~~:) tl;,~.:';:oe:o?'If?~";!.' Er .. S t}}G s:s\::·~t'~iblJ,:; '::Jr02~J..d re:8..1.1y :..:::ist.s, 
SOl Si:Jl.'olIB :is t:,l1ere an irLti:?1ite o~nnipr·eSGrlt sp,ir'it9 vIno 

188<> 

in r.ninds; thus1} 

There is ill,S \3\~!e::t:>y rn.olli'snt. ~d tho 
all the s€:l'lsible i!l1pr·es.sions I perceive.. 189<> 

-- , ...... ~. . .,' 

~ ...... 
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11116 11a.V\6 a.l~6ad::l de~3.1t to serna C.:~t\S'11t; and. \t171tl1 tJ1A3 s·e~cond .. , insofar ,as t: ... 23.i 
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for . .... 
l..ns~ance, the p,ossibility (and, the actuality) of 

But since of -



)\ :it-';,:.ls- a.ttent~.o~l ~\~il: i.1~.:_;,5~:!O·\."G:~ to u.s -~h8:t the '~72:rjT 
t)3i11g of a:n. idea irTlpl~_es :pCw~,:::3\::rc;r~e5G an.d ine:~tr]ess in 
::..t.;: :_:""2Sor:r~lc:i that j.t is ~·_::~.lJC·sS:'c;_'8 for ar: idea to do 
any'::'i~~~LL"':g Cl'", stl~ict/l':l ,".:. .~~.< ... \,:.; .I{J.~>·.;~; to be the cause of 
anyth:.ng; neithe::--- ea.:r it (.,3 t~;e x'"ese:r..blance or patte::l1 :1 

n:8n':;-~=-ly isolated sensations ~ Ol~ to collections of suc~~ sensations Q But 

although it is not possible to have an id'sa of any active bei:::g or o~~ a:(;"'7 --- -- --"- --- - - --
a.ct:i.c~'1 .£!: acti'lity ~ or althougl1 l-<Je cannot be pr'esu.li1ed to knovJ any ac:,ive 

being or any activity in thE.~ sarna ~\1.'a\r as '~'J'e !{11.0vJ at' -- ---~ -- - --- --
is r.everthel('!ss the case that these are significant (iobjects~; of l'nJ1,:aD 

they a:.~e kno'(,m, and ';-Jhich are to this extent similar to idea o Berkeley 

says, in this regard? that 

We may not. Qostrictly be said to haY8 an idea of an 
active being, or of an action~ although ~.Je may be said 
to have a notio!': of them. 1930 

The vehicle by means of which actions, or active beings9 are known is thus 

vJhat Berkeley calls ;?!l0tion lO
; and notions are similar to ideas by virtue 01: 

the fact that both are vehicles. Yet the distinction bet\.ieen notions, on tte 

One hands and ideas, on the other~ is evident from the foregoing. 

In any case, if active beings and actions cannot be Imovm by way of 

idea $ or a::."a in no '!flay the objects of direct perception9 and if9 as 

Be!'keley suggests, active beings and actions ar\3 nevertheless legitimate 

Ilobjectsli of kno"(>Jledge~ then one can only assume that. they are knO'(oJn by some 

othel'" means 0 This other means, as ,,,as noted in the foregoing paragraph, is 

w·r;.~t Berkeley refers to as Oino"l .. :ionutQ It rnust~ be adYl-!itted, at this stage 9 



'.- .~ .~ ~ .. 
....... ~, .... ·oJ by idea and not - ...... 

__ ; .I. 

No\,!" Berkeley acknov:lecr;cs tr..at,_ ~(;:o~~Jledge b~y notion is 2.1 to(;'ctt.cr 

Thus ~ j .. t t\fould seem thc.t if 

k::Oi·r:3dge of the primitivE:: ideas of sense is direct and complete-- di::..ect 

because no ir.ferential agency is required for their apprehensio:'1, and 

ccmpJ.ete (self-contained or self-refere::;tial) because there can, on p,",in 

contradiction, be nothing in any such idea vshich ::!.3 not dir';:ctl;y 

it must be affirmed that knoidedge by notion cannot be direct and cO::lplete,. 

Sueil. a knowledge must, at leasts be :bd5.req!:, insofar as it· imrolves an 

inter~ening inferential agency. 

It cannot be denied~ hO,'16ver 9 that Berkeley a110;s the knowledge 
19.5~ , 

of the knO';.;ing self CLeo ~ ilmyself:~) to be immediate; but~ in vie1,y of the 

foregoing~ ~U,~}-l a knowledg<", must. be notional and hence indj.rect:o A ' .. ncr this 

rais6s the qUestion as to how it is possible for there t.o be a kno1~·ledge 

~'Jhich is at once iITll'7lediate and indirecL At one stage of the Princ::'i::::;les of 

HUYr,an KnoirJ}.sdge 9 Berkeley affirms that to kno1, something not~or:ally is to 
196", 

knoi,·! vihat is meant by the ""rard. in questlon. 

means is ~ therefore~ to have a no-;:'ion of a triangle; and this ~ presumably, 

need net in"V'ol\f"'e having an idea or an im.age of a s}:)scific t!'IIiangle~ It is 

merely to know the definition of the term, and 9 wherever possible, to be able 

semantically to relate the definition in q"J.E:stion and a perceivable figura 

which satisfies it. Similarl;y-~ if one knows the meaning of the tV'ords "idea" 

and I!I~' or 1imyselfll ~ then one has a notion of t,yhat an idea is and of 'Vlhat I 

am~ and also of Hhat the relationship is beb"een these boJoo To proceed but 
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is u:"terly impossible sensuously to either an idea 22: £2D 

01'" rn::l self ~ That only can be t.hus 1:J0::ocei ~rGd. ~\ft1.b.ich is a sense qu~;.li t:v~) a~;.d 

1'"!.8i ther ideas .J..?22.: ~ nor- the knovring self can legi tima tely be int'sY"pre-t,BG. 

as sense qualities. In short9 it becomes evident that the knowledge of 

what an idea i8 9 or of what I am~ is indirect~ because neither is~ or c~n 

be~ given l.."tJ. sensationG It must Q there:fore~ be the product of a rational 

or inferential act. Yet the fact remains that the pr:i_mitive ideas of Se113e 

are given ciirectly to the mind G And it follows immediately and necessarily 

(l~Q 9 self-evid.ently) from lmo't.vi."tJ.g what an idea is* that it cannot exist 

but in a mind~ and that the mind is the lIsubstratu.'I1l.H~ or the necessary-

SUPport9 of ideas. In other vJOrds s the notion of the kn01.Jing self is 

necessarily: and :L."tJ.ti.rr.ately involved with the very notion of an idea o 

NOvT~ despite the fact that knovling what an idea is is not.ional 

in character~ and. the!'efore indi:r~~c.h it is nevertheless the Cel.se that 

ideas of sense ar-e the vehicles of direct an certain knowledge. Inasmuch 

as this is the case~ and since the notion of the knowing self is contai.:.'1ed 

implicitlY$ but obviously~ w~thL~ the notion of any item of knowledge 

whatsoever, it folloNs that~ to precisely this extent~ the knowledge of 

the knol,ring self is just as i"1J...'I"f1ediate as is the most im.mediate a1;.;rareness 

of sense data~ or the objects of sensation. 

In the light of the distinction established between ideas and 

notions as different vehicles or means ·of knO'Vling 9 and in regard to the-

general topic of self-kno'l;'lledge which we have already developed to some 

length, it is necessal'-y to effect a differentiation of 1mm-ring oneself as 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LlBRAR~ 
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, .. ,~:cticu.lar 

tr-.at is the prililC;,T';Y CO:106Y';:1 in this context; the 1atte:;.~ may b6 ,-"',;:;;:;..It 1t1itr-. 

in a way ve:~y sir,1i:'ar to objective pel'cepb.on o As an active agent~ theil ~ 

the ego or self may essentially be characterized as a function of the 1-:~":"l.. 

It need only be mentioned that such an active being cannot be kno·wn by 
19a~ 

way of idea~ or by i-JaY of direct and fundamentally inert perception. 

Hence it follows that the nature of such a being can be k'.c:ovm only by v:'rtue 

of the fact that an inference is performed upon the data provided direct:::.y 

in sense perception~ And it has been suggested above that the involvement 

of " such an inference need not mitigate agaL~st the irr~ediac~ of self-

knowledge. 

The kno'Vlledge of the self has a very significant beari"'1g upon the 

theory of knowledge :in general: especially upon the treatment of relations~ 

and of time. It is ,to the'first of these that attention nlust now be given. 

The knowledge of relations-- knowledge of actions being but a 

sub-group of this-- is a lmmvledge .2.f. ~ mental constructiol1. For SLl1.Ce 

the concrete ideas which are the basis of the relation 9 ,or are the relata~ 

are complete ~~ themselves~ are inert~ and do not have reference beyond 

themselves 9 they cannot be the ground for their being related~ Ll'lsofar as 

the basic data of sense-- ioe.$ ideas or perceptions-- are thus inert in 

character~ and Ll1.sofar as they are complete in themselves in the .. ray that 

has been described, their relation • -I.' 
J..S L-ne -- product £f ~ inference £erformed 

l2Y ~ active being .£!: spirit. Now, some of these relations~ though 

constructed by an active being~ are by nature stani~, while others are 
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net, by vi?:tue of itself alone, rel.ated to t.he tree on Hhich it r.angs~ 

ncr to the apple that I saw a month ago. It is itself, ~~ediately, a~d 

refers to nothing beyond ~ g is. Ih·s S8illle may be said of more and 17l0ra 

comple.x ideas: e~g~!Ii the apple-tree, the orchard, the farm, the ·dl-lole 

valley, etco. None of these are~; nor are they ~1:Ji9<:!:tJ;y' .~:~·~:bre 

beings. Henc€l~ they may be kno1:>m .hY ~:L~", They rtlD.y be kno ... 'T!. .cc~pl;~te~y l> 

though indirectly,. by the inferential agency or the.under;standing of an 

active spiritG 

There are~ in addition~ relations that may be dasigl'l.at,sd as 

IIdynamicalU in oharacterQ In contradistinction to such relations as give 

rise to complex iqeas o~ E~~~tp~ dynamical relations oan only be esta-

blished inqpmpleteJ;;r: ~. ~ by the juxtaposition of the termini of th,s 

change in question~ wl1ich is presm~ed to indicate sometrJLng other than the 

tha juxtaposition itseli'~ T1'lis IIsomething elsell is not susce'ptihle to 

interpretation in:strict.ly objective terms;l for it has been mentioned that 

i.11 Berkeleyl s systram an Ilobjectu' is by nature inert and self-contained~ 

then~ 'f;le can have no id.ea" In other words, dynrunical relations partake 
-.---JI ~~~~~ 

more thoroughly of the inher·:;.nt nature of spirit or mi:rd, and can in no' 

.. ray be Iccnsidered in separation from it .. Or, ,again, they partake most 

~~quely of the nature of subjectivity~ and not of objectivity, even though 
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they me.y be noted to be~ in so::.:\c s"mse~ objectively pertinent~ 

In view of the foregoil1g~ O~'1e might affirm the theoreticalkhlship 

a:r;:l~. Of the one He m,ay ~ an~; of the other it is u.tt~;::'J.v 
• I. ~c 

~possib].s; that .lie should have EEY. ~G Or it might be said that in thE) 

one case the relation someno'f.·! refers to the content of the idea.s in ques-

tion, while in the other case it refers more to the wax or the manner 
199 .. 

in which ideas are comprehende,d by the mindc 

In arf:! c8J.se~ it might be affirmed that time is a relation of the 

la.tter sort: ~G,a dyn~~cal relationo As Berkeley hi~self says: 

hTb.eneyer I attempt to frame a si.1Il1ple idea of time, 
abstracted from the succession of ideas in my-mind, 
l-lhich flo~'lS uniformly a:nd is participated by all 
beings ~ I am lost e."1d embrangled in inextricable 
difficulties~ I have no notion of it at all~Qo 
Time thereforeG~.(is) nothing, abstracted from the 
succession of ,ideas in our !llinds~.. ..20'0 .. 

TI1US~ while space or extension either is, or is 'capable of being, given 

,And since the very nature of the mind consists in its thinking--~ in 

the sensuous reception, of ideas li !!ill i1'1. the acth>i.ty of the understanding--

it must be affirmed that time is nothing apart from the mind. ~ ~ ~ 

a~.".,.are'E!~ "'Then we pergeive, ~ ~ £u1Y~, ~ lli ,success.iop.£.f . 
201 p 

ideas o It is this last that gives rise to the notion of time; and it is 

this last which seems to be purely formal in character c 

With this in mind, then~ we may take l".ote of seve,ral things about 

time\) as it receives mention in Berkeley=s .theory .. First!2!..§ll" it may be 

designated as ~ relation ~ ~ relative to seme mind; for it is 
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r.~a1:ifestly impossible~ by d6finiti.on~ that ideas should e..'{ist ir.:dependently 

of a mind~ As is also the case in Leibnizi2,n theory~ it is a relation 

"ihich is fundamentally nhenomenal; it is a IIraJ,ionap' relation in this 

vie'l;700 lOr int-erpreted .. eithel~ r:,:; a real substance, or as any property of 

such a substance~ for to, interpret it as such "loJould be to consider it ~ 

~ abstraction, and this Berkeley finds ~~pirically repugnanto For some-

what different reasons~ both Leibniz and Berkeley stand opposed, on this 

sccre, tc the scientific empiricism of Isaac New"'ton, a theoretical vicvr 

i~hich declares that time is ~ in one lof the aforementioned ways, substantial 
202$ ~ 

and absoluteo It ,is indeed against the Ne~~onian interpretation that 

Berkeley directs his invective~ as was noted earlier; In phrases that are 

reminise·:mt of Saint Augustine, he says that 

The plainest things in the world~ those we are most 
intimately acquainted with and perfectly know, ioThen 
they are considered in an abstract way, appear 
strangely difficu..lt and incompreh'snsible .. Time 9 plaQe, 
and motion, taken in particular or concrete, are what 
everybody knows~ but ha~~ng passed through the handS 
of a metaphysician~ they becom,e too abstract and fine 
to be apprehended by men of ordinary sense. 20) .. " 

It cannot, cf course~ be denied that time ~ something kno~m. This fact 

becomes, at best, somewhat dubious in Ne~~onian thecrye In view of the 

Berkeleian theSiS, . tL'11e is something concr·ej>~ rather than abstl:"act~ but 

it is not to be considered ~cncl:"ete in the direct and immediate sense in 

which pri."!1itive. ideas ~ cont.ent of kno'VJ'lec1ge or of sensation are S0, 

but rather in the fundamentally indir'8ct e.nd mediate sense in which nctions 

qua ~ of knm-11edge or of sensaticn are so~ 
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204" 
It has beon su.:~estad b'.f "v'srious CO)l' • .."llentators, notably G. D. Hicks, 

that Berkeley! s dictU'l1 th8.t .tix~ II ~ E:'.l.c.~l3ssj.on .Qi tdeas is suscoptib1e 

to st:.pposedly graya objt)ctions~ or crit~l.cisms<> 1!!:!.~ firsAt~ placs, it is 

said that there is a large, and perhaps unbridgeable, gap between the 

Hsuccession of idea-s i ! and an ilj.de·!:', of ~.ossionll .. But this objection is l> 

on the one hand, quite alien to the central problem of time; it is, in other 

words, epistemologicallY pertinent, but not essentially pertinent~ to the 

discussion at hand .. It is concerned, not with the nature of time itself, 

but rathier with the connection between time itself and the kno~d0dge of itG 

.Qn ~ other ~, this objection seailS to be based upon an egui"0cr~tiorJ. of 

the term uidea ll : an equivocation~ Moreover, "i>1hich Berkeley is careful to 
r 

avoid~ There is, and can be" no ~ 2f. ~cc'ession in the Berkeleian theory" 

The two-- ~~, idea and succession-- are qualitatively distinct: one being 

material, spec~tic, and self-contained, while the other is formal and not 

entirely determinate, inasmuch as it is a dynamical relation~ In other 

words~ they are of logicallY different and contr~~ kinds., To conjoin the 

two, in effect to postulate the facti city of all idea of succession is, 

therefore, a contradiction of the S~ile sort as the existential or conceptual 

postulation of a ro~d square" Thus~ this critj.cisl'll of the Berkeleian 

position can be eliminated 'lrrith relative ease., 

Secondl~~ it is.said that Berkeleyis supposedly definitive 

affirmation that time is a succession of ideas is circular-- ~~, that 

the definiendum appears in the defi~~en$, that the notion of succession~ 

in terms of which time is su.pposedly defil."/led, implies a time in wp..ich it 

can be presumed to exist, or that succession is a mode of tiMeo It need 
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Ol'1ly be noted, in this reg8:.J"!"d~ that this objection is sigrd.ficantl-.! :e.O 
"'-

~1t!, and hence is r.ot theoretically fatal o It can bo fom1d to ass~~s 

what Berkel~ explicitly rejects. it is not consistent ~~th Berkeley~s 

primary tenets; and~ therefore, it see~s to be more of a disagreement 

thsn it is a significant internal, and conclusive, criticisme For, as a 

nominalist, Berkeley specifically rejects the doctrine of real essences~ 

or the doctrine of abstract general ideas, and thence virtually of all 

of traditional metaphysics~ For this reason, he can legitimately deny that 

the succession of .ideas presupposes a time in which it can be presumed to 

exist, and from which it de~ives its existenceQ The view that time is 

logicall~ prior to succession is thereqy eliminated, and what remains is 
, " 

the view that it is !E:-ther logic~.ll:l .equivuent~ .2!. logically inferior z: 
. 205~ 

subordinate ll to the succession of ideas e 

Wheth~r it is the case that time and the succession of ideas are 

logical~ equivalent t or whether it i~ the case that'time is derived from 

the succession of ideas in the mind, is an issue which must be concluded, 

one way or the other~. It t-rould sea17l slightly absurd to speak? in the con-

text of BerkeleyB s thes~sv .E!.. ~ beirm derived ~ lli successiQn of 

ideas in the mind; .for this liould imply that such a succession could exist ==,;;. ___ .. ,J _ 

independently .2! !:i:~:l1 that .there could possibly be a succession which is 

not a time, that there could be a succession of ideas in the mind of which 

the mind in question is unaware~ or that there may exist in the mind ideas 

,~ ideas, is ma~~fest17 impossible, insofar as contradictory, on the 
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Berkeleian interpretationG He are left w'ith t.he conGlusion, than 11 that :for 

Berkeley~ time and the 5u<o0635ion of ideas are logicalJ.;z c,9'..liveJ.Gnt: in 

the appreh€lnsion of a succession of idea.s we apprehend a particul2,r or 

specific ti...lle, and in re,ferring to time we ultimately refer to some specific 
206 ... 

succession of ideas. 

It might be mentioned at this j~~cture that the affirmed logical 

equivalence of a succession of ideas and time serves to differentiate 

between the Berkeleian thesis and the theories' of both Ne-w-ton and Leibniz" 

As has been indicated~ Berkeleyw s nominalism in this regard, or his 

rejection of the realist and the conceptttalist doctrines of abstract 

general ideas, 2i. ~ ~ eitha];' explicitly.2r. implicitly absolute, is the 

point at lvrdch his v1S1oiS and those of the Newtonians and the Leibnizians 

come into direct conf'licte For the purposes of this paper, enough ]:1..as 

already been ~aid Qnt~~s scor8 9 that reiteration would be superfluous. 

It is sufficient to say that on the relational and the relativistic inter-

pretati'::ln of time:ll which is maintained in cor-..J:l1en by Leibniz and Berkeley ~ 

regards the Nemol"'.ian theory of real, substantial~ and absolute time 

either (a) as contradictory ~ or (b) as oontra.'l:'Y to the empirical facts al'1d 

the common usage of W9rds, or (0) as merely a conglomeration of e~pty 

verbiage~ In any case~ the elimination of the Newtonian theory is thought 

to be neoessaryo And to this effect~ the doctrines of Leibr.dz and Berkeley 

are directed against the doctrine of absolutes& Both reject the view that 

the reaJL or absolute existence of time is a necessary condition for 

successionc The views, however, in which succession is regarded as a 

necessary condition of time, or in wlrdch the tlfO are to be logically equated, 
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are left open by this rejection; and it is at this point that Leibn.i..z and 

Berkeley-- u."1ited in their theoretical condemnation of the Nevitonian vie';7s--

part canpany~ The logical rationalism of Leibniz may be alligned .rith the 
'207 .. 

former of these alternatives; while the general empiricism of Berkeley 

may be alligned with the latter .. On the basis of p~s empiricist tenets, 

Berkele.y ~~doubtedly would turn the invective employed against Newton 

against Leibniz as well; for Leibniz is to be regarded~ hT{postptizing 

either succession (or change) itself, .sll: ~ logical gou.."19 of successj.on 

(er change), .in much the same way as Newton is to be regarded as hypo-
2080 

statizing time~ It would se.emj then, that Leibniz is susceptible, in 

Berkeley's opinion, to remarkably similar, if not the sa.rne, problems that 
( 

accrue to the Net>Itonian interpretatien. 

Another of the objections that can supposedly be urged against 

the Berkeleian.interpretatien of time is that 1! leads ~~ complete ~ 

utter .§.olipsiJ3!1~. that a community of thinking beings is quite im.possible~ 

and that each .. thinking being is effectively confined to the contemplation 
209 .. 

of its. own perceptse -This accusatien is, by far, the most serious and 

the most comprehensive of the t~~ee mentioned by Hicks. Its application 

to the topic is obvious: for if it is the case that each mind is confined 

to itself, and is capable of apprehending or understanding only its Oim 

ideas, then it tollows that time too will be restricted in; its scope of 

significancetop~ecisely the same extent. And~ further, .it follows that 

phYSical sciencell" as a science wb..ich pUrports to be in various. r~spects 

universal~ and which depends for its universality upon the universality 

and the absolute uniformity both of time itself and its measurarnents, is 
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210,.; 
similarly thought to be impossible. Berkeley denies, hm-Tever~ that his 

21l~ 
system is incompatible with scientific and mathematical truths; and since 

these are universal in Scope, rather than personal or particular, then 

this universality must be accounted for. In the attempt to provide such 

an account, several rather interesting points am,erge. and in order to give 

maximum exposure to these matters, I will take the liberty of repeating 

what may already have been said~ 

The nature of the mind consists, not on~ in its trarking, but, as 
212" 

Berkeley says, ~ its thinking always and constantly. And thinking itself 

involves the conjunction of~ which thin~ ~ ~ jlhich ~ .Ylought: 

~., of the primary perceptions or ideas, sua content" which are inert and 

dependent upon a certain-passivity or perceptiveness in the nature of the 

mind~ and of that which exercises a formal activity upon these inert -
matters .. The hUman mind, as well as its knm.;ledge, is virtually a ~'Jhole~ 

'21)" 
composed of contrary but ~omplementary factors JI or "pairs of aspects" ~ 

the lack of but one'of which is sufficient ground for the elimination of 
214& 

the whole. The human mind, then, is not a self-contained, self-sufficient~ 

or independent being. It involves a certain passivity insofar as its 

sensations, or its primitive ideas, are provided to itf or are imposed upon 

it, and are not the products of its own finite and limited willQ Thus it 

seems that psychological ,co.lCls:i;,derations ~ i::hems,ehres ~ insufficient 12 

account ~ .t.h!'l' origination .2f ~ basic ~ .2f exper~ence in which human 

knowledge has its beginning; in other words, it se~~s that a metaphysic 

It is 11 :~hen, only .2!1 ~ metapp,ysical 116\1"81 that the existence of 
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prirdtive ide,~s~ and ulti:n,ately cf il11 ide:s, can be ,;ldequately accourrt.ed 

fOl"'Q And this aCcoilnt, tl-..is delineation of sO'U.rce, this determination of 

the effective ca.use of, percept.ic11~ must be given ldthout resorting to a 

l'lOrld of material substance as the independent and effective agent in this 

regard; for this last is, for Berkeley, an essentially meaningless, and 

therefore repugnant~solution to the problem--in short, ~ significant 
215. 

solution .ll &1 .. 

Since the agency of material substance in this regard must perforce 

be rejected, and since ideas are constitutionally incapable of independent 

subSistence, it follows that the ultimate SOiU"ce of all those ideas that 

are received by the human mind can only be presumed to be a non-human, 

.!ni i!'.finite~: hl"'- a Being~ a Spiritual Substance, 'l<lholly independent, 

,Self-contain,ed, and self-sufficient; a Being that is completely and perfectly 

active and pow~r~ul, inasmuch as it influences all, but is not itself 
'216 .. 

influenced, and.the activity of which has its origin in~ and may to some 

extent be characterized as, an unlimited and creative Will .. The very a~istence 

of ideas, or sensations, is referable to such a Being, as its real and 

final source, or cause. In addition, the same theoretical facts testify to 

the i.'flJl1a.nence of, this Being. II ~ just ~ !!;. Bein~ which assures ~ 

objective continuity 2!. ~ l-Torld, ~ which either explicitly.2!: implicitly 

coordinates ~ regulates percepti6~.2U ~ hu;'nan leyelQ 

God is necessarily and Ut'1iversally imra;inent; and insofar as He 

coordinates and regulates the primitive ideas that occur, not just to one 

mind, but to any and all mind.s~ the uniyersalit;y, .2!: ~ least ~ trans-

individuality, 2!. spatial ~ temporal reference-points ~ ~ possible. 
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Socia.l a.nd scientific considerations~ which depend upon the possible inter-

subjectivity or the community of human minds in regard to their possession 

of primitive ideas-- i. e&, the possibility tha.t the co,"~ent of ideas possessed 

by several minds can be substantially th·e sa.'Il1e, though different with respect 

to perspective--, can be made possible ~J referring to this necessary 

characteristic of imminence in the nature of God, and in the nature of the 

relation between the infinite Mind and human minds. It is, for instance, 

on the basis of the ultimate imminence of God, that you can 

.. 0 .. bid your servant to meet you at such a time in such 
a place, and he shall never stay to delib~ on: the 
meaning of these words~ 217. 

It may be said, 1;.hen, that a certain temporal lccation, sav ",two o'clock", _ u~ 

is a concrete, objective. human experience: ~Q' an ~ ~ perception~ or, 

more correct~, a stable complex ~ perceptionso And it can easily be shown 

that it is o~.thebssis of such ideas that both social intercourse and 

scientific measurement are rendered possible and indeed actuaL As such, 

it is not time itself at all; for, on Berkeley~s thesis, time can be -- --
conSidered as nothing, apart from the succession. 21. ideas in the mind, and 

is established qy reference to strictly formal considerations. To view the 

matter in this light is, it seems, in no significant way to degrade social 

relationships, q~ to lessen the supposed universal validity. of scientific 
218 .. 

measurement.. r-foreover, although the foregoing is not explicitly contained 

in any of Berkeley's 'Works, yet it is either implicit in his doctrine, or 

quite consistent:with it. 

Thus, the "times" 'l'mich make scientific measurement, and social 

interaction and intercourse, possible are objective. And even in light of 
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the foregoing, it need subvert nothing in Berkeleian theory to say with 

Philonous in the Three Dialog}leS that 

••• it is possible (that) ideas should succeed one 
another t","ice as fast in your mind as they do in mine, 
or in that of some spirit of another kind$ 2l9~ 

For, from what has been affirmed, the succession of ideas provides the 

sUb.4ective measure of time, and this measure is not publicly observable. 

Indeed, time itself is strictly psychological in nature, and strictly 
220. 

personal. The objective measure of time is something else again: still to 

an extent subjective, inasmuch as ideas cannct subsist but in a mind, 

but signific~n:t+Y .. inter-subjecti ve~ 

It has been suggested that, although time is fundamentally subjective 
." 

or priv,ate, insotar as it the succession of ideas in the mind, the 

Berkeleian approach leads to the postulation £f!ll absolute~. In the 

words of a writer who makes this suggestion: 

It is fairly clear that Berkeley has simply introduced, 
though from a different standpoint, the old distinction 
between absolute and relative tim~.~cTime as it is for 
God is absolute, for, though it is It''elative to GOOfS 
mind, it is absolutely indep,endent of any finite 
percipient being, and th'srefore supplies a norm with 
reference to iY'hich the differing particular times of 
finite individuals may be standardizedo 221~ 

Although, to a certain extent, this passage involves a misrepresentation 

of the Berkeleian position: for the admitted ~~versality of ·tL~e in the 

Mind of God, as the efficient cause of perceptions in finite minds, is not a 
222. 

sufficient criterion for calling it an absolute in the NSlrtonian sense, 

yet the hT'i tar in question does succeed in putting his finger on the .weak 

link in Berkeley'S theory of time. For, if a succession of ideas occurs 

to any finite mind, and if God, as the efficient cause of perception, is 
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presumed to impose ideas upon the finite mind, then it seems to follow that 

there ~ ~!! s1J.ccession E!. ideas ;wi thin lli: infir!.i.te ~ of God. 

It must, of course, be the case that God is not a percipient being, 

for perception involves passivity whereas God is altogether active. Thus, 

He cannot be,affepted qy the ideas of which He is the ultimate origin. It 

must be that He produces ~ ~~ receive (~~ perceive) ~. Yet 

even in this case, the fact remains that God has a succession of s61£-- --
produced ideas in His Hind, and that His Understanding and His Will are 

223. 
coincidento Thus it is that A.A. Luce can refer to the "eagle gaze of God", 

-the acti've appre~ension of a Mind 'that 

•• Gcontains all and acts all, and is to all created 
beings the sourCe of unity and identity, harmony and 
order, existence and stability. :224. 

The view that there is a succession of ideas in the Mind of God is~ howeve~, 

not consistent with Berkeley's affirmations in other contexts. FOr instance, 

in his correspondance with Samuel Johnson, Berkeley writes that 

We,are confounded and perplexed about time (a) supposing 
succession in God t (b) conceiving that we have an ab
stract idea of time, (c) supposing that time in one 
mind is to be measured by the succession of ideas in 
another, (d) not conSidering the trulB end and use of 
words, which as often terminate in the will as in the 
understanding, being employed rather to excite 
ir~luence and divert action than to ]?roduce clear and 
distinct ideas. 2250 

Accordi..l'lg to "this. passage, there can be no succession in the Mind of God; 

and yet that" th~~, is such a succession is required for the maintenance of 

his theory in.ge~eral. To argue that what God has in His Mind is not a 

succession of particular ectypal or finite ideas, but rather an archej;ypal 

~, is to affirm, on Berkeley's behalf, a do<~trine which is explicitly 
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226. 
repudiated 'bJ him: viz., a Malebranchian "vision of all things in God" ~ 

For in this instance, two distinct possibilities arise. Either the finite 

or ectypal ideas are modifications of the archetypal idea~ .2!: the byo are 

utterly distinct. ~ regards ~ first ~ these, it can only be said that 

it is contrary to the general Berkeleian system. For it is either the case 

that the finite mind is active in its apprehension of ideas, insofar as it 

effects the alteration or the modification of the archetypal idea into an 

ectypal idea, or it is the case that the ectypal idea is a view of the 

archetypal idea from a finite vantage point, in which case the latter is to 

be considered the virtual objective referent of the former. !E. regards lli 

second 2f~ aforementioned alternatives-- ~~, to ~rgue ~hat ectypal 

and archetypal ideas are completely and utter~ distinct--, one is forced 

to' conclude that, if human minds think about or contain ideas that are 

ectypal .and God thinks about ideas that are archetypal, then the human mind 

and the :i.nfinite Hind are just as completely and utterly distinct; and since 

in this c~ase God in no way acts upon finite minds directly to produce percep-

tions, but is rather er.tirely absorbed in the c:ontemplation of archetypal 

ideas, and since the human mind is fundamentally passive in regard to 

perception, and, finally, since the mind cannot. contain or comprehend its 

perceptions ~ priori, it follows that there is no such thing as perception or 

sensation or any human knowledge whatsoever. Both of the foregoing alter-

natives must be rejected in reference to the Berkeleian thesis, for the one 

is explicitly contrarY!2 the basic tenets of lli theory ill question, while 

the other' is manifestly absurd. . 

Such difficulties as the foregoing seem to be of the first order, 
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and spell the doom of the theory ll."1del" consideration. It rrJD.y be noted that 

the problel'ns enco1.mteroo are significantly metaphysical problems, inasmuch 

as they do not arise specifically in the ~~piricist account of knowledge, 

but in the attempt to indicate the origin of the ideas or perceptions out 

of which human knowledge is built. In the context of this paper, the 

difficulty may be translated into terms which indicate a concern with the 

problem of time. Thus, if it is asked whether a.n absolute time is indeed 

demonstrated qy the fact that the succession of ideas or perceptions in 

the finite mind has its origin in the infinite Mind of God, and if it is 

asked, further, what is the. nature of such an absolute and what is its 

relation to the time of finite experience, then one is con;fronted vlith 

difficulties that are, in effect, insurmountable and, in the light of 

Berkeley's system.:t unanswerable. Yet, in reference to this position as a 

whole, such qUestions, it seems, must be asked. For Berkeley!s 

immaterialist .. thesis requires its peculiar metaphysical concomitant; and 

it can lbe affi~med that his approach to the latter is determined and 

necessitated by peculiarities inherent i~ the fo:ml1er. In this light, 

questions that ca.'1 be brought against his metaphysic are questions that 

can be levied with equal efficacy against his ~~aterialist doctrine as a 

whole, liith appropriate adjustments of terminologyo 
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CONCLUSION 

CHAPTER 4 

Summary and Evaluatton 

I 

It is evident, both genera~ and in consideration of what has 

been sB.id in the foregoing pages, that there is a fundamental correlation, 

in an admittedly narrow historical context~ between the theoretical account 

of the physical universe, and that of space BLnd time. Indeed, the content 

of the preceding chapters makes it sufficiently evident that in view of the 

three t.heories discussed, the affirmed character and ontological status of 

materia,l substance and of physical motion is parallel or analogous to the 

character arid status of space and time. It may, however t be beneficial to 

summarize the conclusions in this regard. . 

(i) In referenca to the Newtonian theory, it has been noted that space, 

time, and the physical universe are all essentially guantitative as opposed 

to qualitative in character. As such, both can be found significantly to 

partake of the same nature as does math&~atical quantity. Thus, space, time, 

and material substance can be regarded as composed of ultimately indivisible 

particles, corpu,scles, or "atoms"; and these particles are to be 

differentiated from each other not at all qy inherent qualitative con-

n6 
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sicierations, but in some sense only guantitativelyo In this light, the 

qualiti,es that pertain to physical things are to be explained by the 

essentially quantitattve conftgurations of the basic material particles o 

And phYsical qualities ~, therefore, 12 l2! ~ appearances .2f. ~ 

quantities. 

Similar~, spatial ~ temporal qualities depend ultimately upon, 

.2! ~ .appears.nees,2!, essentially quant.itative concerns. The corpuseularity 

of space, time, ~nd matter cannot be denied within the Ne"..rtonian context .. 

With specific regard to space and time, it is reflected a priori in his --
mathematical theory of fluxions by the eventual denial of the significance 

of infirdtisimal increments, and by the consequent assumption of quanti-

tative minima; in regard to matter, it is supposedly confirmed by 

experience, and experimental observation& 

The physical indivisibility and the imnenetrabilitv of the atomic 

parts of matter$ moreover, is reflected in, and qy, the mathematical 

indivisibility.£! .!:h.2 minimal parts .2! space .ruE~. Indeed, the 

divisibi.lity of physical objects into fundam~rltal parts (~., atoms or 

corpuscles) corresponds to the divisibility of space into its elemental 

parts (~o, places); and the characterizatiol1l of atoms as indivisible and 

impenetrable co~responds to the character of the elemental parts of space, 

or places. Thus, the theoretical acco~~t of material substance may be found, 

if only on this account, to parallel that of space,for the simple reason 

that physical objects are spatial ~ extended beings, and must of' necessity 

partake of the nature of space or extensione The theoretical correspondance 

of extension or space and material things may, on this analytic basis, be 
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demonstrated. 

It may, however, be demonstrated in a somewhat different way. For 

both space and physical things may be ~~ewed as composite ~ synthetic wholes: 

as "unities" 't .. hich are composed of indivisible and impenetrable parts • .1£5 

such, the coherence of the parts must theoretic:ally be accounted for, and» 

if the two are indeed analogues, it must be acc!ounted for in parallel 

fashion. It has been noted that the synthetic unity of physical bodies is 

the result of forces which reside iu ~ very nature .2f .!:h.2 particles .£2E.

joined; in other words, material particles are not to be characterized by 

extens1.o,r.l alone, but also by certain Eh,vsicel.!n.:! mathemBlt:tc,elly describe-b1e 

forces: ~., by inertia or mass, attraction, and so forth~ Similarly, it 
, ( 

is to be noted that the synthetic unity of space is the result of a sort of 

,forceo Bt~ because space itself is a mathematical, and therefore, meta-

physical jl being, the force in this case is purely metaphysical in its 

charactet' and its status; for, insofar as space is said to be an aspect of 

the divine sensorium, it is at once a coherent force assignable to God, by 

virtue of which the divine nature may be designated a unity, and a force 

that resides in each part of space, by virtue of which it may belong to the 

syntheti(~ metaphysical whole. The same things may be said of time and motion • 

.9..u .:Y12 ~~, then, space and materjlal substance, and time and 

the phySical motion, may be regarded in Newtorulan theory as actua11Y~-

sible; and numerical unity, in this instance, II 12 ~ ascribed to ~ 

indhrj.si~ a.toms, Z. places, !]£ insta.nts. But.2!l ~ other ~, ,extension t 

duratiori l, motion, and material things, by themselves, may be viewed as 

mathemat:iLcal unities; in which case, the divisibility of which they all admit 
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is merely .P.,9tentis) ... It follows from the merely potential divisj.bility of. 

extension itself that an extended thing, inspfar as it is extended, ll~

sible only potentially, and ~ verS8. Q And it follows from the potential 

divisibility of duration itself that an enduring or te."TIporal thing, ,nota::'}.;: 

physical motion" gua enduring or temporal, i:! ~ivisi.ble .only potentially, 

and ~ versa. Thus, in this case, as in that in which actuality is to be 

ascribed to the parts obtained qy ana~sis or division, the characters of 

space and time are reflected in the character of the physical universe, 

and for fundamentally the' same reason. 

~~he correspondence between the theoretical accounts of Space and 

time, on the ,pne.A~nd, and the physical universe of material substance and 

physical motion, on 1:-he other., is also to be found in a pure regard for 

theoretical o:r"., ontplogical status, to the limited extent that both physical 

things, whether material substances or the motions of such substances, and 

space and time are· all to be interpreted, in the Newtonian scheme, ~ 

absolute~. It has been noted that space and time are absolute$, in the sense 

that, as presuppqsitions of the very being of the physical universe, they 

are to be interpreted as purely mathematical, and as quite independent of 

any pbysi.cal considerations: they would presumaLbly exist whether or not there 

were any spatio-temporal objects. Material objects and physical motfun also 

may be interpreted as absolutes, in the sense t.hat they are presumed to 

exist indepen~ently of any actual apprehension, or any ~ctual knowledge, of 

them, and. ·must, pe, presupposed in any such apprehension or knowledge. 

Thus, there are, in effect, ~ orders 2! absolutes. In consideration 

of the Newtonian theorYt the physical universe stands as the direct condition 

of human knowledge, while space and time, as mathematical or' metaphySical 
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beings st~~d as the conditions of the physical universea It may be said 

that the knowledge or the apprehension of space and time are derived from 

the knowledge and the apprehension of material substances and their motions, 

and depends, therefore, upon the physical universe ~~ absolute which 

must be presupposed as the condition of such knowledge. Furthermore, 

physical existence,. in its turn, is determined qy, and presupposes, the 

absolute metaphysical or mathematical orders of space and timeo It would, 

therefore, seem to be the case that the empirical knowledge of space and 

time is, in theory, twice removed from space and time themselves~ as 

metaphysical absolutes. In any case, the ontological status ~f the afore

mentioned metaphysical or purely mathematical absolutes;iS different from, 

in the sense of more ultimate than, that of the physical universe as an 

lIepistemological','. absolute. The significant similarity of their characters 

is derived from •... or is determined by, the fact that the.one st8.nds as the 

effective pre-condition ~~ other; and to this extent co~£ers the 

quantitative peculiarities of its mathematical nature upon that which is 

thus subsumedunde~ it. Indeed, it may be suggested that. the interpretation 

of space and ~iI.ne .. M absolutes inevitably inv'olves just such an ontological 

differentiatior.. 

(ii) If t as..~ been suggested in the preceding paragraphs, the onto

logical priority~+ space and time over the phYsical universe, and hence 

its independence of physical things, is a sufficient criterion for desig

nating a theory an absolutis~ one, then it follows that the absence of 

such a priority of space and time over physical considerations is the 
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distinctive mark of a relativism. In other "'i-fords, a relativist interpretation 

of space and til'US involves either the theoretical coincidence of space and 

time, on the one side, and physical considerations,on the other, ~ the 
227. 

theoreM.leal deoE'nd,ence .2! .!:.h!. former upon !h2 .latter. From 't>J'hat has been 

said in the preceding chapters, it is evident that both the Leibnizian and -- -
~ Berk,eleian interpretations ~ .!:2 .22 classified !2. relati.vistic on 

precisely this basis. 

In specific regard to the Leibnizian theory, it has been noted that 

, matter i.~ ~ perce;etual appearance .2!: representation .2! ~ which ~ 

fundamentally immaterial; 8.xtension, the perceptual 8.ppe,3.1'ance 2i ~ which 

II ultimately unextended; duration.2!:~' ~ perceptual ,appearance E! 

~ .lihi.~ II itself .atemporal. In other words, they are physical repre

sentations of a ~etaphysical and purely logical reality. In particular, 

space and time constitute the way ~ things p,ppear 12 .22, regardless of 

what the things =!.-nquestion are. They are the forms, or the systems .2! ~ 

order, of Phys:i9~1. things or. ~he physical universe. Matter and motion, on 

the other hand, 99nstitute in a very general fashion the~, or the 

content 9 of the physical universe; they are the individual things 1h!1 

~ spat:Lally ~. temporal],! ordered, .2!. ~ things ~ exist 1u certain 

formal relations. Moreover, both content and fl:)rm, and the possible 

differentiation. of these, are implied in the "'u~ry nature of perception, and 

hence in the nature of what is perceive~, insofar as it is perceived. That 

iv-hich is perceived, or is cont&ined in percept:lon, is inevitably axtended or 

enduring:p or b~th, on this ba.sis; 'content cannot be perceived independently 

of form. For precisely the same reason, form cannot be perceived indepen-
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dently of content. Thus, the contents and the forms of perceptual 

experience are co-implicative, and relative, one to the other. Each is, 

that is to say, to be interpreted in reference to the other; and both 

are to be explained by reference to a common metaphysical source .. 

Inasmuch.as space, time, and the physical universe are perceptual 

appeara.nces, they may be denominated "ideallf or ftphenomenalfl beings, in a 

non-pejorative sense of those terms. They aret physical phenomena that are 

~ £!:ounded .1.n metaphysical E!. logical reality, and yet are signifi

cantly different from this reality. They are not illusions, but rather 

representations •.. F1lrthermore" since the nature of perception consists in 
. (' 

the recognitiQn,.!?z:therepresentation, of a plurality in what is logically 

singular or me~~p~ysically simple, all of the above are quantitative or 

numerica.l (1:..2.., ~ithmetical) considerations. As such, they partake of 

various properties. usually attributed to numerical series: ~., infinite 

divisibility,. il;lfinite augmentab11ity, and abstractness-- this last, since 

number viewed in(jependently of t,hings numbered is obviously an abstraction. 

Thus, f,or ex~ple,.material substance qua ~tended, space, and time are 

all infinitely divisible; no elementary material atoms, .no indivisible 

points 4::>f space (~., places) t and no indivisible instants can either 

be coni'irmed,.;...and hence legitimately affirmed, as existing or actual beings. 

Againt space and time, as perceptual forms considered entirely apart from 

things perceived.(~., the content of perception), are abstractions; and 

the same may b~.~,aid of matter, as the content of perception in general, 

considered independently of formal determinations. This last, as has been 

noted, j~s the;major point upon the basis of which Leibniz is found to take 

.. ',' 
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exception to the Nelvtonian interpretation, fo,r the proffered reason that 

abstrac~ ~~ cannot consistently be ~ forth ~ virtually~-

pendent realities. 

(iii) In reference to Berkeley, the theoretical situation is ver,y 

similar to that of Leibniz. For Berkeley, as for Leibniz, space and tL~e 

are ~~ of sensation or of experience, as opposed to the content of 

sensation or experience. In other words, they constitute ~ v.ray.!ll which 

perceptions .2!:. ideas, gua content t ~ aporehended h2: minds 2! spirj_ts, 

~ lli way 1u which they ~ ordered 1:?Y: ~,bein.gs. For this reason, 

they are just as relative to the total context of experience as they are 

for Le:i,bniz. The same approach may be made in regard to material substance, 

for ~ ~ 6XEerienced ~ Physical substance 1.! .!. formal complex E1. 

elementarY perceptions. In short, the origin, and therefore, the character 

of space, time, and the physical universe lie in an association of 

primitbTe or simple ideas of perception. Thus, as is the case also with 

Leibniz, space, time, ... ~nd physical objects, for Berkeley, are ideal .2!: 

phenomenal, insofar as they all, by nature, i:nvolve, and are the result 

of a combination of ideas. 

But unlike Leibniz, the simple ideas of perception are not 

representations of a ,reality which is, in some respects, different from 

the representation.,. Quite t:o the contrary, they!.!:2 reality for Berkeley, 

as has lbeen noted earlier; and physical reality itself is to be designated 

as "ide.alll • For Leibniz, perception iS t in some sense, an abstraction, for 

(a) it :I..nvolves the recognition of a phenomenal plurality in a metaphysical 
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unity, and (b) it involves the representation of reality. In either case, 

such a view impli'es a strictly theoretical dissociation of the representation 

and that i-Jhich is represented., For Berkeley, on the other hand, the ideas 

of sense perception are not representations of anything theoretically other 

than themselves. And hence, space, time, and physical objects are not, in 

Berkeley1s system, abstractions at all, but rather are manifestly concrete. 

Indeed, it was noted in the preceding chapter that Berkeley objected to the 

indulgen~~e in confUSing abstractions t such as :i.s to be found both in the 

Newtonial:l and in the Leibnizian theories; and in this respect, Leibniz's 

theory ilS no better than Newton's, in Berkeley"s opinion. 

II 

(i) Despite the theoretical divergencies indicated heretofore, all of 

the interpretations discussed in this paper appear, on reflection, to have 

this one point in common: ~., that space, time, and the material uni

verse aN'~ to be regarded as being an external :relation of various sorts of 

particles or "quasi-particles". In other words, ill 2f. !h2 theories 

discussed ~ significantly relational'~ character. And, as relations, all 

of the aforementioned considerations of necespity involve the assumpt,ion or 

the presupposition of ~ 't-Thich 12. related, or of relata, since a 

relation cannot legit~ate~ be considered to ,SKist without that which is 

related. This point h,olds good for Newtonian theory, as well as for the 

systems 10:£ Leibniz and of Berkeley, the only d:ifference being the nature and 

the theolretical status of the particles conjoined. In Newtonian theory, 
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of course, the parts have a metaphysical status, and have a fundamentally 

mathematical character; for Leibniz, they are phenomenal or perceptual, and 

are reflections of the nature of a reality whil~h is not phenomenal or per

ceptual, but is rather metaphysical in status and logical in character; and 

for Berkeley, they are phenomenal or perceptual (~., ideas), and in them

selves constitute one of the aspects of reality. Yet, in any, and all, of 

these theories, ~ parts ~~ apprehended, whether sensuously or 

intellectually, for otherwise it would be meaningless and impossible to 

speak of them. Thus, it may be affirmed that in any, and all, of the afore

mentioned theories, an intellectual or sensuous "consciousness-ofl! must 

inevitably be assumed.. r 

The virtually inescapable consequence c)f this point is that, 

ina.smuch ~ space ~ ~ ~ s1.gnifica.ntly: ~lational 2£ synthetic ill 

characte:r:, they ~.!1! derived ~ hence .! posteriori, despite the fact 

that, in at least two of the theories mentioned, the implications of this 

necessary.! posteriori status is either partially (Leibniz) or wholly 

(Newton) denied. In short, it might seem that to. refer to such beings as 

~ is, at worst, to be guilty of a covert, but nevertheless flagrant, 

c ontradic:ti on , and, at- -best, and in Leibniziatl terms, to subvert the 

procedural principle or sufficient reason. 

(ii) Moreover, both space and time are, in all of these interpretations, 

relative beings. This relativity is obvious. in reference both to the 

Leibnizian, and to the Berkeleian, theories. III regard to the Newtonian 

theory of absolutes, however, it is not quite so evident. Yet it cannot be 
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denied that, as an element in the divine sensorium, space and time are 

relative to the nature of God; in other words, the frame of reference, the 

adoption of which is necessary for the adequate sensuous appreciation and 

the perfect mathematical computation of extension, duration, and physical 

motion, is ultimately theological. This is not to say that space and time 

are not 8.bsolutes. for they are to be a.ligned with God, and God is Himself 

an absolute. In addition, space and time are are still to be regarded as 

absolute, insofar as they are significantly independent of physical existence. 

Furthermore, it should be indicated that the fjnal reference in consideration 

of the Leibnizian and the Berkeleian the~es is also theological. And it 

is this ultimate reference to the nature of God. that can be'noted as the 

source of various paradoxes in all three of these theories. 

In view of the Newtonian theory, if it is admitted that the divine 

sensorium is an attribute or property of God, whether essential or accidental, 

and if space and time are taken to be constitue:nts or aspects of the divine 

sensorium, and finally if, due to their divisibility, whether actual or 

potential, space and time consist of parts, then ~ divine sensorium 

consists ,2£ parts, and in consequence, as Leibniz was noted to have said, 

~ natur~~~ consists ~parts. And this conclusion has been, or can 

be, shown to be impossible. Furthermore, if the divine sensorium is an 

attribute or property of. God, and if time is an aspect of this sensorium, 

then, since time by nature involves an equable flolv, the nature of God like

wise involves an equable flow or a nux. ~ut this last is guite impossible, 

because,. by Newton's own admission, God remains always (and everywhere) 

the same.· 
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The metapnysical or theological repercussions of the Leibnizian 

theory ar'e silili1arly paradoxical. For either God is Himself a monad, E He 

is not a monad. It has been noted in an earlier context that a monad is to 

be considered as a logical subject, Vlhich in some senSe contains its predi-

cates. Fw~thermore, it has been noted that time is the order appropriate 

to all incompatible predicates. Now, if.Qsl§. ~ .~ monad, ~ if, ~ .ill 

monads, lli~ contains predicates, ~ ~ i2.12 ~ extent .!. perceptive 

being. On the other side, if ~ ~ ..!l2i Himself .~ monad, .:!::h.::m ~ is not, 32: 

definition, .! simple, ~ being. But.Q29. canno~ ~ .! monad, because to 

be a monad implies being perceptive, and to be perceptive implies a certain 

passivity; and God is not at all passive. Yet He must ·be a simple,. real 

being, ~ ~ ~ ~.! monad. ~.! consequence, ~ E.111 ~ cannot, ~ 

.! monad. Much the same result is achieved b.1 considering the relationship 

bebJ'een G,od and finite or created monads~ For if He is to be interpreted as 
-

a monad, then a theoretical continuity between God and finite monads is 

achieved; but this, at the expense of.a possible contradiction (as outlined 

above). If, on the other hand, He is not to be so interpreted, then the 

possibility of conceptual inconsistency remains, but the problem is further 

complicat,ed by the radical theoretical discontinuity. between finite beings 

and the divine Being •. 

The difficulties with the Berke1eian thesis are, in various respects, 

much the same as thqse dealt with in regard to Leibniz, but with a somew.~at 

different twist. The similarity will, I expect, be evident. The basic premiss 

of the Be:rke1eian theory is that the baing of anything resides either in its . --
being per,eeived 2!: !!llli perceiving: ~., to 'be is either to be perceived 

or to perceive. ~ being .2!~, therefore, ,£onsists either.E.:!::h2 ~ 
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~ lli! ~ ,Perceived, .2!:. i!! ~ notion ~ ~ perceives. But God is not, and 

cannot be a sensible idea, and He is not, therefore, perceived. Thus, ~ 

very being ~~ consists 1£ percei~~ng. But God cannot perceive, insofar 

perception involves a degree of passivity, and God is not at all to be 

considered as passive. The only way out of this paradox is to say that God 

does not perceive in the same way as do finite and created minds, that in 

God understanding and will are coincident, whereas in finite minds they are. 

theoretically separate: ~., that the divine perception is pure~ active, in 

view of this coincidence ,of understanding and wlll, whereas the perception 

of finite beings involves passivity, in view of the separation of the two. 

If God is perceptive, t~en the ideas that He perceives. are either ectypal ~ 

archetypaJb. l! they s:.2 ectypal, ~ ~.!!l!! ~emporal considerations !!2 

appropriate 1!l reference .i2.Q:££; in other words!, there is, or can be, a 

succession of ideas in the divine mind .. And i! j:.hey ~ archetypal, 1:h!m 

God's perceptions ~.2t:.! different !9:.lli! ~ ~.2£ finite minds, ~ ~ 

cannot ~ considered 12 ~ ~ direct cause 2!. ~rinite perceptions. In regard 

to the first alternative, Berkeley expressly rejects the view that there can -- , 

be a success~on of ideas in the mind of God. In regard to the second alter-

native, all activity of representation, appropriation, or of selection, must 

be attributed to tl)e finite spirit, and the existence of such an activity 

or power Berkele,y does n~t, and indeed cannot, admit. 

The foregoing paradoxes, or contradictions, are the result, it seems, 

of a fundamentally relational view of space, t~ne, and the p~sical universe, 

coupledw.Lth the fact that all of these beings have an ultimate~ theological 

reference" 

," . 
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(iii) If contradictions or paradoxes such as the foregoing apply on the 

theological level of each of the theories discussed, then one might have 

suspicions that~in consideration'of time qy itself, similar paradoxes can 

be derived. And indeed, the suspicions can be realized in this context. 

On ~ .~ hand, since time is to be interpreted as a relation of Newtonian 

instants which are ma~hematical in character, Leibnizian perceptions, or 

Berkele:ian ideas, the instants, perceptions, or ideas, respectively, cannot 

themselves ~ temporal in character, .2!:. ~ times. In each theory, time is 

the relatj.on; and the mathematical instants, the perceptions, or the ideas, 

are the relata, .2!:. lli things related. ~ ~ .relation i2. obviously distinct 

.!!.2!!!. ~ which ~ relate-d. Therefore, ~ .;ltsalf II theoretically ~-

, thin,g .2,ther ~, i!?: the' sense 9.! being different in .E:.!!.2.: frOOl , lli parts. 

If one should object to this point b,y saying, in effect, that Newtonian 

instants" Leibnizian perceptions, or Berkeleian ideas, are themselves 

relational, and that, on this basis, they are themselves times, it is easy 

to show that the result of such an hypothesis is infinite regress; for if 

the rel,ata in the first instance are themselves relations, then the 

relation in this latter case also involves termini or relata~ and if ,these 

in turn are relations, then the,y in turn necessarily involve termini or 

relata; and so on .!9. infinitumo .§.2 ~ components .2! ~ cannot themselves 

~ times. 

On the other side, however. the parts of time must the~selves be -- - -
tmes, for otherwise, they could not be parts of time as a whole. :It :;is 

necess~~ily the case that the parts of a whole partake of the nature of the 

whole, ,and that there is a ~ontinuity of character between part and whole. 
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Thus, if the parts of time do not partake of the nature of time itself, 

then there is a fundamental discontinuity between the two, and it must be 

admitted either ~ the part ~ !!£!: .! part 2! .!:.h£ whole, ~ ~ i.h2 whole 

is .!!2!: .l'!~ II ~ ~ .12.22. In both cases, the result is an explicit 

contradiction. And in order to escape this contradiction, 11 ~ be 

admitted ~ ~ Barts 2i ~ ~ times. 

The result of the entire process is a ,contradiction: m., ~ 
~ part~ E1. ~~, ~ cannot 1?2, times •. And this effectively spells 

the doom of all of the theories in question, insofar as they are all funda

mentally re~ationa~ in natureG 

(iv) In view of the methodological parallels in the treatment of time, 

space, material substance, and physical motion-- the fact that space is 

dealt with as a virtu~l1y precise analogue of time, and that material 

substance, insofar as it is regarded as essentially extended, must be 

approached in the same fundamental way as is space, and finally that physical 

motion must be treated in the same way as is time--, it may be suggested 

that the problems and difficulties that result from ~ relational inter

pretatiou~~ can also be derived in regard to the interpretations of 

the nature of space, of the nature of materia.l substance qua extended, and 

of the nature of physical motion. Thus, the established parallelism both 

of the theoretical tre~tments, and ·of the inherent characters"of time, 

space, material substance, and physical motion, merely extends the range of 

the application of the conclusions found in regard to the theoretical 

consideration of time~' 
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III 

The results of the preceding evaluation are of paramount importance. 

It has been noted that all of the theories discussed are ultimately and 

finally relational in character, that time in all of them is a relation of 

parts, whether metaphysical or empirical, which are mutua~ external, and 

to this extent quantitative in character. It is, moreover, in regard to 

this ver,y relational nature that the theoreticai difficulties indicated can 

be shown to arise. If this is the case, then it must be (a) ~ ~ cannot 

~ relational, (b) .~ 11 cannot, .!!! any sens~, .E.2 quantitative ill nature, 

since the existence of relations depends upon a basic·differentiation (and 

therefore, enumeration) of relata, and (c) that either it does not consist . --- --.--. 
.2! parts .2!: ~ parts ~ ~ 1:.2 ~'interpreted ~ mutually externalo 

It may, in conclusion, be noted that the failures of these theories 

is historically significant and suggestive. For in some respects, the history 

of philosophic thought seems to reveal that its mode of inquiry consists, 

not prima.rily in doctrinal perpetuation, or in the virtually blind acceptance 

of specific theories. but in the fact that one philosopher tends to capitalize 

upon the mistakes of others: either to react against, or to correct, other 

theories. In other words, one might expect that the inadequacy of the theories 

of Newton, Leibniz,.·and,Berkeley, would lead in due course to interpretations 

of time which attempt to .avoid the deficiencies, of the relational theories, 

by conforming to the pOints set forth in the preceding paragraph. It need 

o~ be mentioned that this reaction is to be found in the Kantian and in 

the Bergsonian theories. 
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made a great mistake" for the.? disregarded perceptions 
that are not perc'eived. It is this, tOOj which led them to 
believe that only spirits are monads ~nd that there sra 
no souls in beasts or other entelechies ••• ". 

1017. Cf. Leibniz, Monadolog:v, #14 ,(Lo~mker, ii, p.1045). 

108. Leibniz, Dissertation ~ ~,~££ Combinations, III, 15 
(Loemker, i, p.123). Also, cf. Metaphysical Foundations .2! 
Mathematics (Loemker, ii, p.1084). 

109. Cf. Leibniz, Dissertation 2E..!:h2 Art .2! Combinations, III, 
#8 (Loemker, i,' p.124). 

110. Leibniz, Theory~ Abstract Motion: Fundamental Principles, 
#7 (Loemker, i, p.218). 

, ,1 



Ill. -Cf. Leibniz, Letter .i2 ~ VoIder (Loemker, ii, p.837): "This 
is the axiom that I use-- .!!2 transition ~ ~ through ~ 
leap. I hold that this follows from the la'tV of order and 
rests upon the same reason by which eve~one knows that 
motion does not occur in a leap; that is, that a body can 
move from one place to another only through intervening 
positions." 

112. Cf. Leibniz, Principles ..2! Nature and of Grace, #2 (Loemker, 
ii, p.1034); Letter to ArnaRld (Loemker, ii, p.599); 
Honadology, #fhh-17 (Loemker, ii, p.l04Sf): "This is the 
only thine-- name~ perceptions and their changes-- that 
can be found in simple substance. It is in this alone 
that the internal actions of simple substances can consist." ' 
(Monodology, #17). 

113. Cf. H.W. Carr., Leibniz, p. 154. 

114. Cf. B. Russell, ! Critical Ex:position '2.! ~ Philosophy !2i 
Leibniz, p. 107. 

lIS. Cf. Leibniz, Specimen Dynamicum, (Loemker, ii: p. 729). 

:116. Cf. ,B. Russell, !. Critical Ex:position 2! ~ Philosophy 2!.. 
~eibniz, p: 107. 

117. For example, cf. Leibniz, Specimen RYnamicum (Loemker, ii, 
p. 728). 

118. Leibniz, Theory~ Abstract Motion: Fundamental Principles, 
#3 " (Loemker, i, p.217). ' 

119. Cf. Leibniz, Dissertation..2U ~ .h-t .2f Combinations, III, 
HI & 5 (Loemker, i, pp .. 122 & 1:23). Indeed, to say this 
involves the confusion of two distinot logical categories 
or ontological realms. 

120. Leibniz, Metaphysical Foundations '.2£ }1athema.tics (Loemker, 
ii, p.1083). 

122. Cf. C. B. Boyer J ~ History E1 ~ Ca.lculus, p. 219 & p. 297. 

12J. efo Leibniz, Letter 1& ~ VoIder (1699), (Loemker, i1;, p.83?). 

_ 124. R. L. Saw, Leibniz, p. 112. 

125. This passage is cited in the text of the following: F. Cople
ston, ! History E1 Philosophy, vc:>l.iv, p.280; and the foot
note reference is to the Gerhardt edition of Leibniz's 
works, vol. ?, p.199f. 
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126. Cf. Leibniz, Qf Nature Itself, passim (Loemker, ii, pp. 809-
825); First Truths (Loeru<er, i, p.413f) •• 

127 •. Cf. Leibniz, ~ k Independent 2i Sense ~ Natter (Loemker, 
ii, p.896f). 

128. Cf. Leibniz, Replt 12 ~ Thoughts on .!:.h.2 Syste!ll .2! Pre-Esta
bl'; shed Harmony Loemker, ii, p.952); ~ J.§. Independent of 
Sense and Hatter (Loemker, ii, p.892). 

129. 

130. 

Cf. Leibniz, ~1onodology, 1f51 (Loemker, ii, p.1052): " ••• in 
simple substances there is only an ide8.1 influence of one 
monad upon another. This can have its effect only qy the 
intervention of God, insofar as on.e monad may with reason 
demand, in the ideas of God, that God should have a concern 
for it in regulating the rest from the beginning of things. 
For since a created monad can have no physical:influence on 
the interior of another, it is only in this way that one' 
can be dependent" on the other.1f 

Cf. Leibniz, The Nature and the Communication of Substances, 
##15-17 (Loemker, ii, p.748f)7 On the genera1~uestion of 
harmonY, cf. Leibniz, Principles of Nature ~ of Grace, 
passim (Loemker, ii, pp.1033-1043)7 

131. Cf. Leibniz, The Nature and .'!::h! Communication .2! Substances, 
#11 (Loemker, ii, p.745). . . 

132. In this context, I am thinking, for example, of (Plato), 
Aristotle, and St~ Thomas Aquinas o . 

1J3. Leibniz, Monodology, #19 (Loemker, ii, p.1047). 

1J'~. I would refer the reader (a) to Plato: the myth of the 
Charioteer, located in the Pheadrus '246, and the various 
analogies and figures to be found in Republic VI; 

(b) to Aristotle: ~ Anima, II and 
III, and especially II, 4; and 

(c) to~. Thomas Aauinas: Summa 
Theologica, quo 78. 

1J.5. In the context of the Leibnizian theory, this can be noted to 
be the key to the entire question of ultimate causality; in 
this regard, cfo Leibniz, Monado1ogy, ##49-52 (Loemker, ii, 
p.1052f) 0 

.lJ6. Leibniz, Monodo10gy, #22 (Loemker,. :1.i, p.1047). Cf. Theod1cy, 
#=360. 

1J'7. The reader might be cautioned, however, to take note of the 
fact that passivity and activity (:t'or exampl~) are variations 
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on the same theme: they are opposite ways of looking at the 
same thing or fact. And hence ,they are set on a continuum 
with one another, and constitute the opposite poles of this 
continuum. In other words, they are fundamentally continuous 
in nature. That is to say, beings that are considered to be 
passive in nature are those to "Wrhich a very small degree of 
activity can be assigned. Activity, just as motion etc., 
is a relative term. ---

138. Leibniz, Monadolo~t #26 (Loemker, ii, p. 1048). 

139. To paraphrase Leibnizus own example: a dog, being aware that 
the stick with which it has been beaten in the past is borne' 
against it once again, will whine and run away. even though, 
on the later occasion of its being borne against it, the 
dog has not been adversely affected therebyo Cfo Monodology, 
#26 (Loemker, ii, p. 1048). 

'140. Cf. Leibniz t Monodology, #28 (Loemker, ii, p. 1048): 'YMen act 
like beasts insofar as the consequences of" their perceptions 
are based only on the principle -of memory. like empirical 
physicians who have a simple practice without theory. We 
are all mere empirics in three-fourths of our actions. For 
example,when we expect daylight tomorrow, we act as empi
ricists, because this has ~lways happened up to the present. 
Only an astronomer concludes it by reason." 

141. The opposition indicated in this ,context is fundamentally that 
of qU?-lity and quantity respecthrely. It has already been 
mentioned that perception may be defined as the recognition 
of a multiplicity in a unity~ Hence, the latter element of 
this opposition involv(9s the quantitative considerations 
from which the suggestions thus lnAde may be deriv~do 

142Q Cfe above, pp. 43-50. 

"lL~3. Leibniz, Monodo1ogy, #32 (Loemker" ii, p. 1049) 8 

1440 This is the ground upon which the cosmological argument for 
the existence of God is based. 

145. Cf. Saw, p. 72. 

146. Leibniz, Monodo1ogy, #37 (Loemker p ii, p. 1050). 

147~ Leibniz, 'Monodology, #37-38 (Loemker, ii, p. 1050). 

lll.a.. Cf. Leibniz t PrinciE1es .2! Nature!!!!! 2! Grace, 18' (Loernker, 
ii, po 1038). 
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149. Cf. Leibniz, MonodologYt ##3?f. (loemker, ii, p.1050); 
Principles 2.f Nature ~ of Grace, #8 (Loemker, ii, p.1038f); 
Parkinson, p.86ff; Russell, p.175 (288). 

150. Cfe Leibniz, Monodologz, #45 (Loemker, ii, p.l051); Russell, 
p.172 (286);. Parkinson, pp. ?7-85; Saw, p.75f. 

151. At this point in the text, I avoid any extensive exposition of 
the divine nature. And it need only be said here that God may 
be interpreted as the supreme monad (cf. Parkinson, p.138), 
and this position receives confirmation in Leibnizian papers 
(cf. Loemker, ii, p.l072). On the other side, Russell states 
that what we have in those contexts in which Leibniz speaks 
of God as a monad are mere theoretical slips, and that it 
was never Leibniz's intention to make God a monad. (cf. 
Russell, p.18?). The debate in this regard is hereby acknow
ledged, and is regarded, for our purposes, as inconclusive. 
Such attempts to interpret the nature of God, however, do 
not affect the characterization of God as an absolutely 
necessary being; and it is by virtue of this necessity that 
the argument in the text progresses.' r 

152. Cf. Russell o p.146; Parkinson, p.78. In these contexts, it is 
suggested that the definition of 'eternity' is 'necessary 
existencet~ The situation is very similar to that of Plato, 
and the doctrine of forms (Cf. Parmenides, 128e et seq.)o 

153. efo Berkeley, De Motu, '#16 (Armstrong ed. p.255), #23 (A, po 
257), #67. (A-;-p.270f). 

154. efo Berkeley, Towards ~ New Theoty~Vision. #2 (A, p.285; 
Luce-Jessop ed., it p.l?l). 

155. Cf. 1.!?i!;!. #9 (A, p. 286; L-J, i,'p.l?2f). 

156. c~. 1£g, #10 (A, p.28?; L-J, i. pol?3) • 

15? Cf. Ibid, #11 (A. p.28?; L-J. it pol?3) • #18 (A, po288; L-J, 
it p.l?4)e , , , 

158. ef. Berkeley; ~~, #53 (A, p.266) 0 

159. Ibid, loco cit. ---
.. 

16o~ The syllogism against the notion of absolute time ~!!. sensible 
being might run as follows: 

10 Duration by itself is intangible. , 
2. Some things are to'be perceived by the mediation of· 

others. 
3. Nothing which is not itself perceived can be the means 

of perceiving another. 
Therefore. duration is perceived by means of some other 

idea. 



161.,. Cf. Berkeley, ~~, #43 (A, p.263). 

162~.~t #21 (A, p.256). 
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Berkeley admits that mathematics.l and mechanical abstractions 
are useful for purposes of computation and of abbreviated 
expression, but' he persists in this belief that they are 
inherently incapable of explaining the real thing (i.e., 
motion). Cf. De Motu, #7f (A, p.252), #22 (A, po256tT; #28 
(A, p.258), #'39 ("A';-po262) , #41£ (A, p.262f). 

164 •• : Cf 0 Berkeley, Principles .2! l1uman Knowled~, #1 (A, p.61; L-J, 
ii, p.41; Turbayne edo, p.23): flIt is evident to anyone who 
takes a survey of the objects of human knowledge that they 
are either ideas actually imprinted on the senses, or else 
such as are perceived by attending to the passions and 
operations of the mind, or lastlYll ideas formed by the help 
of memory and imagination-- eithe!' compounding, dividing, 
or barely representing those originals perceived in the 
aforesaid 1olays. II In regard to the second of these, cf. 
A.A. Luce, Berkeley's Immaterialism, p. 39f. 

165. Cf., Locke, Essay.2ll ~ Human Understanding, II, i, #1-3. 

166.,. In this regard, compare Locke, Essa,y ~ ~ Human Understanding, 
II, viii, ##Sft, and Berkeley, .E!'J.nciples .£f Human Knowledge, 
##4-5, 9, 10 (A, pp. 62, 64f; L-J, ii, pp.42f, 44f; T, pp. 
24fo, 27f). 

1671 Berkeley, Principles £! Human Knowledge, #9 (A, p.64; L-J, ii, 
4L,L; T, 27). 

16,8. Cf. Berkeley, Three Dialogues ( Turbayne ad. p.13) .. 

i69'. Berkeley, Princiyles .2! Human ~edge, #7 (A, p.63; L-J, ii, 
p.43f.; T, p.26 • 

1710# Ibid, #8 (A, p.64; L-J, ii, p.44; T, p.26f) .. 

171~ ~, #25 (At p.70; L-J, ii, p.51; T, p.35). 

17:211' lli,2, loco ill. 

173. An example of such an abstract general idea, and one which is 
basic to the entire Berkeleian approach, is considered to be 
the so-called ' "idea of matter". It has been noted that it is 
his antipat~ to such an idea that is the ground for Berke
ley's immaterialist'position. 

174. Cf. Berkeley, Principles 2! Human Knowledge, "Introduction" 
115 (A, p.S3; L-J, ii ll p.33f; T, p,,14f)e 



17S~ Berkeley, Principles ~ Human Knowledge, #10 (A, P.6Si L-J, 
ii, p.4S; T, p.28). 

176. ~, #1 (A, p.61; L-J, ii, p.41; T, p.23). 
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17'7. Cf. 1J?1s!, #24 (A, p. 70; L-J, ii, p.51; T, 31}f); "It is on this 
e •• that I insi'st, to wit, that Ithe absolute existence of 
unthinking things' are words without meaning, or which include 
a contradiction.1f 

1780 ~, #2 (A, p.61f; L-J J ii, p.42; T, p.24). 

179. 11&.9., loco ill. 

180, Cf. ~, #29 (A, P.72i L-J, ii, p.S3; T, p.36f). 

181. It must be noted that there are instances in which the human 
mind lulls certain ideas or perceptionsi yet its creativity 
is severely limited in this respect, insofar as it must 
exercise this activity upon data provided by sensation. 
Mor~9.ver, relatively speaking, it is not ,often ('the case. 

182. A.A. Luce, Berkeley's Immaterialism, p. 48. 

184. For one thing, Luce seems here to take no account of the 
passive nature of human perception" or of the fact that ideas 
or perceptions are received by the mind, or again of the fact 
that the human mind has no control over either the fact of 
perception (1:.2. whether.2!: not it will perceive) or what, 
when perceiving, it perceive~i.eo, the content of the per
ception). It is true enough, however, that once sense-data 
are perceived, the mind operates upon them, and thus is 
active. But in order to operate; the mind must have some
thing to operate upon. 

185 .. This latter point provides the distinction between Berkeley's 
philosophy and that to be found in Leibniz's MonodologY. 

186. Cf. Berkeley, Principles ~ HRman Knowledge, #S7 (A, p.S3f; 
L_J, ii, p.6S; T, p.49f), ##90 (A, p.9S; L-J, ii, p.SO; T, 
p.67) in conjunction with #1 (A, p.61; L-J, ii, p. 41; T, 
p.23). Cf. also Three Dialogues (T, p.59),. 

187. Berkeley, Three Dialogues (T, p.56). 

188.~, (T, p.55). 

J.8.9., 1.!?1S, (T, p. 59) 0 

~.90 .. A.N. Whitehead, Science ~ lli Mods!,!l World, p. 66 .. 
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191. Cf. Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge. #30 (A, p.72; 
L-J, ii, pe53f; T, p.37). 

192. ~, #25 (A, p.7l; L-J, ii, p.5lf; T, po35). 

193. ~, #142 (A, p.12l; L-J, 1,i, p.l06; T, p.96). 

194. Cfo Berkeley, Three Dialogues (T, p.78); also Principles of 
Human Knowledge #142 (A, p.12l; L-J, ii, p.lOb; T, p.9b), 
and #135 (A, p.118f). 

195. Cf .. Berkeley, 'Three Dialogues (A, p.194f). 

196 .. Cf 0 Berkeley, Principles .2f Human Knowledge, #140 (A, p.120); 
Three Dialogues (A, p.193f). 

1970 To affirm that one is capable of knowing oneself by way of 
having a perception of some subjective state is to represent 
oneself as an objective stable (or inert) being, and not 

198. 

199. 

to know oneself as what is essentially and active agent or 
subject. In attempting to represent oneself in this way, 
one may very easily be guilty of ,a misrepresentation. 

Cf. Berkeley, Philosophical Commentaries, #643 & #663 (A, 
p. 368), #478a (A, p.367); Principles £! Human Knowledge, 
#25 (A, p.7l; L-J, ii. p.51f; T, po35), Three Dialogues 
(A, p.193f).. ' 

cr. Berkeley, Principles of Human ~nowled£e. #89 (A, p.97f; 
L-J, ii, p.79ff; T, p.i56f)o Compare with Kant, Critique .2!. 
~ Reason: ';Preface'; to the secl::>nd edition. 

200. Berkeley, Principles .2! Human Knowledge, #98 (A, p.lOl; L-J r 
ii, p. 83; TIP p. 70 ). , 

201. Cf. ~. #26 (A, p.71; L-J, ii, p .. 52 ; T, p.35)o 

202 0 Cf" 'N emon, Ma thema tical Principles .2!. Natural Philosophy» 
po 6., 

203. Berkeley, Principles E1. Human Knowledge, #97 (A, p.lOl; L-J, 
ii, p.83; T, p.70). . 

204. Cf. G.D. Hicks, Berkeley, p.172ff. Of the supposed difficulties 
raised by Hicks, the first is most easily disposed of, since 
he seems completely to ignore cert~in specific statements by 
Berkeley himself: ~. cf. Berkeley, Philosophical 
Commentaries, #643, #663, #478a£ ~,. p. 367f); Principles .2! 

.Human Knowledge, #25 (A, p.71; I-J!, ii, p.5lf; T~ p.35); 
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Three Dialogues (A,·p.193f). All of these exemplary passages, 
if rightly scrutinized, preclude the very possibility of an 
"idea of succession';. 

205. This statement is a direct consequence of Berkeley's affirma
tion, cited earlier in the text of this paper,·to the effect 
that "time is nothing apart from the succession of ideas ••• 'i 
(Principles of Human Knowledge, #98). To say that time is 
a presupposition of the succession of ideas is to imply 
that it would be capable, in theory, of an existence 
independent of the succession, in the Newtonian sense. 

206. It is not a definition in the Aristotelian sense of definition 
~ genus and pifference, since this involves the doctr.ine of 
essences, or of abstract general ideas •. It is rather a 
definition in the sense of a logical equivalence. If defini
tion must, by nature, be regarded as by genus and difference, 
then to say that time is a succession of ideas is not a 
defiriition at all, but rather a descriptive equivalence. I 
prefer, however, and I think it can be said that Berkeley 
prefers, to regard IIdefinition by logical equivalence" a 
legitimate sort of definition. 

2,07. Cf •. Leibniz, Metaphysical Foundatjeons·.2f Mathematics (Loemker. 
ii •. p.l083): "Time is the order of all non-contemporaneous 
things~ ~ .flo This abbreviated sUl,tement may well be translated: 
"Time is the order of all possible successions". 

208. Cf. Berkeley, ~~. #17 (A, p.255; L-J, iv, p.lS). 

209. Cf. Hicks. Berkeley. p.172ff. 

210. Cf. the text of this paper, p.4f. 

211. Cf. Ber~~ley, Principles of Human Knowled~e. #58f (A. p.84f; 
L-J, ll, p.65f; T, p.501). #35f (A, p.7 f; L-J, ii, p.55fj 
T, po39f)" 

212. To grant the mind an existence when it does not think is to 
treat it as an abstraction, and this involves a manifest 
contradiction; for, on Berkeley's thesis, the very nature 
of mind, and the very ground for its being, resides in its 
thinking. Thus, to consider the mind in this way is quite 
repugnant to Berkeley's philosophical position. In this 
regard, cf. the manuscript extension to the Principles of 
Human Knowledge, #98: "Sure I am that should anyone tell me 
that there is a time wherein a spirit actually exists with
out perceiving, or an idea without being perceived, or that 
there is a third sort of being which exists though it 
neither wills nor perceives nor is perceived, his words 
would have no o-tller effect on my mind ~an if he talked in 
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an unknown language. It is indeed an easy matter for a man 
to say, 'the mind exists without thinking', but to conceive 
a meaning that may correspond to those sounds, or to frame 
a notion of a spirit's existence abstracted from thinking, 
this seems to me impossible ••• ". (T, p.70f, n). 
This thesis, it might be added, finds an echo within the 
context of the Leibnizian doctri~ne of monads. 

21J. "Cf. M. Knoll, HTransforma:tions of Science in our Age", in 
J. Campbell, ed. t 11!:m and T~ (Eranos Yearbook). 

214. Cf. Berkeley, Sirl~' #253 (L-J, v, p.120). 

2150 It inevitably assumes that the wor'ld is an 'iabstract concept", 
in Berkeleian terms, or, which is the same thing, that it 
is a Newtonian absolute. This is the point of, significant 
disagreement between Berkeley and Locke: for Locke is in 
this respect a Newtonian: that he believed that there is a 
world 'of primary qualities which exists absolutely and quite 
independently of the human mind, and which 'is ~he immediate 
efficient cause of human knowledge. In sayingfthat the so
called "external world" is a world in which only primary 
qualities existo Locke I s advocatilon of the Newtonian view is 
further in evidence; for the primary qualities in the Lockean 
theory are as significantly quantitative as are the Newtonian 
absolutes. Cf. Locke, Essay £a ~ Human Understanding, II. 
viii,~ #Bff. ' 

216. God is presumably a being which is not at all passive, and not 
therefore at all affected by sense perceptions. He is, in 
other words, 'non-perceptive. Cf. ~['hree Dialo'gues (A, p.193). 

217. Berkeley, Principles ~ Human Knowledge, #97 (A, p.lOl; L-J, 
ii, p.83: T, p070). 

218 0 Thus, we may contest the statement by G.J. Whitrow, that the 
empiricists generally, in considering time to be the succession 
of ideas in the mind, ~;failed to make clear how this is 
related to the time used in physics"; and we may contest 
also his statement, in specific regard to Berkeley, that f-he 
paid no attention to the problems of the uniformity and the 
universality of time ... '· (Whitrow, 1h!! Natural Philosophy of 
~9 p.49). Cf. A.A. Luce, Berkeley's lE¥naterialism, po139. ' 
Berkeley seems ~erely to have separated considerations of 
private (or psychplogical) and public time; cf. Bergson, 
Introduction §. Metaphysics, passim. and ~ ~ ~ lilli. 
passim; and cf. P. Lecomte du Nouy, Biological~, 
pp. 12.s..177. ' . 

219. Berkeley, Three Dialogues (T, p.31). 

/ ,-
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Since time is the succession o£ ideas, properly speaking, 
it is just as private as are the ideas which enter into 
its composition. For this reason, it is not absurd, on 
Berkeley's thesis, to a££irm the possibility that ideas 
should succeed each other twice a.s £ast in one mind than 
in another. The possibility, in this regard, remains 
una£fected by the £act that there is no way for such a 
comparison to be known. In any case, there is no strictly 
objective standard o£ temporal succession, no regulator 
that dictates the uniform rate at which ideas may succeed 
each other. In other' words', there is no basis for saying 
that the rate o£ succession must be the same for one 
mind as for another. 
The passage cited in the text would terminate in absurdity 
if succession, or time~ were something objective and absolute: 
i.e., if there were an absolutely uniform idea of succession; 
il would be just as inconsistent as is the notion o£ an idea 
o£ succession that it presupposes, or as is the doctrine 

,of absolutes 
'The passage cited thus is presented in the Three Dialogues 
as a rejoinder by Philonous toe,the absolutist / stand o£ 
his opponent, Hylas. On the basis of the absolutist thesis 
to maintain an affirmative response to the question pos,ed 
results in absurdity or inconsistence. The result is not 
the same in regard to having Berkeley's thesis as the basis 
for an affirmative response. 

220, Once again, we must refer to the d:Lstinction bebreen notions 
,and ideas o The latter element in the dichotomy within the 
text of this paper involves .ideas" which, like others of its 

'kind, enter into, but neither do nor can represent, a 
succession. The succession is different in kind from the 
ideas which enter into it: it is dynamiC;-~plete because 
'continuing, and therefore notional. Cf. Berkeley, Principles 
~ Human Knowledge, #25ff (A, p.?lf; L-J, ii p 51f; T, p.J5f)o 
This is fundamentally the reason for Berkeley's rejection 
of an idea of succession. 

'221. G.A. Johnston, ~ Development of ,Berkele;y;' s Philosoph~, 
p.242. 

222. If it can be said that the successi~n of ideas is an essentially 
, private~, and is subjective or psychological, then it 

must equally be affirmed that the measure of such tim~ is 
likewise subjective and psychological in character; for 
Berkeley suggests that the succession of ideas is the measure 
of time (Cf. Berkeley, Three Dialogues (T, p.Jl». And the 
measure of time, in this regard, 1:5 tperefore for the> most 
part, quite independent. of the social 'or scientific fftime f -
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qua temporal position, by reference to which minds can be 
coordinated. True time-- if we may use the term JjtrueJ' __ 

is inescapably private and subjective (~., psychological); 
public and scientific ';time'# is not, it would seem, rightly 
to be called ti·time ff at all. 

223. A.A. Luce, Berkeleyts Immaterialism, p.l52 • 

2240 Berkeley, Siris , :/1:295 (L-J, v, p,,137). 

225. Berkeley, Philosophical Correspondance with Johnson, (A, 
p. 247; L-J, ii, p.293). 

226. Cf. Berkeley, Three Dialogues (T, p. 57f). 

227. By the terms '·coincidencet, and "dependence" in this context 
I mean the following: (a) by ffcoincidence fl I mean that 
space and time are treated as on an equal 'theoretical 
footing, or as of equal theoretic:a1 weight, the one being 
no more important in the theory t.han the other; (b) by 
"dependence" I mean that the one is less significant, or 
of less theoretical importance'~ than the other. 

t.; 

--
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